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NOTES

Except where otherwise noted, dates used in this paper are school years
rather than calendar years. For example, the results of a test administered
in the fall of 1979 and the spring of 1980 are both labeled 1979. As a result,
the dates used here are in some instances a year earlier than those in other
published sources. This discrepancy is particularly common in the case of
college admissions tests and other tests administered to high school seniors,
which are often labeled in other sources in terms of the calE adar year in
which students would graduate.

fi

Details in the text and tables of this report may not add to to Is because of
rounding.
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PREFACE
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SUMMARY

Over the past several years, the educational achievement of American
students has become a focus of intense public discussion and has led to a
serious reexamination of schooling in America. A number of developments
have contributed to this concern, including a substantial decline in test
scores in the 1960s and 1970s, the weak performance of American students
relative to their peers in some other countries, and the large gap in average
test scores between some minority groups and nonminority students. More
positive trends, though significant, have gained less notice- -for example,
the end of the overall achievement decline in the 1970s, a subsequent upturn
in average scores, and recent gains of black and Hispanic students relative
to nonminority students.

With the growing concern about public education has come an increas-
ing reliance on achievement tests as indicators of the performance of
students and schools. This trend has taken many forms and is apparent from
the local to the national level. Many states and localities have expanded
their programs of routine testing, sometimes as a result of legislation; the
additional tests are often used as minimum criteria for promotion into
higher grades or for graduation. Furthermore, average test scores have
become a common basis of comparisons among schools and districts, and in
some communities, newspapers routinely publish test results to facilitate
such comparisons. The U.S. Department of Education has begun annual
publication of average college admissions test scores on a state-by-state
basis, and some states have taken steps to alter their own achievement tests
to make their results comparable. Test scores have in fact come to be used
as a natic al report card, influencing decisions from the level of individual
students to that of national educational policy.

In the light of this heightened reliance on achievement tests, a careful
appraisal of recent trends in test scores has important ramifications for
educational policy. This paper assesses test score trends among elementary
and secondary school students; it also discusses the strengths and
weaknesses of the information they provide. A forthcoming companion
study, Educational Achievement: Explanations and Implications of Recent
Trends, evaluates common explanations of the trends and explores impli-
cations for educational policy.
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THE POLICY CONTEXT OF CURRENT CONCERN

Although states and localities bear primary responsibility for elementary
and secondary education, educational achievement is clearly a national
concern. Indeed, the current debate has been national in both scope and
content. It has focused in part on such national issues as the competitive-
ness of the American economy and national securityquestions that have
been recurrent themes in debate about educational policy at least since the
turn of the century. Moreover, the debate has taken hold in all regions of
the country, and many of the initiatives undertaken by states and localities
reflect common themes and share common elements, such as increased
reliance on achievement testing. As in the past, both the Congress and the
Administration have been important participants in the debate through
legislative proposals and the dissemination of information.

UNDERSTANDING MEASURES OF EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Although the use of standardized tests as indicators of educational achieve-
ment has grown sharply in recent years, scores on standardiv.(-d tests are not
as straightforward an indicator of achievement as they might first appear.
For that reason, the strengths and weaknesses of exiating tests should be
kept in mind when interpreting recent trends.

The advantages of standardized tests--or, rather, the advantages that
they can have if carefully constructed- -are obvious and important. By
imposing a uniform measure, they can avoid much of the subjectivity and
extraneous variation that plagues some alternative forms of evaluation, such
as grade-point averages. Standardized tests can be designed to provide
valuable comparisons over time and among grade levels, tap specific types
of skills, and differentiate among students at various achievement levels.

The weaknesses of standardized tests are less apparent but equally
significant. In most cases, the tests are not direct and complete measures
of the skills that are of concern. Rather, they are proxies for this often
unobtainable ideal. Designing the proxy entails many decisions about the
test's purpose, content, level of difficulty, format, the severity of time
pressure, and other factors. As a result, tests vary markedly in what they
measure and how well they measure it. Indeed, even apparently similar
tests ofren produce divergent results.

Tests designed to assist in selecting students for admission to
college- -such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)- -provide a particularly
striking example of tests as proxies for other, unobtainable measures. These
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tests are intenied to predict students' performance in college, which can
be measured directly only lung after the admissions decision must be made.
Although these tests comprise multiple-choke questions, their purpose is to
predict future success on some very different tasks- -such as comprehending
long lectures and writing fluent term papers- -that help determine whether
students succeed or fail in college. In the case of tests designed to measure
students' current level of achievement, the contrast between the skills
embodied in a test and the correspOnding skills with which schools are
concerned is often less striking, but it can nonetheless be substantial.

Because of these limitations, the results of standardized tests must be
interpreted cautiously. Trends should be given credence if they appear with
considerable consistency in numerous tests, particularly if the tests are
varied. On the other hand, trends that appear only on one test, or only
among a set of very similar tests, should be considered questionable.
Moreover, whether trends shown by a test are meaningful hinges on whether
the characteristics of that test are appropriate for the particular issue in
question. For example, if trends among students in general are at issue,
college admissions tests can provide dubious information. A large number of
students never take such tests, which makes the results unrepresentative of
the student population as a whole. Furthermore, biases are introduced by
changes in the composition of the group that does take the tests. Similarly,
some minimum-competency tests provide little information about trends
among high-achieving students for want of a sufficient number of difficult
test items.

THE DECLINE AND SUBSEQUENT UPTURN
IN ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES

After years of improvement, scores on achievement test scores began a
sizable drop in the mid-1960s. The decline was widespread, occurring among
many different types of students, on many different tests, in all subject
areas, in private as well as public schools, and in all parts of the nation. 1/

Although the size of the decline varied greatly from one test to
another, it was in many instances large enough to be of substantial
educational concern. In general, the decline in test scores was larger in the

A few tests did not codorm to this pattern. The National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP), for example, showed no overall drop in reading since 1970, and the
American College Testing program (ACT) tests showed no decline in natural science.
But these exceptions were few enough, and the conforming tests sufficiently numerous,
that the generality of the decline is clear.
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higher grades. Scores on tests administered in grades three and below
dropped little, if at all, and te ts administered in grade four showed only
inconsistent and small declines. On the other hand, most tests administered
in grades five and above showed declines in average scores, with the largest
drops tending to occur at the high school level. Among the achievement
tests assessed in this study, the average decline in grades six and above was
large enough that the typical (median) student at the end of the decline
exhibited the same level of achievement as was shown before the decline by
students at the 38th percentile. 2/ A different assortment of tests,
however, would yield a different estimate of the decline's average
magnitude.

Although not all skills commonly considered "basic" escaped serious
deterioration, the score decline appears to have been greater in areas
involving higher-order skills. For example, between 1972 and 1977, the
National Assessment of Educational Progress in mathematics showed no
change in the performance of 17-year-okls in the simple recall of facts and
definitions, but substantial declines took place on test items tapping deeper
understanding and problem-solving skills. Items testing arithmetic computa-
tion showed a mixed pattern; in general, the more complex items evidenced
the sharpest drops in success rates. This larger drop in higher-level skills
might be one cause of the greater test score decline in the higher test
grades.

The overall decline in test scores generally ended with the cohorts of
children born around 1962 and 1963--that is, with the cohorts that entered
school in the late 1960s. Thus, the decline's end first appeared in tests
administered in the upper elementary grades in the mid-1970s. Thereafter,
it moved into the higher grades at a rate of roughly a grade per year as
those birth cohorts aged, reaching the senior high school grades in the late
1970s (see Summary Figure 1). This pattern, however, has gained relatively
little attention. Perhaps because of the greater notice accorded to tests at
the senior high school level, there has been a widespread misconception that
the decline ended only within the past few years.

In fact, subsequent cohorts of children--those entering school in the
late 1960s and throughout the 1970sproduced a sharp rise in scores on
most, but not all, tests. In the majority of instances in which scores
increased, the rise has been steady- -with each cohort tending to outscore
the preceding one- -and often roughly as fast as the decline. As a result,
achievement in the elementary grades is now by some measures at its
highest level in three decades. At the other extreme, scores on tests
administered to high school students, such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test

The avers e decline on these tests was_ roughly 0. 3 itandard deviation.
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Summary Figure 1.
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Summary Figure 2.
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(SAT), still remain relatively close to their low points of the late 1970s,
probably because of the shorter interval since scores began to rise again in
those age groups. While it appears that these improvements are occurring
at many skill levels, the data raise disturbing questions of whether the
improvements on some tests have been larger in the more basic skills than in
areas requiring deeper understanding.

Another important issue in the debate over educational achievement is
the performance of minority students on standardized tests. Over the past
10 to 15 years- -a period that encompassed both declining and improving test
scores- -the average scores of some minority students rose compared with
those of nonminority students. The relative gains of black students appear
on every test for which separate trend data for black students are available.
Although the gap in average scores between black and nonminority students
remains large, it has narrowed appreciably (see Summary Figure 2). 3/ Some

On the SAT, for example, the rate at which the scores of black and nonminority scores
have converged over the past nine years is comparable to that of the total decline in
scores among all students taking the test- a trend that few observers have labeled
insignificant.
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test results uggost Ont the scores of black students showed lesser
decreases than did those of nonminority students during the final years of
the achievement decline, stopped declining earlier, and showed greater
improvement during the first years of the overall upturn in sco es.

In addition, Hispanic students, who also typically have average scores
well below those of nonrninority students, showed relative gains over the
past decade. The improvement appears to have been greater among
Mexican-American students than among other Hispanics. These patterns are
less clear-cut, however, because of more limited data, ambiguities in the
classification of diverse Hispanic students, and the relatively small number
of Hispanics in the test data.

The period since 1970 also included relative improvement of average
test scores in certain characteristically low-achieving types of schools and
communities. Between 1977 and 1981, mathematics scores on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress rose much more sharply in high-
minority schools (those with minority enrollments of 40 percent or more)
than in other schools. This upturn suggests that the gains of minority
students cannot be attributed entirely to those attending schools with low
concentrations of minority students. Students in disadvantaged urban
schools also showed relative gains in the National Assessments of
mathematics and reading. In mathematics, for example, average scores of
9- and 13-year-old students in disadvantaged urban communities rose
markedly after 1972, while those of students in other localities rose little or
not at all. These relative gains were sizable; by 1981, a fourth to a third of
the gap in test scores between disadvantaged urban communities and the
rest of the nation had been overcome.
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INTRODUCTION

Concern about the educational achievement of American students has
recently reached its most serious level since the Sputnik-inspired reform era
of the 1950s and 1960s. One source of this concern has been a growing
public awareness that achievement leveis had, by many measures, dropped
considerably during the 1960s and 1970s, and that American students
compare poorly on achievement tests with their peers in many other
nations. 1/ A number of prominent reports- -such as A Nation at Risk--
have amplified public concerns about the achievement of American students
and called for major changes in the educational system. 2/

The current widespread focus on the educational achievement of
students is a part of a much broader concern about the state of American
public education. For example, recent reports have cited such issues as
apparent declines in the academic qualifications of newly trained teachers;
growing shortages of teachers, particularly in certain subject areas; a
perceived failure of educational institutions to keep pace with the demands
of a technologically changing society; major changes in the charact3ristics
of the school-age population (such as the growing proportion comprising
ethnic minorities and children from single-parent families); poor school
discipline; and student abuse of alcohol and other drugs.

As concern about the state of public education has grown, Americans
have increasingly come to judge the quality of their schools by the results of
achievement tests. This trend is apparent from the local to the national

These facts were documented during the 1960s and 1970s, but gained relatively little
public attention until the past few years. See, for example, Annegret Harnischfeger
and David E. Wiley, Achievement Test Score Decline: Do We Need to Worry? (Chicago:
ML.GROUP for Policy Studies in Education, 1975); Advisory Panel on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Further Examination (New York: College Entrance
Examination Board, 1977); Torsten Husen, ed., International Study of Achievement
in Mathematics: A Comparison of Twelve Countries (Stockholm and New York: Almqvist
& Wiksell and John Wiley & Sons, 1967); and G. F. Peaker. An Empirical Study of
Education in Twenty-Onc Countries: A Technical Report (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1975).

2. National Commission on Excellence in Education, A Nation at Ris k (Washington, D.C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1983).

20
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level. In some localities, for example, newspapers routinely publish
comparisons of the average test scnres obtained by students in various
schools. On the national level, thio tendency has taken several forms,
perhaps the most salient of which i- the now annual publication by the U.S.
Department of Education of the average scores on college admissions tests
attained by students in each of the states. Indeed, test scores have come to
be used as a national report card on the schools.

Despite the current emphasis on educational achievement, surprisingly
little attention has been given to some of the more positive recent trends in
the achievement of elementary and secondary school students. The declines
of the 1960s and 1970s ended some time ago (as much as a decade ago in the
early grades) and have since been superseded by a sizable upturn in test
scores. This change has only recently begun to gain widespread recognition
and as yet has had little apparent impact on educational initiatives.
Similarly, although the large gap in average test scores between nonminority
and minority students has been widely acknowledged, the fact that this gap
has been slowly but appreciably narrowing in recent years has gained far less
attention.

The current heavy reliance on achievement tests makes it critical to
gauge recent trends in test scores, to understand the strengths and limita-
tions of test scores as indicators of educational achievement, and to explore
their implications for educational policy. This paper assesses recent trends
in the achievement test scores of American elementary and secondary
school students. It assesses both aggregate trends and variations among
groups of students, types of communities, and types of tests. It considers a
wide variety of tests in order to ascertain the consistencies underlying the
sizable and often unexplained variation in their results. The analysis sl-lws
that some patterns are reasonably consistent among tests and thers-Jre
warrant confidence, while others are restricted to one or a few tests and
thus should be considered questionable. A forthcoming companion paper,
Educational Achievement: Explanations and Implications of Recent
Trends, evaluates common explanations of the achievement trends and
explores the implications of the trends and of their explanations for
educational policy.

THE CONTEXT OF THE CURRENT CONTROVERSY

Although states and localities have primary responsibility for public
elementary and secondary education- -and together provide over 90 percent
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of the money Spent for this purpose by all levels of governmenteduca-
tion is a truly national concern. Debate about educational policy thus often
emphasizes questions of national interest. For example, although there is
surprisingly little evidence about the specific skills and abilities that
contribute to success in different occupations, the impact of education on
the productivity of the nation's workforce has been an important point of
debate at least since the turn of the century.N Similarly, the implications
of educational policy for national security have often been the focus of
attention Congressional and administration concerns about educational
achievement accordingly have often been more far reaching than the
relatively small federal role in elementary and secondary education might
suggest.

The current national debate about elementary and secondary educa-
tionand the participation of the Congress and the administration in the
controversyhave numerous historical parallels. For example, current
concern that the most able students be given sufficiently challenging
curricula has parallels in the 1893 report of the "Committee of Ten"- -con-
sidered by some historians to be the first major national report on the high
school. 4/ Similarly, contemporary concern that other students be ade-
quately prepared for the demands they will face after leaving school has
precursors in another early national report- - The Cardinal Principles of
Secondary Education, published in 1918- -as well as in Congressional and
administration actions around tne time of the First World War. 5/

The current wave of concern about educational achievement also
mirrors its predecessors in having sparked policy initiatives at all levels of
government. The impact of achievement tests, however, in contrast to less
specific notions of achievement, has grown much more substantial. Certain
uses of tests- -for example, minimum-competency tests and other state-

3. For a description of the technical and economic emphasis in educational debate and
programs around the turn of the century, see, for example, David K. Cohen and Barbara
Neufeld, *The Failure of High Schools and the Progress of Education,"Daedalus (Summer
1981), vol. 110. pp. 69-81; and Thomas James and David Tyack, "Learning from Past
Efforts to Reform the High School," Phi Delta Kappan (February 1983), vol. 64,
pp. 400-406. The relevance of such considerations to federal education policies since
1917 is discussed briefly below.

James and Tyack, "Learning from Past Efforts."

5. Mid; Carl F. Kaestle and Marshall S. Smith, "The Federal Role in Ele e Wry and
Secondary Education, 1940-1980," Harvard Educational Review, vol. 54 ( November
1982), pp. 384-408.
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mandated testshave grown markedly since the 1970s. Test results nowhave effects that greatly exceed their impact in earlier eras. These
consequences are diverse, ranging from the level of individual students tothat of national policy. They include, for example, decisions about thepromotion or graduation of individual students; changes in curricula andinstruction; the distribution of funds among schools; and changes in
educational policy at both the federal and state levels.

Trends in the Federal Sta e and Local
Roles in Secondary

Funding for and control over elementary and secondary education wasinitially a largely local concern. A significant state role began to emerge inthe nineteenth century, however, and has continued to grow since. 6/ At the

6. Kaest e and Smith, e Federal Role."
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end of World War H, the states on average supplied about a third of the
revenue receipts of public elementary and secondary schools, while local
so rees provided most of the remainder (see Figure I-1). The state share
continued to increase, although erratically, in the post-war years, and has
roughly equaled the local share for nearly a decade. 7/ The state share,
however, varies greatly; in 1982, it ranged from 9 percent in New Hampshire
to 75 percent in Washington and New Mexico and 78 percent in Alaska. 81

The delineation of state and local responsibilities has also changed
over time and varies from one state to another. But both states and
localities have clear reasons to be concerned with achievement trends, since
they share responsibility for broad questions of curriculum, course
requirements, and testing. 9/

The federal role in e ementary and secondary education has always
been more limited than that of states and localities. Until the end of World
War II, the federal government contributed less than 1.5 percent of public
school revenues (see Figure 1-1), The federal share climbed to roughly 4
percent over the next decade and remained at that level until the mid-
1960s, when it jumped to a range of 8 percent to 9 percent. It remained at
that level for about a decade more. From 1977 through 1980, the federal
share briefly grew to over 9 percent; thereafter it dropped. By the most
common accounting, the federal contribution in the 1983 bt.hool year was
about $8,7 billion- -just under 7 percent of the $126 billion in total public
school revenues.

That state and local contributions are currently roughly equal is not a matter of
controversy, but the precise federal, state, and local shares shown in Figure I-1 are
open to question. These estimates, which are from the National Center for Education
Statistics, are used because they are perhaps the most common and because they are
available for a relatively long historical period; but their use does not represent a
judgment about the relative validity of the alternatives. The Census Bureau's Annual
Survey of Government Finances yields roughly similar estimates of federal and state
contributions but a larger estimate of local funding; the state share is estimated to be
a bit lower than the local. Recent alternative estimates from the National Center for
Education Statistics show a substantially larger federal share. They do not address
the split between local and state sources, however, and are available only for recent
years. See National Center for Education Statistics, Digest of Education Statistics,
1983-84 (Washington, D.C.: NCES, 1983), Table 62; Bureau of the Census, Finances
of Public School Systems in 1983-84, GF84 -No. 10 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1985), Table B; and National Center for Education Statistics, Federal
Support for Education, Fiscal Years 1980 to 1984 (Washington, D.C.: NCES, 1985).

National Center for Education Statistics, The Condition of Education, 1985 Edition
(Washington, D.C.: NCES, 1985), Table 1.10. Hawaii and the District of Columbia.
both of which comprise only a single school district, are excluded from this comparison.

9. See, for example, "Changing Course: A 50.State Survey of Reform Measures," Education
Week, vol. 4, number 20 (February 6, 1985), pp. 11-30.
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The growth in federal funding in part reflected qualitative changes in
the nature of federal involvement, Until the 1950s, federal education funds
were devoted to a few very narrow purposes. In 1950, for example, federal
funds supported only three educational programs, two of which focused on
small portions of the school-age population- -namely, fiscal assistance to
localities affected by federal installations and the education of native
American children, Support for vocational education was the sole educa-
tional program aimed at a broad segment of students. Moreover, in that
year, over half of federal aid was provided, not for educational programs of
any sort, but rather for school lunches. 101 Since then, a variety of laws
have greatly broadened federal involvement in elementary and secondary
education,

Despite the releively recent expansion of federal involvement in
elementary and secondary education, however, federal efforts to improve
the performance of American students date back to the early part of this
century. Moreover, the rationale for that involvement has often reflected a
common theme: a national interest in the competence and productivity of
the labor force produced by the schools.

The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, which established federal support for
vocational education, is often described as the first categorical federal
program in elementary and secondary education. One of the aims of this
bill, which remains funded to this day, was to improve the Eking and
productivity of the workforce as a response to international rivalry. 11/ The
National Defense Education Act of 1958 (NDEA), which authorized a variety
of activities designed to improve instruction in mathematics, science, and
foreign languages, had a similar rationale. 121 Some historians argue that
the NDEA had its roots in dissatisfactions with the educational system
dating back to the early 1950s. But the launching of Sputnik in 1957 and
heightened concern about America's international stature and competi-
tiveness clearly added to the NDEA's momentum and shaped debate about
the act. 13/ Some of the concerns of the Smith-Hughes Act were thus
mirrored in the NDEA's statement ofpurpose:

10. Hollis P. Allen, The Federal Government and Education: The Original and Complete
Study of Education for the Hoover Commission Task Force on Public Welfare (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1950); cited in Kaestle and Smith, "The Federal Role."

11. Kaestle and Smith, "The Federal Role,"pp. 388 and 391.

12. Public Law 85-864; 72 Stat. 1580.

13. Kaestle and Swith, "The Federal Ro 292.
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The Congress hereby finds and declares that the security of the
Nation requires the fullest development of the mental resources
and technical skills of its young men and women. The present

nergency demands that additional and more adequate
educational opportunities be m de available... 14/

The large jump in federal funding for elementary and secondary
education in the mid-1960s reflected the passage in 1965 of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA; Public Law 8940). ESEA created a
broad array of federal education programs, including the compensatory
education program that remains the largest single source of federal funds
for public schools. 15/ The statement of purpose of the ESEA noted
concerns similar to those that motivated Smith-Hughes and the NDEA.
Title I accounted for most of the authorized funds, and the act's statement
of purpose accordingly focused on an inte»t to improve the educational
opportunities open to disadvantaged students. Nonetheless, the statement
also cited concerns more similar to those of Smith-Hughes and the
NDEA- - the nation's well-being and security. 16/

Similar concerns have been voiced again during the past few yeaes.
The report of the National Commission on Excellence in Education, A
Nation at Risk, asserted that "Our once unchallenged preeminence in
commerce, science, and technological innovation is being overtaken by
competitors throughout the world. This report is concerned with only one of
the many causes...of the problem, but it is the one that undergirds American
prosperity, security, and civility."17/ Another prominent critique of the
educational system, produced by the "Task Force on Education for Economic
Growth," began by maintaining that improving education is ono of the few
national efforts that "can legitimately be called- crucial to our national
survival."18/ The Committee Report for the Education for Economic
Security Act of 1984, which established a new federal effort to improve

14. Public Law 85.864, Section 101.

15. Title I of ESEA, now Chapter 1 of the Education Comilidation and Improvement Act
of 1981

16. Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, H. Rept. 113,89:1 (1: 6

17. National Commission on Excellence in Education, A Nation at Risk, p. 5.

18. Task Foto.: on Education for Economic Growth, Action for Excellence (Denver Education
Commission of the States, 1983), P. 3.
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In addition to these intermittent direct efforts to improve student
performance, the federal government has also taken on an indirect role in
this effort by generating, collecting, and disseminating educational infor-
mation and statistics. Although this role has grown substantially in recent
decades, it extends back for more than a century, and it has generally been
less controversial than the more direct efforts. The U.S. Department of
Education was established in 1867 primarily to gather statistics about
education, and that role has continued without interruption to the
present. 20/ A National Advisory Committee on Education was established
in 1964 to advise the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare on
educational studies of national concern, and the National Institute of
Education was created by the Education Amendments of 1972 (Public Law
92-318). Other major federal efforts to generate, collect, or disseminate
information on education accompanied the more direct activities.

Although these information-related activities receive only a small
proportion of federal funding for elementary and secondary education, the
federal contribution provides a great deal--in some cases, the lion's share--
of resources available for carrying them out. In a number of instances, the
data generated by the federal government have been unique. For example, all
of the truly nationally representative indicators of educational achievement
used in this paper--the National Assessment of Educational Progress, the
High School and Beyond study, the National Longitudinal Study of the High
School Seniors Class of 1972, and Project TALENT--were funded by the
federal government.

Recent Policy Initiatives

Numerous recent federal, state, and local effor s to improve educational
achievement have reflectec these historical patterns. Many state and local
governments have made sweeping changes in curricula, high school gradua-
tion requirements, testing programs, policies for the certification and

9. Education for Economic Security Act, S. Rept. 98-151, 98: 2 (1984), p. 1.

20. The Department of Education was renamed the Office of Education shortly after its
establishment arid retained that designation until 1979.
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compensation of teachers, and other educational policies. 21/ The
A !ministration has emphasized its information-dissemination role in
attempts to prompt reforms. 22/ Some of the legislation considered by the
Congress (such as the Economic Security Act of 1984) has followed in the
tradition of Smith-Hughes and the NDEA in focusing efforts on specific
subjects that were considered by the act's proponents to be of particular
importance to the nation's competitiveness and security. Other legislation,
such as the Secondary Schools Basic Skills Acts, would follow in the mold of
Title I of ESEA in funding additional basic-skills instruction for
educationally disadvantaged students. 23/

Trends in educati nal achievement- -particularly, the decline of the
1960s and 1970shave often been cited as a rationale for recent educa-
tional initiatives, and some proposals appear to be predicated on assump-
tions about the causes of those trends. Many of the recent initiatives,
however, are not fully consistent with either the trends or the limited
information on their causes. For example, some of the proposals do not take
into account the nearly uninterrupted increase in test scores in the earliest
grades. Others aim primarily at specific curriculum areas- -such as the
most basic skills- -that have shown relatively favorable trends.

Congruence with recent achievement trends is of course only one of
many bases on which to ground educational initiatives. Changing a given
educational practice, for example, might improve average levels of achieve-
ment even if--contrary to common view--that practice did not actually
contribute to the decline. But as long as achievement trends are offered as
rationales for educational policy changes, the consistency between the
proposals and the trends is important to evaluate. Moreover, a more
comprehensive view of the trends and their causes allows one to design
initiatives to counter the severest problems, to capitalize on recent positive
trends, and perhaps to target some of the root causes of both.

21. For example, "Changing Course: A 50-State Survey;" Staff of the National Commission
on Excellence in Education, Meeting the Challenge: Recent Efforts to Improve Education
Across ihe Nation (Washington, D.C.: Department of Education, November 1983).

22. For example, National Commission on Excellence in Education, A Naiion oi Risk; U.S.
Department of Education, State Education Statistics: State Performance Ouicomes,
Resource Inputs, and Population Characteristics, 1982 and 1984 (January 1985); US.
Departmerit of Education, Indicators of Education Status and Trends (January 1985).

23. 5.508, introduced by Senator Bradley, ead H.R. 901, introduced by Representative
Williams.
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UNDERSTANDING IV EASURES OF

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

In recent years, the use of standardized tests as indicators of ach evement
has been burgeoning. These tests are diverse, including minimum-
competency tests (MCTs), college admissions tests, and "norm-referenced"
achievement tests. All of them, however, have one common characteristic:
they apply a uniform measure to gauge the performance of diverse students
in a wide variety of settings.

Many advantages of standardized tests over alternative measures--
such as grade-point averages and locally developed tests--are obvious. On
the other hand, ihile the hmitations of standardized tests are less obvious,
they can be severe. 1/

Perhaps the most important strength of standardized tests is that they
can be freed of much of the subjectivity that can plague suea alternative
measures as teachers' grades or class rank. They can also avoid other
extraneous variations in evaluations of student performance, such as differ-
ences in grading standards. If appropriately designed and scored, standard-
ized tests can be made comparable over time and can yield useful
information about trends that is unavailable from other sources. Standard-
ized tests can also be designed to provide valid indices of specific aspects of
achievement. They can be designed, for example, to differentiate among
particularly high- or low-achieving students, tap specific types or levels of
skills, or provide comparable information on the performance of students in
different grade levels.

Despite these strengths, the seemingly straightforward information
provided by standardized tests often masks considerable complexity and

1. Although many of the key issues in testing are technically complex, this chapter provides
a largely nontechnical description for readers who are unfamiliar with testing and
statistics. Readers desiring a more detailed and technical discussion of the issues
discussed in this chapter are referred to 'Testing: Concepts, Policy, Practice, and
Research," a special edition of The American Psychologist, vol. 36, (October 1981), and,
in particular, to Bert Green, "A Primer of Testing:. pages 1001-1012 in that volume,
on which parts of this chapter draw substantially.
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ambiguity. One indication of the limitations of standardized tests is the
often marked disparities in the results they yield (see Chapter III). This
divergence can reflect differences in the purposes and construction of the
tests, such as discrepancies in content, level of difficulty, or test format.
On the other hand, its causes are often poorly understood, and it can also
appear when tests are apparently similar.

The limitations of standardized tests are particularly severe when they
are used to compare schools, districts, states, or other aggregates- -as they
increasingly have been in recent years. Such comparisons are difficult and
can be seriously misleading. Standardized measures in themselves can
remove only some, but not all, of the extraneous variation among groups.
For example, comparisons among jurisdictions can be seriously biased by
differences in dropout rates, the composition of the school-age population,
rules governing exclusion of certain groups from te ting, and the closeness
of the match between the test and curricula.

Using standardized tests to gauge trends is also especially problem-
atic. To assess trends accurately, test results must be made comparable
from one testing to the next. This process is more difficult than it might
seem (as is described below). When test results are not made fully
comparable, estimates of trends can be seriously distorted.

EDUCATIONAL TESTS VERSUS EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Although popular accoants often treat test scores as synonymous with
educational achievement, the two are in fact very different. In mast cases,
tests are not direct and comprehensive measures of educational achieve-
ment. Rather, they are proxies, or substitutes, for such ideal but generally
unobtainable measures, varying markedly in how much they differ from the
ideal. The choices made in designing that substitution are many and have a
large impact on the results obtained.

Perhaps the best way of understanding an educational test is to
consider it an activity, the performance of which is intended to predict
some other performance or attribute that is more difficult to measure
directly. 2/ In some instances, what the test predicts cannot be directly

Douglas Cou on of the Office of Technology Assessment suggested this metaphor.
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measured hecause it hes in the futu (such as performance in subsequent
schooling or work). In other cases, the test is ri proxy for a present
characteristic of the student--such as mathematics achievement--that
difficult or impossible to measure completely.

An example of a test that differs markedly from the activities for
which it is a proxy is the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). The SAT is
intended to predict students' performance in college, and much of the work
gauging that test's value assesses the correlations between SAT scores and
freshman-year college grades. 3/ Taking the SAT, however, is an activity
very different from most of those in which coPege students must succeed.
Those students who do well on a multiple-choice examination are not
necessarily those who can concentrate through an hour-long lecture,
discipline themselves to do considerable amounts of reading over a long
period of time, or write well-organized and fluent term pipers. For this
reason, the SAT predicts college performance only imperfectly.

While most achievement tests, unlike the SAT, are intended to assess
the present knowledge or other current attributes of students rather than
their future performance, striking differences can still exist between the
activities constituting the test and the real-life skills for which they are
proxies, For example, many tests use a multiple-choice format, in mirt
because of ease of scoring. The corresponding tasks in real life, ho' .

often involve quite different skills- -writing prose, solving a mathen
problem without any clue about possible solutions (and even without a clear
statement of the problem), inferring or hypothesizing explanations of
events, assessing the logic and persuasiveness of arguments, and so on.

Given these differences between tests and the corresponding real-life
activities, creating a test--and understanding the results of one already
administeredraise several sets of questions:

o What is the test's purpose, and what real-life skills are of
interest?

o What test activities- -at what level of skill and in what
format- -will be used to represent t ose real-life ski

3. Hunter M. Breland, Population Validity and College
Monograph Number 8 (New York: The College Board, 197

ntrance Measures, Research
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nt is performance on the test actually a reasonable
al-life skills of interest and

o How are the scores scaled and reported?

I PORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF EDUCATiONAL TESTS

Many characteristics of educational tests have a major impact on the
results those tests yield. This section describes some of the most important
test characteristics and illustrates their impact on test results.

What Is the Purpose pf the Test?

Most of the commonly discussed educational tests are designed to achieve
one of three purposes:

o Ascertain whether students have acquired specific skills or infor-
mation;

o Rank students in terms of their kno ledge or ski s- or

o Predict subsequent performance. 4/

Tests That Ascertain Whether Students Have Acquired Specific Skills or
Information. Among the tests intended to gauge whether students have
acquired specific skills or knowledge are the minimum-competency tests
(MCTs) now used by many states and localities as criteria for promotion,
graduation, or remedial services. The content of these tests generally
reflects a judgment about the skills and knowledge that most or all students
should master, and thus the level of difficulty is often deliberately quite
low. Because tests of this type entail comparing a student's performance
with a concrete criterion for achievement, they are called criterion-
referenced tests.

4. Although using test results to compare or rank jurisdictionsschools, districts, and
statesis currently enjoying a vogue, none of the tests reported in this paper was designed
for that purpose. The difficulties that arise in using them to that end are discussed later
in this chapter.
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How items are typically selected for inclusion in criterion-referenced
tests has important implications for comparisons among groups of students
and for the assessment of achievement trends. Whether an item is selected
depends primarily on the extent to which it represents an aspect of the
criterion or skills to be taught. For that reason, assuming that the item has
no other problems (such as ambiguous wording), the proportion of students
correctly answering it can be irrelevant. In the case of MCTs, one might
find both test items that most students answer correctly and a large number
of very high scores. These results would reflect the typically low level of
achievement (the "minimum competency") used as a criterion and would
simply be interpreted as evidence that the schools are successfully
imparting that particular set of skills, 5/

When criterion-referenced tests such as MCTs include many questions
that mast students answer correctly (or incorrectly), comparisons between
high- and low-achieving students often become very difficult to interpret.
For example, if the test is relatively easy, high-scoring students will score
near or at the maximum. Even so, some of their scores will be lower than
they might otherwise be, since the absence of more difficult items on the
test leaves no way for the higher-achieving students to distinguish them-
selves from others. This is often referred to as a ceiling eflct; the
opposite is called a floor effect.

One result of the ceiling effect in some MCTs is that when scores are
generally increasing--as has been the case with many tests in recent years--
they will tend to show low-achieving groups as gaining on higher-achieving
groups, even when all groups are actually improving comparably. Because of
the ceiling, the scores of the higher-achieving groups cannot increase
proportionately to mirror their true improvement.

Tests That Rank Students in Terms of Their Knowled e or Ski..s. In contrast
to MCTs, those achievement tests that for years were the standard in
elementary and secondary schools rate students by comparison to the
performance of other students, rather than by comparison to an absolute
achievement criterion. For example, a student's performance might be
reported as being at the 75th percentile, meaning that it exceeded the
achievement of three-fourths of all students.

5. A very high success rate on an MCT, however, may be taken as a sign that the test is
no longer serving its function, since it no longer indicates skills that need improvement.
That is, It might call the achievement criterion itself into question. New Jersey, for
example, recently decided that its MCT needed replacement with a more difficult test
for this reason. Statewide Testing System, New Jersey Public Schools (Trenton: New
Jersey State Department of Education, January 1983).

33
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The distribution of scores with which students are compared is called
the "norms," and s,ich tests are therefore called norm-referenced. The
norms are typically derived from a national sample of students an are
generally revised infrequently--typically, at intervals of seven years or so.
Revision of the norms--often called "renorming"--generally entails both
revision of the test itself and retesting with a new national sample. One
technique, for example, is to revise the test and then to administer both the
old and new versions to a large national sample of students. This approach
provides both a new set of norms and a measure of the extent to which
changes in scores reflect the revision of the test itself rather than a change
in achievement.

Norm-referenced tests are often relatively free of the floor and
ceiling effects that can plague interpretation of MCTs. Since norm-
referen,so A tests are debigned to rank students, they typically must be easy
enough to differentiate among low-achieving students but difficult enough
to discriminate at the high end of the achievement distribution.

Performance on norm-referenced tests can be scored in many ways,
and one common scalestandard deviations, or SDsis especially
mportant in understanding the trends reported in later chapters. The
reporting of scores in terms of standard deviations allows the comparison of
trends among many different tests. The distribution of scores on norm-
referenced tests typically resembles the "normal" or bell-shaped curve--that
is, many scores are clustered around the average score, while smaller
numbers of students obtain scores farther from the average (see
Figure 1I-1). 6/ When scores are distributed that way, the standard
deviation is a convenient measure of how far a given student's score is from
the average. A student scoring 1 standard deviation above the average has
exceeded the scores of about 84 percent of all students, and a student with a
score 2 SDs above the average has scored above 97.7 percent of all students.
(The measure is symmetrical, so that a student scoring 1 SD below the mean
has exceeded the scores of about 16 percentWO minus 84--of all students.)

6. Test scores generally do not entirely conform to the bell-shaped curve, but the departures
from the normal curve are often small and relatively unimportant for many purposes.
The distribution of SAT scores, for example, typically is a bit flatter near the mean than
is the normal curve, as a result of correlations between items on the test. It is also often
slightly skewed toward the higher end of the scale, although this varies with the subtest
and particular administration of the test. Finally, SAT scores are bounded at both ends,
with a minimum of 200 and a maximum of 800. (William Angoff and Gary Marco,
Educational Testing Service, personal communication, March 1986).
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Figure

Hypothetical Test Results Expressed in Standard Devia ions (SDs ),
Based on the SAT-Mathematics (SAT-M)
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SOURCE: Adapted from the 1984-1985 SAT-M scores, Ne ono! Colleg und Seniors, 1985 (New York:
The College Board, 1985).

NOTE: The SAT is only approximately normal, although the deviation normel5ry ore relatively minor for
purposes (See the text).

Tests That Predict Future Performance. A variety of testsincluding
college-admissions tests such as the SAT and the American College Testing
Program (or ACT) tests--are designed to predict future performance rather
than to assess current levels or past acquisition of skills.

The SAT and ACT outwardly resemble the norm-referenced achieve-
ment tests in many respects, and the trends shown by the two types of test3
can in some respects be interpreted similarly. Moreover, the distribution of
scores is nearly "normal," or bell-shaped, and thus students' scores can be
expressed in terms of the number of standard deviations from the average.
Accordingly, they largely avoid ceiling and floor effects.
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Despite their outward similarity to norm-re e enced achievement
tests, however, college-admissions tests are not necessarily indicators of
achievement. The value of such a test lies in its ability to predict
performance in college. A student's current level of achievement is only
one of many attributes that might predict future performance. Alternatives
might include, for example, general problem-solving abilities, attention
span, or such cognitive measures as fluid intelligence or spatial visualiza-
tion. Whether a test used to predict college performance relies substan-
tially on current achievement rather than other attributes thus depends on
whether one believes- -or can demonstrate- -that current achievement is a
better predictor than are those alternatives. In fact, the SAT is quite
dissimilar from most achievement tests. The mathematics portion, for
example, is intended to "depend less on formal knowledge than on reasoning"
and is deliberately not closely tied to secondary-school mathematics
curricula. The College l3oard has repeatedly protested the misuse of the
SAT as a measure of the effectiveness of elementary and secondary
education. 7/ The ACT, on the other hand, in many respects resembles
achievement tests more closely than does the SAT and is intentionally more
closely tied to secondary-school curricula. 8/

What Skills and Skill Levels Will Be Assessed?

Once the purpose of a test is decided, decisions must be made about the
actual test content--the specific skills and knowledge to be assessed and the
le- el of difficulty to be targeted. Unless the purpose of a test is extremely
narrow--for example, testing proficiency in two-digit subtraction problems--
these decisions are vexing and their solutions ambiguous. For example,
many diverse skills are subsumed by broad categories such as "reading" or
"mathematics," even at the elementary school level. Test makers must
choose among these skills and decide the relative emphasis that each of
those chosen should receive.

Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Fa her Examination
(New York: The College Entrance Examination Board, 1977), pp. 3 and 5; Statement
by Daniel B. Taylor, Senior Vice President, The College Board, before the Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, Committee on Education and
Labor, U. S. House of Representatives, January 31, 1984.

Personal communication, Mark Reckase, American College Testing Program, January
1985.
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Differences in te t content and level of difficulty can radically affect
the results shown by ostensibly similar tests and can even change the
fundamental conclusions one reaches about the condition of educational
achievement. For example, the apparent size of the achievement decline of
the 1960s and 1970s--and even the presence or absence of a decline--varies
with test content.

Even once the mix of skills and knowledge to be tested is determined,
mportant decisions remain about the context in which the skills are to be
assessed ant the test's level of difficulty. For example, in the area of
mathematics, National Assessment of Educational Progress showed that
the achievement decline of the 1970s was larger in the case of test items
that embedded arithmetic skills in story problems than in the case of items
that tested the same skills through simple computational exercises such as
23 x 45, (Story problems are often seen as requiring higher-level skills--such
as reasoning--in addition to rote computational skills.) The National Assess-
ment also found no decline in the 1970s in lower-level reading skills (literal
comprehension) but some decline in higher-level skills (inferential
comprehension).

What Format Is Used?

Although the impact of test format--for example, multiple-choice, fill-in-
the-blanks, open-ended short-answer, essay, and so on--is not completely
understood, it is clear that format can affect the mix of skills actually
tested and thus the results obimined.

In large-scale assessments, considerations of speed and cost create
pressure to use a multiple-choice format. Multiple-choice tests can be
graded quickly and unambiguously, often by machine. In contrast, scoring
essay examinations can be time consuming, and guaranteeing even partial
consistency among graders--or even among essays scored by a single
grader- -can be arduous.

Unfortunately, multiple-choice tests appear not to measure some
higher-level skills well, though they can assess certain skills that are often
referred to as higher level. For example, multiple-choice measur,s can test
a student's ability to solve mathematical word problems, which require a
higher level of skills than those required by simple computational exercises.
Similarly, multiple-choice items can be designed to require sophisticated
levels of reasoning, as a perusal of items from the SAT or ACT clearly
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indicates. Nonetheless, research suggests that it is difficultalthough not
impossible--to write multiple-choice items that successfully measure cer.
tain aspects of reasoning, analytic thinking, and problem-solving abilities.
As a result, performance on multiple-choice questions often depends more
on factual knowledge and less on these higher-level skills than is
intended. 9/

While this research indicates that multiple-choice tests have
mportant limitations, it does not clarify the extent to whIch the use of such

tests poses serious problems for the assessment of elementary and secondary
school achievement. The degree to which the skills tapped by multiple-
choice tests overlap with the set of skills that schools wish to foster remains
a matter of debate but presumably varies considerably with subject matter
and the age and ability level of students. Similarly, whether- -or in what
circumstances- -the problems of alternative tests outweigh those of
multiple-choice tests is a matter ofargument.

ell Does he Test Assess What It Is Intended to Test?

Whether achievement testa actually measure what they purport to is an
underlying theme in the current debate about the proper role of testing.

Validity. The extent to which a test can be shown to test the skills that it is
intended to test is called its validity. Simple subjective estimates of a
test's validity are often misleading, and validity is therefore measured in a
number of other ways.

In most cases, tests are validated by comparing performance on the
test with some other criterion that can serve as a benchmark for the skills
of interest. Unfortunately, straightforward criteria against which to
validate achievement tests are rarely available. (If they were, the tests
would often be superfluous.) For example, standardized tests originated inpart as a substitute for teachers' judgments, which were deemed too
subjective. Yet current standardized achievement tests are sometimes in
part validated--for want better eriteria--by comparing scores on the tests
with teachers' gradet., s with scores on other similar tests. 1W

More discussion o' -sue can be found in Norman Frederiksen, "The Real Test Bias:
Influences of Test; -1 Teaching and Learning," American Psychologist, vol. 39 (March
1984), pp. 193-202.

10. For example, see SRA Achievement Series, Technical Report # 3 (Chicago: Science
Research Associates, 1981).
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One particularly important benchmark against which to validate tests
the closeness of the flt between the test and the curriculum to which

students are exposed. This criterion--called curricular validity--has
received increasing attention in recent years as a result of the spread of
minimum-competency testing and the growth of litigation about test use.11/
_f a test matches the curriculum poorly, it will provide misleading
information about students' mastery of course material and about the
effectiveness of teaching. It can also increase the influence that irrelevant
factors--such as students' socio-economic background--have on scores and,
in some cases, bias trends. 12/

Reliability. Another characteristic of achievement tests that is closely tied
to validity is the consistency of the scores they yield, which is referred to as
test reliability. That is, if it were possible to administer equivalent
tests several times, without the learning that would accompany repeated
experience, how consistent would the results be from one administration of
the test to the next? A reliable test is one that would show little variation;
an unreliable test would show more. A test cannot be valid if it is highly
unreliable, for the scores and rankings produced by an unreliable test largely
reflect random error rather than the skills that the test purports to
measure. It does not follow, however, that a test is valid merely because it
is reliable; it can provide consistent estimates of the wrong thing. A highly
consistent algebra test is not valid as a measure of knowledge ofgeometry.

11. For example, a central issue in Debra P. us. Turlingtona suit concerning Florida's use
of a minimum competency examination as a criterion for high-school graduation--was
whether the skills and knowledge required by the MCT were actually taught in the
Florida schools. Debra P. et al., u. Turlington, et al., 474 F.Supp. 244 (U.S. Dist. Cr. Ct.,
Fla. 1979) Affirmed in partNacated in part/Remanded 644 F. 2d 397 (5th Cir. Ct. 1981).

Educators often draw a further distinction between curricular validity and instructional
validity. The former refers to the correspondence between the test and the content of
the curriculum materials, while the latter refers to correspondence with what is actually
taught. (The courts have often spoken of curricular validity even when imtructional
validity was the principal issue.) While this distinction can be important in determining
the validity of a test, it is not critical here, and both concepts are subsumed under the
term "curricular validity" in this paper. See Peter W. Airasian and George F. Madaus,
"Linking Testing and Instruction: Policy Issues," Journal of Educational Measurement,
vol. 20 (Summer 1983), pp. 103-118.

For example, changes in curricular validity might underlie the fact that the ACT
mathematics test results have not shown the sharp upturn that the SAT mathematics
test results have shown in the past several years. Unlike the SAT, the ACT is intended
to reflect the high school curriculum. One-fifth of the ACT mathematics test comprises
geometry items, and a decline in the teaching of geometry as a distinct subject might
be depressing scores, preventing an upturn like that of the SAT. (Personal
communication, Mark Reckase, American College Testing Program, January 1985.)

3 9
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Reliability is increased by repeated measurements. For example,
single measurement using an erratic thermometer would inspire little
confidence, for a second reading might be very different. The average of
many readings, however, would inspire more confidence, since the random
errors would tend to be canceled out, Similarly, multiple measures of
achievement are generally more reliable than a single measure. Indeed,
adding additional information on a student's achievement will sometimes
increase the reliability of the resulting conclusion even if the new informa-
tion is itself less reliable than the old. For example, adding information
about teachers' assessments of students to scores on a standardized test will
sometimes increase the reliability of the conclusion even if the teachers'
assessments are somewhat less reliable than the test. 13/

All testh entail some unreliability, but that is generally not n problem
when considering trends or comparison between groups, since the errors of
measurement tend to cancel each other out when scores of many students
are averaged. It can be a serious problem, however, when test scores are
used to make decisions about individual students. Some of those decisions
will invariably be incorrect if single tests are used as the basis for judgment.
For example, consider a hypothetical requirement that students score above
the average (475) on the SAT-mathematics to graduate from high school.
About one-sixth of all students with "true" scores of 508 would obtain failing
grades on any one administration of the test, as would about a third of
students with true scores of 490. 1V The SAT is widely considered to be a
very well-constructed test, and the error rate using many other tests would
likely be far higher.

How Are the Scores Scaled and Reported?

The scaling of test scores, and the form in which they are reported, can
dramatically affect the results obtained, particularly when comparisons
between groups or trends over time are of interest. Unfortunately, the ways
of scaling and reporting scores that seem the most straightforward are often
especially misleading.

Whether adding information from a less reliable measure increases or decreases
reliability depends on the correlation between the various measures as well as the
reliability of each. Adding information from a measure that is highly unreliable and
largely uncorrelated with the original measure is more likely te reduce the reliability
of the composite measure. Adding information from a measure that is nearly as reliable
as the original and that is highly correlated with it is more likely to increase reliability.

14 These calculations are based on a standard error of estimate of 34 points. Solomon
Arbeiter, Profiles: College-Bound Seniors, 1984 (New York: The College Board, 1984),
p.
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One of the simplest methods or scoring tests is to express the scores
an the percentage of items correctly answered, without regard for the
reintive difficulty of different items. This method is the standard in many
classroom tests and was also the primary method of reporting results or the
National Assessment of Educational Progress until recently.

Despite their cutward simplicity, percentage.correct scores say rela-
tively little about an individual's achievement and even less about the
differences between individuals or groups. For example, what level of
achievement would be indicated by a score of 60 percent correct on the
National Assessment, mathematics test? Is an improvement of 20 percent-
age points from that level comparable in significance to a decline of 20
nercentage points? Lacking information about the level of difficulty of the
terns answered correctly or about the distribution of scores among students,

these questions cannot be answered.

The most common solution to this problem is to translate scorer: into
an alternative, comparative form that indicates where one student's score
falls relative to all others. One common form is standard deviations,
described earlier In this chapter. Another is percentiles. For example, the
score of a student whose performance exceeded that of three-fourths of all
others would be reported as being at the 75th percentile. Yet another, less
commonly used now than in the past, is the "grade-equivalent score." In this
scale, each student's score is expres:-.ed as the grade (often, year and month)
of school in which the typical student attains a comparable score.

None of these scaling methods provides an unambiguous estimate of
achievement differences between individual students or groups of students,
but they can yield enough information to be useful. A comparative scale
can indicate, for example, the percentile ranking that the average student in
one ethnic group would attain if compared with students in another. It
would not indicate, however, the relative amounts of skills and knowledge
gained by typical students in both groups. A simple percent-correct
measure provides less information. One can calculate, for example, the
proportional difference between the average percent of correct answers in
two ethnic groups (as has been done in Chapter 4 with the National
Assessment data), but the meaning of those differences is unclear.

When comparing trends over time in different groups, the ambiguity of
all of the scales becomes more serious. For example, consider a situation in
which both low-achieving and high-achieving students appear to be gaining
over time on a percentage-correct measure, but low achievers appear to be
gaining faster. (A pattern of this sort appeared during part of the 1970s in
some of the National Assessments.) For simplicity, say that the average

41
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low-scoring group went from having 20 percent to 40
perc-nt correct answers, wh le the score of the overage student in the high-
achieving group increased from 80 percent to 90 percent. Without further
information (such as the content and difficulty of the additional items each
group answered correctly and the mix of items in the test), it is not obvious
that the improvement in the lower group really reflects a greater achieve-
ment gain. For example, the improvement in the lower group might reflect
a moderate increase in the proportion of many simple arithmetic items
answered correctly, while the ostensibly smaller improvement in the higher
group might reflect a sharp increase in the proportion of a few difficult
algebra problems answered correctly. Information akin to this is rarely
available from published sources, but even when it is, deciding which
improvement is greater requires a subjective judgment. 16/

The use of comparative measures lessens these ambiguities, but it does
not eliminate them. By using a comparative measure--such as standard
deviations--one can ascertain which group changed more relative to the
distribution or scores. Two ambiguities remain, however. First, the
substantive meaning of a change from, say, 0 to 0.1 standard deviations
(SDs) above the average might be quite different than that of an increase
from 1,0 to 1.1 SDs above the average. On a mathematics test, for
example, the first change might reflect improvements in computational
abilities, while the second one reflected improvement in solving multi-step,
multi-operation word problems. Second, different comparative measures
can yield inconsistent answers. For example, relative trends expressed in
SDs can be different from changes expressed in percentiles. In the previous
example, an increase from 0 to 0,1 SDs above the average corresponds to an
increase from the 60th to the 54th percentile, while the increase from 1.0 to
1.1 SOB above the meanequivalent in terms of SINcorresponds only to
an increase from the 84th to the 86th percentile. Which of these measures
is more meaningful is a matter of debate and depends in part on the question
being addressed.

USING TESTS TO GAUGE TRENDS OR COMPARE JUR SDICTIONS

The characteristics of the tests themselves are important in determining the
results of achievement tests. But when tests are used to compare

15. The compression of high and low scores by percent-correct measures exacerbates this
ambiguity. For example, in this instance, the high-achieving group could never show

improvement larger (in terms of simple differences) than that of the low-achieving
group, for that would require scores above 100 percent correct.
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jurisdictions (schools, districts, or states) or to gauge trends, several
ren..tderations nlso become critical, These factors, while diverse, reflect a
sir gie underlying problem. In each case, the difficulty is thnt extraneous
vajation in test scores (for example, that reflecting disparities in students'
backgrounds) is confounded with relevant variation (such as that attributable
to differences in school effectiveness).

DifferencEth the Eom osi ti en of t/.__a211_es Groups

Disparities in average test scores among jurisdictions need not indicate
differences in the achievement of comparable students or, by implication,
differences in the effectiveness of educational programs. Average test
scores can differ, in oome cases dramatically, because of disparities in the
makeup of the groups of students tested. These compositional differences
can have several sources.

One of the most important of these is differenc s in the et mic
com osition of the student population. The gap in average scores between
ome ethnic groups tends to be very large, so even relatively small

differences in ethnic composition can have a major impact on average
scores. Moreover, differences in ethnic composition are often great. For
example, the minority enrollments of the states varied 'n 1980 from 1
percent or less in Vermont and Maine to 57 percent in New Mexico, 75
percent in Hawaii, and 96 percent in the District of Columbia. Similarly, a
1982 survey of nearly 90 large school districts found minority enrollments
ranging from over 90 percent in the Distiict of Columbia, Atlanta, and
Newark to 5 percent in Cobb County, Georgia, and Jordan County, Utah. 161

Differences in dropout rates are another important source of compo-
sitional differences in the higher grades. Because dropouts tend to be low
achievers, higher dropout rates will elevate a jurisdiction's average test
scores.

Various educational policies also contribute to differences in the
composition of tested groups. For example, rules governing the testing of
handicapped students, the testing of students with limited proficiency in
English, promotion from one grade to the next, a:!...1 the testing of out-of-
grade students can all have a substantial effect on average test scores.

16. CBO calculations based on data from the Office of Civil Righ U.S. Department of
Education.
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All of these factors can bias trends as well as comparisons among
jurisdictions in any one year. For example, districts experiencing atypically
rapid growth in the share of their enrollments comprising certain minority
groups would be likely to show less favorable trends than would others.
Similarly, jurisdictions adcpting particularly inclusive testing policies or
finding successful methods to combat dropping out could make thair
achievement trends appear less favorable than they otherwise vould. 17/

How Are the Tests Made Cornparabl from Year to Year?

When trends in achievement are a concern, the methods used to make a test
substantively comparable from year to year become critical in interpreting
the results obtained. The simplest method of maintaining comparability
over time is to keep the test the same. That is often unacceptable,
however, for a number of reasons. Students and teachers might learn the
content of a test, thereby artificially inflating scoresand lowering the
test's validity- -over time. Curricular changes might call for alteration of
test content, and changes in student characteristics and performance might
necessitate revision of test norms.

Faced with these problems, most test producers modify tests period-
ically and establish a new set of norms for the revised form. Scores on the
revised test, however, need not be similar to those that the same students
would receive if administered the old form.

In order to permit comparisons of the results of the old and revised
forms, most test producers then estimate a mathematical relationship
between the scores yielded by both versions. This process, called equat.
ing, can be done in several ways. The most straightforward is to
administer both forms of the test to a single sample of students. In that
case, differences in the scores yielded by the two versions must reflect
changes in the test, and the scoring of the revised version can be adjusted to
compensate, so that each student's score on the revised version is roughly
that obtained on the old version, 18/ Another method requires including in
the revised form a set of items from the old test. One can then administer

17. The impact of several compositional changes--such as changes in the elf-selection of
students to take college-admissions tests and trends in drop-out rates--on recent
achievement trends is assessed in Congressional Budget Office, Educational
Achievement: Explanations and Implications of Recent Trends (forthcoming).

18. Because tests are not perfectly reliable, the scores obtained by an individual student
on the two versions would not typically be identical even after this adjustment. Equating
can remove much of the systematic change in scores attributable to revisions of the
test, but other variation in students' scores remains.
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the revised form to a sample of students end compnre tejjr_ scores on the
now test as a whole with tlwir scores on the shared items. If the
relationship between performance on the shared items and scores on the old
test in its entirety is understood, students scores on the set of shared items
can act as a proxy for the scores they would have received on the old test.

:.nnually Equated Tests. Annua.dy equated tests are by far the most
valuable in assessing achievement trends. When a test is equated every
year, any given score reflects a comparable level of achievement in each
year, and changes in scores can confidently be considered as differences in
achievement. These differences, however, can reflect changes in the
characteristics of the students tested as well as differences in the amount
achieved by students of any given type.

Equating is a burdensome activity, and therefore very few tests are
equated annually. In the absence of annual equating, interpretation of
achievement trends is risky, although how risky depends on a variety of
other aspects of the test. Accordingly, four tests that are annually equated
- -the SAT, the ACT, and the Town series of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills and
the Iowa Test of Educational Developmentare given particular attention in
the analysis of trends in the following chapters.

Periodically Equated Tests. The periodic reforming of norm-referenced
elementary and secondary achievement tests is the most common alterna-
tive to annual equating among tests that are formally equated at all. But it
creates trend data that must be interpreted somewhat differently than are
the data from annually equated tests.

Norm-referenced tests are typically renormed once every seven years
or so, when new forms of the test are administered to national samples
created by the tests' publishers. The resulting norms are used as a standard
of comparison by schools that use the test for the following seven years or
so. Publishers frequently equate the forming sample scores. This creates
two types of information on trends: comparisons of norming-sample scores
themselves, and annual comparisons of the scores obtained by districts a-4
states using the test.

When test publishers equate the forming sample scores, comparisons
of those scores can provide useful information on changes in achievement
over the seven or so years between normings. Because each norming sample
is intended to represent the national test-taking group at that time, the
changes in the norms yielded by each sample in part reflect changes in the
composition of the test-taking groups. The equating of forming sample
scores, however, provides trend data that are in theory independent of
changes in student characteristics.
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omparisons have two important limitations, however. First,
because there are no comparable data from the years between normings,
comparisons of norming sample scores can be misleading when achievement
trends change over that interval. For example, if echievement was
declining at the time of one forming but began increasing midway between
then and the next forming, a comparison of the two norming samples might
show no change at alla pattern that would be entirely misleading unless
annual data were available as a clue about trends in the intervening years.
Second, in recent years questions have been raised about the adequacy of
the publisher's national samples and changes in those samples over time
stemming from changes in districts' willingness to participate in themlii
Both nonrepresentativeness of norming samples and changes in their charac-
teristics could substantially bias analysis of trends.

The annual, state- or district-wide data obtained from tests that are
periodically renormed have a different set of advantages and disadvantages.
During the period between normings--that is, while a single set of norms is
used as the standard of comparisonthese data provide a fairly good
indicator of trends in the particular jurisdiction, except that growing
familiarity with the test sometimes artificially increases scores or partially
masks a decrease. 20/ These trends, however, are confounded with changes
in the composition of the test-taking group in the jurisdiction taking the
test, On the other hand, during years of transition to a new set of norms,
this system can produce serious distortions of achievement trends, 21/ For

19. For example, Roger F. Baglin, "Does 'Nationally' Normed Really Mean Nationally
Journal ofEducational Measurement, vol. 18 (Summer 1981),pp. 97.108.

20. Personal communication, Gene Guest, California Test Bureau ofMcGraw-Hi 1, December
1983,

21. This distortion appears to have occurred, for example, k the Virginia stet wide
assessment, where adopting a new test form and set of norms produced sizable changes
in scores in some subject areas that were not predicted on the basis of the national
norming data, S. John Davis & R. L. Boyer, Memorandum to Division Superintendents:
Spring 1982 SRA Test Results (Richmond: Virginia State Department of Education.
July 19, 1982).

Periodically equated tests can also produce spurious changes when attempting to gauge
a jurisdiction's level of achievement relative to the nation as a whole. For example,
n a period when achievement is generally going up--as has been the case recently--

most districts or states will see their scores rising relative to the old norms, This rise
does not necessarily indicate that they are truly improving relative to the nation as
a whole, but merely that the old norms are out of date. These jurisdictionsare improving
relative to what the national level of achievement used to be, but they could be improving
either faster or slower than the nation as a whole.
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this reason, the follow' g chapters cite annual da a from p(- iodically
normed tests only for the periods that a single set ofno ms was used.

That Are Not I.:ciliated. Finally, some of the tests that have been used
to recent achievement trends are not formally equated at all. The

most important of these is the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP), which was not equated until the most recent assessment of
reading, 22/ The absence of formal equating raises the level of uncertainty
in any analysis of trends.

In the case of the NAEP, until recently the alternative to formal
equating was to repeat a sizable proportion of the test items in subsequent
assessments. Familiarity with test items is presumably not a problem in this
case for a number of reasons: the test is administered only to a sample of
children; it is administered only once every several years; and each student
takes only a portion of the total test, Nonetheless, the procedure creates
uncertainty. The method of assessing trends has most often been to
compare adjacent assessments only in terms of the items shared by those
assessments. The extent to which those items are representative, however,
is open to question. Moreover, in at least one instance, the number of items
shared over three assessments was so small that two different sets of items
had to be used for the middle assessment--one for comparison to the earlier
assessment (containing all items shared with that assessment), and another
for comparison to the subsequent assessment. 23/ This might have biased
the assessment of trends.

Differences in Curricular Validity

Both analysis of trends and comparisons among jurisdictions can also be
distorted by differences in curricular validity--that is, in the fit between a
test and the curriculum. In both cases, the distortion is the same: groups
for which curricular validity is lower will score comparatively lower than
others, even if their actual level of achievement is similar. Typically, one
might expect this problem to be less tractable when the domain of
achievement being examined is complex than when it is narrow and simple.
Devising a test of two-digit subtraction that has roughly comparable validity
among districts, for example, might be much more feasible than designing

22. The most recent (1983) NAEP reading test was equated with all previous NAEP reading
assessments (1970, 1974, and 1979).

23. National Assessment of Educational Progress, Three National Assessments of Science:
Changes in Achievement, 1969-77 (Denver: NAEP/Education Commission of the States,
1978).
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one in the area of intermediate algebra, which is broader and confronts
designers of both curricula and tests with a wider array of choices.

The effects of curricular validity can be partici. larly vexing in
assessing trends for another reason. When schools change the mix of skills
they teach, there is no unambiguous way of equating tests over time unless
some other criterion of achievement--independent of the schools' goals and
curricula--is used as the basis for testing. For example, consider a situation
in which an elementary school adds metric measurements to its mathe-
matics curriculum, while eliminating the manual calculation of square roots.
If a test that had high curricular validity before the change in curriculum is
continued after the change, scores will decrease since students will more
often fail to answer items about square roots, and there will be no items to
compensate by testing their new knowledge of metric measures. 24/

One alternative is to change the tests to mirror changes in curriculum.
It that is done, however, it is not obvious what levels of achievement are
truly comparable among tests. Is proficiency in set terminology (a major
addition to the mathematics curriculum during the years of the "new math")
equivalent to facility in arithmetic computation (a mainstay of the "old"
math)? While methods have been devised to estimate whether the items in
the two domains are of comparable difficulty in a specific population, the
question of whether these substantively different skills are "comparable"
remains subjective. In addition, since changes in curriculum are generally
only partly known, the question of whether the new and cla tests have
similar levels of curricular validity will remain in some doubt.

24, The effects of even relatively small changes in test content can be substantial, as is
suggested by the recent experience of the statewide assessment program in Nevada,
where changing to a revised form of the same norm-referenced test altered the ranking
of districts in terms of average scores. This change in the districts' performance, however,
might alio reflect changes in test characteristics other than contentsuch as changes
in format. (George Barnes, evaluation consultant, Nevada State Department of
Education, personal communication, January 1985).

4 8
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AGGREGATE TRENDS IN

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Over the past several years, bad news has predominated in the public
debate about educational achievement in the United States. Such
developments as the decline in achievement that began in the 1960s, the
unexceptional performance of American students relative to their counter-
parts in some other countries, and, most recently, the large gap in average
achievement scores between black and white students have garnered wide-
spread attention and have generated considerable concern. Less well known
are some positive trends. For example, average achievement stopped
declining some time ago and, by many measures, is rebounding sharply, and
the gap between white and black students, while still large, has been
shrinking.

THE DECLINE IN ACHIEVEMENT

Although not all indicators of educational achievement showed large de-
clines over the past two decades, the great majority did, leaving no
question that the decline was real and not an artifact of specific tests. The
decline was widespread, appearing among many types of students, on many
different types of tests, in many subject areas, and in all parts of the
nation. Moreover, in many instances, the decline was large enough to be of
serious educational concern. 11 Average scores declined markedly, for
example, on the following achievement measures: 2/

1. The pervasiveness and magnitude of the decline were discussed in a number of earlier
reviews. The breadth and size of the subsequent upturn in achievement, however, has
not been previously assessed. Most of the early reviews were published before the
characteristics of the upturn, or even its existence, were apparent. For earlier reviews
of the decline, see especially Annegret Harnischfeger and David E. Wiley, Achievement
Test Score Decline: Do We Need to Worry?(Chicego: MI...GROUP for Policy Studies in
Education, 1975); also, Anne T. Cleary and Sam McCandless, Summary of Score Changes
(in Other Tests) (New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1976); and Brian
K. Waters, The Test Score Decline: A Review and Annotated Bibliography (Technical
Memorandum 81-2) (Washington, D.C. Directorate for Accession Policy, Department
of Defense, August 1981).

See Appendix A for explanation of the principal data sources used in this paper.
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o College-admissions tes the Scholastic Aptitude Tes (SAT) and
the American College Testing Program tests (ACT);

Most tests in the Nntirrirl Assessm nt of Educational Pro
(NAEP);

Comparisons of periodic large representative samples of students
- -Project TALENT, the National Longitudinal Survey of the High
School Class of 1972 (NLS), and the High School and Beyond (HS13)
survey;

o Periodic forming data from commercial standardized tests of
elementary and secondary achievement;

o The annual Iowa assessment of student achievement (which pro-
vides some of the most comprehensive and useful information on
elementary and secondary achievement trends); 3/ and

o A number of other state-level assessments of achievement.

On the other hand. a variety of achievement tests did not show large
declines. In some cases, the exceptions were consistent over a number of
tests, while in others, they appeared to be simply idiosyncratic. The most
consistent exception was tests administered to children in the early elemen-
tary cchool grades. Among fourth-grade students, for example, declines
appeared only inconsistently and were generally small. Moreover, there was
apparently no substantial decline at all at even younger ages- -by one
measure, for example, third-grade scores showed a large, three-decade
increase interrupted only by a brief pause and trivial decline in the 1960s
and early 1970s. A variety of other tests--for example, the ACT natural
science test--also showed only small declines or no decline at all. These
exceptions, however, were so few that they do not call the overall decline
into question.

When Did the Decline Begin and End?

The beginning of the achievement decline and its end showed markedly
different patterns. To clarify the difference, it is helpful to distinguish
between three patterns: "period effects," "cohort effects," and "age
effects." In practice, a mixture of these three patterns is often found in
achievement data.

The Iowa data are unique in providing annually equated data extending over many
years, in many subject areas, and in an grades from 3 through 12 (see Appendix A),
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A period effect refers to a change that occur; in a specific time
period, such as a decline in test scores that starts in roughly the same year
among students of different ages or grade levels (see Figure III-1). In
contrast, a cohort effect is a change that occurs with a specific birth
cohort. An example would be a decline in scores that began with a
particular birth cohort, appearing first in an early grade and then moving
into the higher grades at a rate of roughly a grade per year as that birth
cohort aged (see Figure III- 1),

An age effect is a change that is linked to the age of those
tested- -perhaps occurring only in one age group, or varying in size from one
age group to another. Age effects can occur .vith either cohort or period
effects and, when data are incomplete, it can ha '.:npossible to disentangle
them fully. For example, test scores have been rising in recent years. Thcy
started rising more recently in the higher grades, however, and to d.re have
shown a smaller total increase in those grades than in the lewer grades.
This pattern could result entirely from the fact that scores in the higher
grades have had fewer years to rise- -that is, fewer of the cohorts
contributing to the rise in scores have as yet reached the higher grades. In
that case- -a pure cohort effect- -scores in the higher grades would be
expected to continue rising in the near future as more of those cohorts pass
through the higher grades (see Figure III-1). Alternatively, the pattern
might reflect an age effect as well. Perhaps the lesse.:' gains in the higher
grades truly reflect less progress in those grades, as well as the later start
of the upturn. This pattern might take the form of some cohorts not
showing progress in the higher grades over the next few years comparable to
that which they produced when in the lower grades (see Figure III- 1).

Very little information is available about the onset of the decline.
Such information as there is suggestsalbeit weakly- -that the decline was
a period effect, beginning relatively concurrently across a range of ages or
grades. In contrast, the end of the decline- -about which more data are
available- -shows a fairly clear cohort effect, occurring with a few specific
cohorts of children and moving up through the grades as those cohorts
passed through school. 4/ On the other hand, given variation from test to

The period and cohort effectsif they are not an artifact of inadequate iaormation
- -have substantial implications for the interpretation of the decline. Some observers
have argued that period effects may be more consistent with the effects of changes in
schooling, while cohort effects tend to suggest changes in student characteristics. See,
for example, Christopher Jencks, "Declining Test Scores: An Assessment of Six
Alternative Explanations," Sociological Spectrum, Premier Issue (December, 1980),
pp. 1-15. This issue is discussed further in Congressional Budget Office, Educational
Achievement: Explanations and Implications of Recent Trends (forthcoming).
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test and the pancity of data, the possibility remains that one or the other of these
patterns- -particularly, the period pattern shown by the onset of the decline- - is
merely a reflection of incomplete information. 5/

The few data sources that indicate the onset of the decl ne place it between
the 1963 and 1968 school years (see Table III-1), The variation in the year of
onset shows no obvious pattern from one test to another. The SAT began to
decline in the 1963 school year. 6/ The decline in the ACT appears to have begun
a few years later, in mid-decade, 71 Scores in the Iowa statewide
assessmentthe Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) through grade 8, and the
Iowa Tests of Educational Development (ITED) in grades 9 and above- -began
dropping in every grade from 5 through 12 between 1966 and 1968. 8/ The
Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test- -a test independent of the College Board's
SAT which was administered to high school juniors in Minnesota until the
1970s- -began declining in 1967 after nearly a decade of uninterrupted
increase. 9/

5. Only tests that provide annual or nearly annual data can be used to pinpoint the
beginning and end of the decline. Many of the major data sources--such as the
NAEP have too great an interval between compa:sble tests to be useful in this regard.

Uncertainty about the timing of the decline's onset is heightened by the fact that the
early decline on two of the four tests that can be used to pinpoint the onset. -the SAT
and ACT- -was in substantial part a reflection of changes in the composition of thegroups
taking the tests. If there had been no such compositional changes, the timing of the
decline on those tests might have been different.

6. Hunter M. Breland, The SAT Score Decline: A Summary of Related Research (New
York: The College Board, 1976).

7. L. A. Munday, Declining Admissions Test Scores (Iowa City: The American College
Testing Program, 1976). Scores on the ACT mathematics and social studies tests had
already begun declining between 1964 and 1965the first years of available data--but
the decline was very small in the first year. The decline did not begin on the English
test until 1966.

Mean ITED Scores by Grade and Subtest for the State of owa: 1962-Present," and
"Iowa Basic Skills Testing Program, Achievement Trends in Iowa:" 1965-1985 (Iowa
Testing Programs: unpublished tabulations, 1984 and 1985).

Harnischfeger and Wiley, Achievement Test Score Decline.
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TABL ONSET AND END OF TIlE ACH}EVEMFNT DIrt ,

SELECTED TESTS

Test

Onset End
re
Year

Birth
Year

Test
Year

Birth
Year

SAT 1963 1946 1979 1962
ACT Composite 1966 1949 1975 1958
ITBS Grade 5 1966 1956 1974 1964
ITBS Grade 8 1966 1953 1976 1963
ITED Grade 12 1968 1951 1979 1962
Minnesota Scholastic

Aptitude Test 1967 1951 NA. N.A,

SOURCES: Hunter M. Breland, The SAT Score Decline: A Summary of Related Research
(New York; The College Beard, 1976), Table 1; National College-Bound
Seniors, 1985 (New York: The College Board, 1985); L. A. Munday, Declining
Admissions Test Scores (Iowa City: American College Testing Program, 1976),
Table 3; National Trend Data for Students Who Take the ACT Assessment
(Iowa City: American College Testing Program, undated); Iowa Testing
Programs, "Mean ITED Scores by Grade and Subtest for the State of Iowa:
1962 Present" and "Iowa Basic Skills Testing Program, Achievement Trends
in Iowa: 1855-1985 (unpublished and undated); and Annegret Harnischfeger
and David E. Wiley, Achievement Test Score Decline: Do We Need to Worry?
(Chicago: ML.GROUP for Policy Studies in Education, 1975).

NOTE: N.A, designates not available.

The end of the decline (which can be ascertained with somewhat
greater certainty because of more plentiful data) generally occurred within
a few years of the birth cohorts of 1962 and 1963- -that is, with the cohorts
that entered school in 1968 and 1969. Thus, the low point in most
achievement data occurred first in the lowest grades, moving into higher
grades at a rate of roughly one grade per year as the cohorts of 1962 and
1963 passed through school.

This cohort pattern, which was first noted by those working with the
Iowa tests (the ITBS and ITED), also occurs in a wide variety of other test

5 4
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Figure 111.2.

ITBS Composite Scores, Iowa Only, by Test Year
and Grade at Testing
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series. 10/ The progression through the grades is somewhat erratic--perhaps
because of various unexplained year-to-year fluctuations in average
scores- -and is therefore not always apparent from a comparison of a few
adjacent grades from a single test. The pattern becomes clearer, however,
when a range of grades and tests are considered. Thus, the decline generally
ended in the upper elementary grades in the mid-1970s, when the cohorts
born within a few years of 1962 reached the ages of 10 tind 11 (see Figure
111-2). The decline in junior-high achievement ended a few years later.
Tests given primarily to high school seniors (such as the SAT and the grade
12 1TED) stopped declining around the 1979 school year, when the birth
cohort of 1962 was the appropriate age (see Figures III-3 and 111-4).111

10, Leonard Feldt, of the Twa Testing Programs, the University of Iowa, pointed out the
cohort pattern in the Iowa data (personal communication, December 1983).

This cohort pattern is particularly apparent in the lowa data because they include annual
information from all grade levels above grade three. In many other eases, the pattern
becomes apparent only by comparing the timing of the decline's end among a variety
of tests administered in different grade levels. See Appendix B.

11. One salient exception to this pattern is the ACT, which reached Its low poizu a few years
earlier.

53
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Figure HI
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The extent te which a nu
expleined in Appendix B.)

of tests conform to this pat

The widespread misconception that the achiev ment decline ended
only within the past few years thus probably atoms from the greater
attention paid to tests administered to high-school juniors and seniors--in
particular, the SAT. The tests that showed an end of the dechne taking
place a decade or more ago are those given to young children, and they have
been the focus of considerably less attention.

Ho a e Was the Decline7

The severity of the decline in achievement can be illustrated in two ways:
by examining the actual level of ochievement shown by typical students in
each of two yearn (a criterion-based or absolute standard), or by comparing
the achievement of a typical student in one year to the distribution of
achievement in some other year (a normative standard). 12/ This section
applies both standards.

The Size of the Decline Relative to a Normative Standard. The few test_ _
series reporting trend data in normative terms suggest that, at grades 6 and
above, the decline averaged about 0.3 standard deviation over the entire
period of the decline (see Table III-2).13/ This average indicates that the
median student at the end of the decline would have scored at about the
38th percentile at the beginning of the decline. The severity of the decline
varies so greatly, however, that a single average has little value. At one
extreme, the largest decline in the measures considered here was 0.55
standard deviation, placing the median student at the end of the decline
roughly at the 29th percentile before the decline began. (The two largest
declines, however, were on college admissions tests--the SAT and
ACT- -and were substantially exacerbated by changes in the composition of

Most often, the ypical" score is the mean or median in each year. Since the
characteristics of the groups taking most tests change over time, trends in these typical
scores in part reflect changes in student characteristics, rather than only changes in
the achievement of a student with any given characteristics.

See Chapter 2 for an explanation of standard deviations.

The numbers here do not adjust the SAT trends for "scale drift," a gradual drop in the
level of the difficulty of the test that led te en understatement of the SAT decline until
the early 1970s. That adjustment was not made because of a lack of information about
the severity or direction of any changes in difficulty since that time. If the adjustment
is made, however, the conclusions of this section are unaltered: the average decline
remains about 0.3 standard deviations, and the maximum decline is in the range of
0.57 to 0.60 standard deviations rather than 0.55.

57
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TABLE II SIZE OF THE ACHIEVEMENT DECLINE, NDICATED
BY SELECTED TESTS AT GRA DE 6 AND A ROVE
(Including only tests spanning all or nearly
all of the decline)

Test Subject

Total Decline
(Standard

Deviations)

SAT al

Largest
Smallest

Iowa Grade 12 (ITED)

Largest
Smallest

Iowa Grade 10 ITED)

Specific Te

Verbal
Mathematics

Reading b/
Mathematics

0.48
0.28

0.40
0.27

Largest Reading b/ O. 6
Smallest Natural Science 0 .2

Iowa Grade 8 TBS)

Largest Mathematics
Smallest Vocabulary

Iowa Grade 6 (ITBS)

0.47
0,26

Largest Mathematics 0.38
Smallest Vocabulary 0.10

(Continued)
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TAI3LE III-2.

Test

ACT

Large
Smallest

Average
Minimum
Maximum

(Continued)

Subject

Total Decline
(Standard

Deviations)

Social Studies 0.55
Science

All Tests in Table

0.31
.0.06
0.55

SOURCE COO calculations based on Hunter M. Breland, The SAT Score Decline; College
Board. National College-Bound Seniors, 1978 and 1985; Iowa Testing
Programs, "Mean ITED Scores by Grade and Subtest for the Strata of Iowa:
1962-Present" and "Iowa Basic Skills Testing Program, Achievement Trends
in Iowa: 1956 -1985" (unpublished and undated); Robert Forsyth, personal
communication, August, 1984; A. N. Hieronymus, E. F. Lindquist, and H.
D. Hoover, Iowa Tests of Basic Skills: Manual for School Administrators
(Chicago: Riverside, 1982); L. A. Munday, Declining Admissions Test Scores;
and American College Testing Program, National Trend Data for Students
Who Take the ACT Assessment.

NOTE: Alte nate grades (7, 9, 11) omitted for clarity.

a. SAT scores are not adjusted for scale drift. Research indicates that the first part of the
decline is understated by perhaps 0.09 standard deviations because of ...cale drift. The
extent and direction of scale drift over the past decade is not yet known, however.

b. This reflects the "Interpretation of Literary Materials" test. Reading skills also a e
tapped by the other tests in the ITED battery.

c. Negative numbers represent an increase in average scores.
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the test-taking group.) 14/ At the other extreme, the ACT natural
enee test actually showed a trivial increase during the years of the

general decline. Thus, a different mix of tests--or a larger and more
representative sample of tests--might have yielded a very different average
size of the decline.

Some of the variability in the size of the decline stems from known
causes, such as the age of the students tested and changes in the
composition of the groups of students taking the test. On the other hand,
much of the variation appears to stern from unknown factors or from
considerations that lie largely outside of the scope of this report, such as
decisions about the specific skills and knowledge to be tested.

The Size of the Decline Relative to an Absolute Standard. Although the
apparent severity of he dec me varies with the absolute achievement
criterion choben, the average decline was clearly large enough by many
standards to be educationally significant.

The best criterion-based gauge of the achievement decline is probably
the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). The NAEP
reflects representative samples of the national population of students, tests
students at the elementary, junior-high, and senior-high levels, and encom-
passes a wide array of substantive areas and types of skills. Moreover,
actual test items from all of the NAEP assessments have been published,
along with the percentages of students of different ages answering each
item correctly. This information provides an intuitively clear view of
students' levels of achievement. 16/

Even the NAEP, however, should be used to illustrate the types of
skills that deteriorated rather than to indicate the total magnitude of the
decline. Because of the timing of NAEP assessments, most of them
understate the severity of the decline, in some instances probably by a very
large margin. The NAEP began with a science assessment in 1969, with
initial assessments in other subjects starting over the following several

14. Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Further Examination
(New York: The College Entrance Examination Board, 1977); L. A. Munday, Declining
Admissions Test Scores. The impact of compositional changes is discussed in
Congressional Budget Office, Educational Achievement: Explanations and implications
of Recent Trends (forthcoming).

15. While annually equated tests provide much clearer inform tion on trends, no such testa
have been tabulated in a way that facilitates comparison w th an absolute achievement
criterion.
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years, The most recent published assessments were largely cariled out
between 1976 and 1981, Therefore, the NAEP trends exclude varying
portions of the early part of the decline and probably often mask the later
decline by mixing with it upturns in achievement that have occurred in
recent years. 16/

Although the NAEP tests students at ages 9, 13, and 17, this section
describes the results among 17-year-olds, because the trends among 17-
year-olds are likely to include fewer, if any, years of the recent upturn in
achievement. 17/ (Comparable information on ages 9 and 13 appears in
Table 111-3.)

Mathematics. Between 1972 and 1977, the proportion of NAEP
mathematics items answered correctly by 17-year-olds dropped from 64.0
to 60,4 percent (see Table 111-3). While this decline appears modest, it
occurred over a time span that was probably less than half of the total
period of decline and also masks more substantial deterioration of perform-
ance on certain important types of items. 18/ In addition, the rate of
success on certain types of items was remarkably poor in both years. One
NAEP computation item, for example, asked: "Express 9/100 as a percent."
The proportion of 17-year-olds answering this item correctly dropped eight
percentage points over the five years, from 61 percent to 53 percent.
Similar results were obtained by a problem that asked: "A hockey team won
5 of the 20 games it played. What percent of the games did it win?"
Another problem required students to use a simplified electrical bill to
determine the cost per kilowatt if 606 kilowatts produced a bill of $9.09.
The proportion of students succeeding on this item fell from 12 percent in
1973 to 5 percent in 1978. 19/

16, Because NAEP assessments are carried out at interva s of four or five years, the ends
of thq decline in each of them cannot be pinpointed. This precludes estimating any recent
increase in each series and disentangling it from the estimates of the preceding
downturn.

17. In interpreting the examples given below, it is important to bear in mind that only 17-
year-olds still in school were tested in the National Assessment. As a result, the NAEP
results are likely to overestimateperhaps by a sizable margin--the average level of
achievement attained by the entire cohort of 17-year-olds.

18. The subsequent interval from 1977 to 1981 showed little change, but it probably brackets
the end of the decline and therefore includes some of the subsequent upturn.

19. These and the following mathematics examples are taken from National Assessment
of Educational Progress, Changes in Mathematical Achievement, 1973-1978 (Denver:
NAEP/ Education Commission of the States, 1979).

61
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TABLE 111-3. SUMMARY OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS
IN THREE SUBJECTS, AGES 9, 13, AND 17
(Average percent of i tems correctly answered)

Subject Age 9 Age 13 Age 17

Mathem
1972
1977
1981

a/
56.7
55.4 III
56.4

68.6
56.6. !
60.5. ./

64.0
60.4E/
60.2

Reading d/
1970 64.0 60.0 68,9
1974 65 . 59.9 69,0
1979 67.9S/ 60.8 68,2

Science
1969 61.0 60.2 45.2
1972 e/ 59.81/ 58.5S/ 42.5.11/
1972 f/ 52.3 54.5 43.4
1976 52.2 53.8 46.51Y

SOURCES: CBO calculation based on National Assessment of Education ! Progress,
Three National Assessments of Reading (1981), Tables 2, 4, and 6.
Mathematics: The Third National Mathematics Assessment: Results, Trends,
and issues (1983), Tables 5.1 and 5.2, and Mathematical Technical Report:
Summary Volume (1980), Tables 2, 3, and 4; and Three National Assessments
of Science (1978), Table A-1 (Denver: NAEP/Education Commission of the
States).

a. 1977 and 1981 scores reflect all items used in those t o assessments. 1972 scores a e
obtained by subtracting from 1977 scores the change between 1972 and 1977 on all items
used in those two years.

b. Change from preceding test marginally significant, p less than .10.

c. Change from preceding test statistically significant, p less than .05.

d. All scores reflect all items used in all three years.

e. Reflects only test ite s shared with 1969.

f. Reflects only test items sha ed with 1976
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Student achievement also dror-_-,ped on certain NAEP items that were
less tied to concrete applications. :For example, the proportion of 17-year..
old students correctly finding 0 miss ing numerator in an equivalent fraction
fell from 82 percent to 72 percent. The proportion who could solve for x
and y in a system of linear eqx..1 ations dropped by a third, from 18
percent to 12 percent.

On the other hand, success rtes on some items did not decline--an
optimistic note that is tempered by =he fact that in many instances the rate
was poor in both years. For exarraple, in both 1973 and 1978, about 20
percent of students successfully graped the equation y = 2x + 1. About 16
percent and 12 percent could identilry the slope and intercept, respectively,
of the equation 2y 6x .8. Five poercent ascertained the equation of a line
when both the x- and y-intercepts wer given.

Reading. In contrast to matb...ematics, the first three NAEP reading
assessments showed no substantial D verall decline in the achievement of 17-
year-olds (see Table This pes.ttern is inconsistent with a variety of
other tests that showed substantial declines in reading and reading-related
skills. The results of those other te&.ts, however, have not been published in
a form that permits comparison with a concrete achievement criterion.

On the other hand, a declin was apparent in one of the specific
reading skill areas tapped by the NiNEP--inferential comprehension (that is,
comprehension that requires going bapeyond the information explicitly stated
in the question). This discrepancy is di cussed in a later section.

Science. Over the seven-year span covered by the first three NAEP
assessments of science- 1969, 1972 , and 1976--the average score of 17-
year-olds dropped 4.6 percentage points, or about 10 percent (see
Table III-3).

As in the case of the mathemaitics assessment, the low success rate on
certain items is as striking as the ctecline. One NAEP item, for example,
asked, "Which of the following happexis when any combustion reaction takes
place?" The correct choicethat heamt is evolved--was selected by about 68
percent of 17-year-olds in1969 and 333, about 54 percent in 1977. Another
item asked for explanation of the sta-tRrnent that the relative humidity is 50
percent. About 47 percent of stud-dents in 1969 and 42 percent in 1977
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selected the correct answer--"The atmosphe e contains
water as it could at its present temperature." 20/

Apill

05 much

Social Studies. The NAEP citizenship and social studies assessments in
1968, 1971, and 1975 showed sizable declines in the proportion of 17-year-
olds correctly answering some items assessing knowledge of the Constitu-
tion, the structure and function of government, the political process, and
international affairs. A smaller number of items, however, showed
increases.

In one example, the proportion of students answering that a statement
of civil rights can be found in the Constitution dropped from 85 percent to
81 percent between 1971 and 1976. 21/ The proportion correctly answering
the question "The Congress of the United States is made up of two parts.
One part is the House of Representatives. What is the other pre?" fell
from 94 percent to 88 percent from 1968 to 1976. (The proportion choosing
the most popular incorrect answerthe Supreme Court--doubled to 8
percent during that period.) The proportion recognizing that the Congress
was part of the legislative branch of government dropped during the same
time, from 84 percent to 74 percent. Fifty-four percent of 17-year-olds in
1968, but only 35 percent in 1975, recognized that the circumstance of a
state having more Senators than Representatives occurs as a result of low
population. The proportion able to define "democracy" declined from 86
percent to 74 percent between 1968 and 1975.

THE RECENT UPTURN IN ACHIEVEMENT

Since the end of the achievement decline, the general trend has been a
marked upturn in average achievement. In some instances, the rate of
increase has been comparable to or even greater than the rate of decrease
during the later years of the decline, and average scores on some tests have
approached or exceeded their predecline high points. Moreover, the pattern

20. National Assessment of Educational Progress, Three National Assessments of Science:
Changes in Achievement, 1969.77 (Denver: NAEREducation Commission of the States,
1978).

21. This and the following examples are taken from National Assess ent of Educational
Progress, Changes in Political Knowledge and Attitudes, 1969-76 (Denver:
NAEP/Education Commission of the States, 1978).
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of the trends among tests administered at dWcrei
some of the test batteries that have seen only a rao
most notably, the SAT-might show marked increases i ri
years,

niggesta that
turn to 4sziate--
next sc veral

In contrast, there are a number of importaht this
optimistic picture. Scores on the American College TestIng Pr _ gram
college admissions tests have yet to turn up substanti ally . A statwide
assessment program in Pennsylvania has shown stable cores In the -lower
grades and slight deterioration at th( secondary level irs recent yea_zs.g..g/
The California statewide assessment also has shown no upturn a:among
seniors, though it las shown increases in tho lower grades, 2/

Much of th.: variation in recent trends appears lini(d to the age c:Df the
students: tests given to older students have generally hie-A-eased less in total
than have those administered to younger children. At one extreme, some
tests administered in the elementary grades have rig xi to their hi ghest
levels on record- - a span of as much as three decades. At the other pole,
the generally hetter known tests administered in the aigh school ra- ades
(such as the SAT) have generally shown more modest gains.

The smaller total upturn to date In the higher grades appears to
reflect the shorter time since the upturn began in those evades, rather than
a lesser rate of improvement. The upturn, like the end off' the decline, mhows
a cohort pattern, and fewer of the cohorts producing risi-ng %ores hav- e yet
reached the higher grades. (The relationships betvo...eeri sge Etna the
subsequent upturn are discussed further in Chapter IV.)

This pattern suggests that scores on tests admiaisered in the 1.igher
grades might rise further in the coming years. Th..-.mt is , the cem.tiorts
responsible for the most recent rise in scores in the losvr grades migalt be
expected to produce similar gains as they move through the higher gr-ades.
The cohort pattern notwithstanding, however, any nue=per offactors .could
cause future trends in the higher grades to diverge fron n. the recent t...--z-ends
produced by those same cohorts in the earlier grades.

22. Robert Coldiren, Pennsylvania State Department of Education, Neersonaltornmunif=ation,
January 1985.

23. California State Assessment Program, unpublithed tabulatjons,
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1-s____iskti turn nded?

The west recent.--._ National Assessment of reading found that the average
reading proficien. _cy of nine-year.olds was largely unchanged between 1979
Arid 1083, while =he achievement of older students continued to rise.W That
is, thebIrth cohor*iet of 1974 showed no gain over the birth cohort of1970,

Given the cohort pattern evident in the achievement upturn, this
pattern..lf it appmears on other tests and is maintainedsuggests that the
upturn is, for th moment, over in the youngest age groups and that it will
end fairly soon i n the higher grades (as the birth cohorts that were nine
years old betwee..1 1979 and 1983 pass through the grades). Tests admin-
istered to eighth graders would be expected to level off in the 1983 to 1987
pert (Awhile scors of seniors would level offbetween 1987 and 1991.

whether tlis leveling off is a general phenomenon, however,
unclear, No ogle= national data are available to test it, and state.level data
ere inconsistent, The proportion of New York third-grade students passing
the state referenoice points in mathematics and reading, for example, has
beeti stable sinc the 1970 and 1971 birth cohorts (see Figure B-5 in
Appendix B). On the other hand. average scones in the elementary grades in
Iowa have contia -tied to rise, even in the most recent (1984.1985) year of
deal (see Figure IMI-2). In the next several years, National Assessments will
tnke place in other subject areas, which will provide nationally
representative da_,.ta indicating whether this leveling off is a general
oecurrence.

PFF'E3ECES I 1'.1 TRENDS AMONG TESTS

rit achieverne=t trends have varied greatly from one test to another.
example, corr=varisons of recent trends on the SAT, the ACT, and

clardized tests given to high school juniors and seniors as a whole show
many discrepancis from one test to another (see Table III-4), This
varitttion indicates that no single test, taken alone, is an adequate Indicator
of overall achievemornent trends. Indeed, in the absence of a clear under-
standing of the vam-iations in the trends from one test to another, even a few
tests taken togethe-- cannot always be assumed to be a sufficient indicator,

24. ilitIonal Assesment of Educational Progress, The Reading Report Card: Progress
Tourd Excellerre in Our Schools (Princeton: NAEP/Educational Testing Service,1985).
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This variation 41901211t1y rer.nects differences both among the tests
themselves and among tigstudents taking them. The precise role of each is
unclear, however, and some of t.11- specific differences between tests are
hard to explain. For ommple, tlthough the ACT sample is in some
important respects colliperable to thew SAT group and underwent some of the
same compositional Charp OS affeected the SAT, the trends on the two
tests are markedly difk-mt. 26/ onversely, although the Iowa ITED is
substantively similar tO 00 ACT nand was presumably free of many of the
compositional changes algblased tle SAT and ACT trends, it showed total
declines roughly as laro eolhose shown by the SAT (see Table III-2).

Subject A reas

The relative gwority of thc docline in different subject areas has bren the
focus of considerable discuslon, in erms of both explanations of the trends
and debates about approprlate respc=nses. Debate has focused not only on
specific subject area5, butulso oa titwo broad categories of subjects: those
primarily taught "directly' in schocml, and those that are to a substantial
degree taught "indimetli,' both in school and elsewhere.g./ Some people
would argue, for eicetole, that certain mathematical skills--such as
converting fractions to dultnals or solving algebraic equations--nre taught
primarily in school thtolIghformal ir=struction and drill. In contrast, a larger
proportion of vocal:A.1140 Ithowledge is presumably learned as an incidental
result of daily experiwot home a__;_nd elsewhere. For this reason, a larger
decline in the l'indirettls/laught su_lbjects might imply that the decline was
attributable more to cheles hi iident characteristics or to broad social
changes than to chabOi In schooVing, while larger declines in "directly"
taught subjects would iniollote sehooliging. 27/

25. Compositional change% lecting AT means are discussed in Munday, Declining
Admissions Test &oak

26. Donald Rock and othra,liuiors Assocwsiated with Decline of Test Scores, p. 6.

27. While few peopl wnoiclirgue wit r --the idea that students learn a larger proportion
of their vocabulary thaiortheir ros....&thematical skills outside of school, the observed
relationships betwenti zhlevernenv Cirs.n different subject areas and home and school
characteristics are tiot cltx.cut, Por example, an analysis of the relative size of home
and school effects ok ilc..0ernent i everal countries found that schooling effects were
indeed larger int scinau thin in readding among 10-year-olds but not among 14-ye-....r-
olds (James S. Colernab,"ilethods arascscl Results in the 1EA Studies of Effects of School
on Learning," Reuiete OrPurationot Research, vol. 45, Summer 1975, pp. 355-386, Tables
2 and 3.)

6 7
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TABLE 111- 4. RECENT TRENDS ON STANDARDIZED
TESTS AMONG HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
AND JUNIORS, WITH TRENDS OVER
THE SAME PERIODS ON THE SAT a/

Test Subject

Change
(Standard

Deviations)

National Assessment
SAT
ACT
ITED -Iowa Grade 12

SAT
ACT
ITED o a Grade 12

NLS to HSB

SAT

NLS to HSB
SAT

Illinois Decade Study d/

SAT

1970 to 1983

Reading
Verbal
English
Vocabulary b/
Reading 0

. IC
- 26

. 02
08

- .12

Mathematics 14
Mathematics 23
Mathematics b/ - 03

1971 to 1979

Voc:bula y . 22
Reading . 21
Verbal . 26

Mathematics . 14
Mathematics - 15

1970 bo 1981

English 1 - .38
English 2 - .49
Verbal - .25

. W

(Continued)
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Test Subj

Change
(Standard

DeviatinnS)

1970 to 1981 'd.)

ip Stud y Math

SAT

05
.26
.14

SOW( calculations based on National Assessment of Educational Progress, The
ding Report Card; Albert Beaton, NAEP/Educational Testing Service,

personal communication, December 1985; Hunter M. Breland, The SAT Score
Decline; Table 1, College Board, National College-Bound Seniors, 1978 and
1986; L. A. Munday, Declining Admissions Test Scores; and American College
Testing Program, National Trend Data for Students Who Take the ACT
Assessment; IOWA Testing Programs, "Mean ITED Scores by Grade and Subtest
for the State of Iowa: 1962- Present;" Robert Forsyth, Iowa Testing Programs,
personal communication, August, 1984; Donald A. Rock, Ruth B. Ekstrom,
Margaret E. Goertz. Thomas L. Hilton, and Judith Pollack, Factors Associated
with Decline of Test Scores of High School Seniors, 1072 to 1980 (Washington,
D.C.: Center for Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, 1985); Student
Achievement in Illinois, 1970 and 1981 (Springfield: Illinois State Board of
Education, 1983).

The dates used in each set reflect the longest portion of the 1970-1983 period for hich
data are available. The NLS/HSB and Illinois Decade data arc available only for the
periods indicated_ Comparisons extending past 1979 generally include a period of
increasing scores.

These small changes in the ITED reflect substantial declines that were nearly offset
b3 gains since 1978 and 1979.

This reflects the "Intorpretation of Literar Materia Reading is also tested on
other testa in the ITED battery.

High s boo! juniors only. SAT comparisons are therefore one y
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Among the tests assessed here, no single ubject area consistently
showed the largest drop, and the declinv was not consitent1y larger among
either directly or indirectly taught subjects. In a majority of the tests, the
drop was largest on language4.elated tests such as verbal reasoning,
language usage, vocabulary, and reading, The exceptions were frequent
enough, however, to suggest that this pattern is more reflection of the
particular tests than an underlying characteristic o: ie achievement
decline.g../ Indeed, a different assortment of testsif more were avail-
ablemight show a very different aggregate ranking of the decline in
different subject areas.

Thus, for example, language-related tes..s showed the largest drops on
the SAT, a nationally representative compar.son of high school seniors in
1971 and 1979 (the NLS and 1-ISB comparison', and in some of the Iowa data.
Conversely, mathematics showed the steepem., decline in other Iowa data and
in the national normings of the California Achievement Test. Moreover,
some of the hmguage-related tests that showed particularly large declines
(such as the vocabulary test in the NLS and 11SB comparison) tap indirectly
taught subjects, while others (such as the language test in the ITBS data and
the ITED expression test) are clearly much more reliant on formal instruc-
tion. (For more detail on the relative size of the decline in different subject
areas, see Appendix C.)

Underlying this seeming lack of consistency is the fact that achieve-
ment in any one subject can be definedand measuredin many differ(
ways, and the variations in measurement can be large enough to create vcry
different trends. Thus, to speak of "the decline in mathematics achieve-
ment.' is misleading. It is more accurate to speak of the decline in the
mathematics skills measured by a specific test, and one should bear in mind
that other tests might yield very different trends.

Trends in average mathematics achievement of Iowa students clearly
illustrate the effect of test differences on the severity of the decline.29/

28. This discussion reflects onlY tuts for which standard deviations are available, since
the trends in different subject areas are made comparable by expressing them as fractions
of a standard deviation. The National Assessment is therefore excluded, since standard
deviations from previous assessments were not all retained by the NAEP staff.
(Lawrence Rudner, Ofilce of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S. Department
of Education, personal communication, January 1986).

29, Since most students In Iowa are tested with the ITBS through grade 8 and with the ITED
in grades 9 through 12, differences between trends in Iowa on the grade 8 ITBS and
the grade 9 ITED reflect little other than the differences in the tests themselves. The
scores are bared on almost the same group of students at nearly the same point in their
school careers.
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Over the entire p riod of the decline, the eighth-grade Iowa ITBS dropped
substantially more in mathematics than in other subjects, In contrast, the
ninth-grade Iowa ITED showed somewhat less decline in mathematics than
in social studies or reading (the "interpretation of literary materials"). Over
the whole period, the mathematics decline on the grade-eight ITBS was
nearly half a standard deviation, or about .036 standard deviations per year.
On the ITED, the total mathematics decline and the annual rate of the
decline were both roughly half as large (see Figure III-5). The explanation of
this difference might lie in the construction of the tests; the ITES is roughly
split between concept items (which are highly curriculum bound) and
applications items, while the ITED places much greater emphasis on the
latter. 30/

Level arid Type of Skill

Evidence of the trends in different types and levels of ski ls is of two types:
direct comparisons of different items within individual tests, and indirect
inferences from comparisons of different tests- -such as those in different
subject areas or given at different grade levels, Direct comparisons of
items can be carried out on any test, but little such analysis is currently
available. Indirect inferences are -herefore also noted in this section.

The Decline. That the overall drop in achievement entailed sizable declines
in higher-level skills, such as inference and problem-solving, is beyond
question.31/ The extent to which declines occurred in more basic skills,
such as simple arithmetic computation, is less clear. While some tests
showed substantial declines in basic skills, other indices of basic skills
showed little or no drop. In the aggregate, the evidence suggests that
declines in the more basic skills might have been generally less severe than
in higher-order skills, but not without exception.

30. Robert Forsyth, Iowa Testing Programs, personal co munication, February 1985.

31. While the evidence leaves no doubt that substantial declines occurred in some higher-
level skills, not all higher-level testa showed declines. The most notable exception is
the Project TALENT 15-year retests, which showed increases in abstract reasoning
and creativity in grades 9 through 11 between 1960 and 1976 (Table C-1 in Appendix
C). This exception, however, might be artifactual. The starting point of the comparison

-1960--antedated the predecline peak in achievement, thus confounding earlier growth
in achievement with the decline (Cleary and McCandless, Summary of Score Changes
(in Other Tests)). in addition, the 15-year retest suffers from two serious threats to
validity and representativeness: a very small sample (only 17 schools), and meager
assessment of changes in school characteristics that might bias the results.

71
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Figure III-5.

Iowa Mathematics
Achievement,
Differences from
Lowest Year

April 1986

1 62 1965 1968 1 71 1974 1977 1000 1

Ted You

SOURCES' CBO calculations based on -Mean ITED Test Scores by Grado and Sub! st for the State of lows- and
"Iowa Oasis Skills Testing pregrore, pkeniavemmt Trends In Iowa: 195S-1985" flown Testing Pfograms,
undated and unpublished tabutationsI; Robert Forsyth, Iowa Testing Programs, personal
communication, April 19E14; and A. N. Hieronymus, E. F. Lindquist, end H. Ct. Hoover. Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills: Manual Foe School Administrowts (Chicago: Riverside, 1962).

A greater decline in higher-order skills is apparent in the performance
of 17-year-olds on the first two NAEP mathematics assessments (1972-3 and
1977-8), which span the last years of the decline. Performance on these
tests was tabulated separately for four types of skills:

o Knowledge: "recall of facts and definitions," including facts of
the four basic arithmetic operations and measurement.

o Skills: "the ability to use specific algorithms and manipulate
mathematical symbols." This domain includes "computation with
whole numbers, fractions, decimals, (and) percents...; taking
measurements; converting measurement units; reading graphs and

72
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tablea; and ma ipula
expressions." 32/

o Under tending: items "implying a higher level of cognitive

process than simply recalling facts or using ,orithms." Items in

this domain required explanation or illustration of various skills

and "transformation" of mathematical knowledge.

geometric figures and algebraic

Applications: items requiring the use of the preceding three types
of skills, usually in problem-solving. 33/

Ave age performance in the simplest do 'nmathematical know-
ledge--did not change at all during the five-year interval (see Table III-5).

(An increase in performance on items involving metric measures offset a

relatively small decline in the rest of this domain.) Both of the two highest

levelsunderstanding and applications--showed declines. Moreover, the

average performance in the applications domain was very low in both

years. 34/ The "skills" area showed a comparably large decline, but within

that area, the drop tended to be largest on the more complex items. 35/

The second international mathematics assessment by the International

Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) yielded

results in grade eight that are comparable to the NAEP in this respect.

Average achievement in grade eight fell over the 18 years between the first

and second assessments, but the declines were greater "for more demanding
comprehension and application items than they were for computation

items."36/ On the other hand, the same assessment found precisely the

32. At the simple pole, the "skills" domain incorporates items that would be considered

"basic skills" by all observers--for example, simple arithmetic operations. At the other

pole, it subsumes some fairly complex operations, such as solving a system of linear

equations for x and y and solving quadratic equations.

33. National Assessment of Educational Progress, Changes in Mathernalical Achievement,

1973 -781p. xi.

34. Ibid., pp. 12-15.

35. Ibici pp. 4-9.

36. F. Joe Crosswhite, John A. Dossey, Jane 0. Swafford, Curtis C. McKnight, Thomas J.

Cooney, and Kennth J. Travers, Second International Mathematics Study: Summary

Report for the United States (Champaign: Stipes Publishing Co., 1985), p. xi. Given

the timing of the two assessments and the age of the students, the eighth-grade trends

in the international assessment probably combine several years of increasing
achievement with a longer, previous period of decline.
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TABLE I NAEP MATHEMATICS CHANGES 1972 -1977,
AGE 17, BY AREA (Average percent
of items correctly answered)

April 1056

1972 1977 Change

Total 52 48 - 4Knowledge b/ 63 63
Knowledge c/ 63 62 -2 a/ d/Skills 55 50 a/
Understanding 62 58 -4 niApplications ?3 29

SOURCE: NAEP, Chan athcrnaiical Achieve

Statistically significant, p less than .05.

b. Including metric measures.

c. Excluding metric measur

d. Components do not yield stated change becau-se of rounding.

n 1973 48 Tables 1-4, 6, end 7.

opposite pattern among 12th-grade students: an increa e in achievement,much of which "was seen in the more demanding comprehension questionsand, for the calculus students, at the even more demanding applicationlevel." 37/ The 12th-grade results, however, were in large part a reflectionof the performance of calculus students, who constitute a small and selectsegment of the senior class and whose peiformance may therefore say littleabout that of high school students in general.

Evidence of a greater decline in higher-order skills also appeared inthe NAEP reading assessments, As noted earlier, 17-year-olds showed littletotal change in reading between the 1970-71 and 1979-80 assessments. Thesmall (and statistically insignificant) change in total reading performance,

37. Ibid, p. xi. Whether these gains reflect favorable trends during the period of the generalachievement decline, an earlier or particularly sharp upturn, or both remains unclear.Because the final test was administered only a few years after the end of the generaldecline among seniors, however, it suggests that progress during the years of generaldecline played a role.
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however, masks ul statistically significant) decline in

inferential comprehension (see Table III-6). As defined in the NAEP,
inferential comprehension can be considered the highest-level skill tapped

by the test. It entails comprehending ideas that are not explicitly stated by

drawing inferences from material that is explicit. 38/ In contrast, literal-
comprehension scores changed by only a trivial amount, and reference
skills- -also a more basic areaactually improved, albeit by a very small and

statistically insignficant amount.

Deterioration of higher-level skills is also apparent from declines on

tests that are designed specifically to tap them, 39/ The SAT is the most

salient example. As noted earlier, it is designed (and is generally con-
sidered) to be a test that relies heavily on skills such as reasoning, problem-

solving abilities, and verbal relationships (such as are assessed by analogies).

The Illinois Decade Study (which used a test that was also developed by the

Educational Testing Service) provides another example. While the Decade
Study included many items that required that students know specific pieces

of information (such as rules of English usage, social-studies facts, and
mathematical terminology), it also relied heavily on inference. 40/ The

declines on the test were relatively large (see Table III-4 and Appendix C).

The relationship between age and the size of the decline- -discussed in

Chapter IV- -might also be indirect evidence of a lesser deterioration of

more basic skills. As noted earlier, declines in the first three grades tended

to be slight and short-lived and might best be seen as brief interruptions of

an otherwise steady upward trend in those grades. Since the curriculum in

38. NAEP, ThreNationalAssessmenfs ofRending, pp, 4, 25.

39. The tests noted here are all multiple-choice format. As noted in Chapter 2, some people

have argued that multiple-choice tests are demonstrably limited in their ability to tap

many higher-order skills (for example, Norman Frederiksen, "The Real Test Bias:
Influences of Testing on Teaching and Learning," American Psychologist, vol. 39 (March

1984), pp. 193-202). Even if the tests noted here leave many relevant higher-order skills

unassessed or inadequately measured, however, few people would argue with the notion

that they do rely substantially on some higher-order abilities and that those abilities

play a greater role in determining scores in these tests than in some others (such as

the NAEP literal comprehension reading subtest or the NAEP mathematics test as

a whole).

40, Illinois State B ard of Educe n Student Achieuement in Illinois, 1970 and 1981,

Appendix A.

7
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TABLE 1.6. NAEP READING CHANGES 1970.1979,
AGE 17, BY AREA (Average percent
of items correctly answered)

Area 1970 1979 Change

Total 68.9 68.2 -0.7
Lite Comprehension 72.2 72.0 - 0.2

Inferential Comprehension 64.2 62.1 -2.1
Reference Skills 69.4 70.2

SOURCE: NAEP, Three Na5ional Assess etas of Reading: Changes in Performance,1970.80, Table 6.

Statistically sIgnificant,p less than .05,

the early grades includes a large amount of basic skillsdecoding andliteral comprehension in reading, memorization of basic arithmetic facts,learning of the simplest arithmetic algorithms, spelling, and so onthealmost uninterrupted progress in those grades might reflect relativelyfavorable trends in the mastery of those particular basic skills.

The Subsequent LIpturn. The characteristics of the subsequent upturn are asyet less clear, in part because scores on tests administered in high schoolsbegan improving only recently. That the upturn is occurring in most testsand at all grade levels--including the SAT in the last few years--suggeststhat improvements are probably occurring at many skill levels, but there isas yet little direct indication of the relative size of the upturn in differenttypes and levels of skills. Moreover, the pattern may be complex; forexample, the upturn may have different components in different gTadelevels or among different groups of students.

Disquieting but incomplete suggestions of relatively smaller increasesin gher-level skills are found in the most recent (1981-82) NAEP math-eniatics assessment. Because the NAEP tests a nationally representative
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sample of students and because it permits comparisons of changes in

various skill areas, it is a particularly important indicator of the mix of

skills comprised by recent trends, The NAEP found a sizable increase in the

performance of 13-year-olds between 1977-1978 and 19814982 (but no

appreciable change in the performance of 17-year-olds and only slight and

statistically insignificant gains among 9-year-olds). 41/ The nature of the

improvement among 13-year-olds, however, was disturbing:

...They improved most on the knowledge, skills, and understand-,

ing exercises, and least on the applications exercises, Further

study shows that their improvements in understanding came on

:c judged relatively easy by a panel of mathematics

performance levels on exercises calling for

nderstanding showed little or no improvement. 42/

On the other hand, recent gains among the highest-achieving students

on difficult tests- -discussed in the following chaptersuggest improvement

in their higher-order skills. It is possible that some groups of the highest-

achieving students are gaining substantially in higher-order skills, while

many other students are showing less progress in this regard, but available

data remain too limited to answer this question.

41. The hack of change among 17-year-olds, but not the absence oi" substantial improvement

among 9-year-olds, is predictable on the basis of the cohort model discussed earlier.

42. NAEP, Th rd National Mathematics Assessment, p. xv.
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GROUP DIFFERENCES IN

ACHIEVEMENT TRENDS

While the achievement decline and the subsequent upturn occurred among
most groups of students identifiable in the existing data, both trends varied
among different groups. Similarly, achievement trends have varied among
different types of commu n' ties and schools.

The moa impo_ tant differences in trends am

o Greater declines on tests administered to tud nts;

o Relative gains by black and Hispan c students, compared wIth
nonminority students; and

o Relative gains in high-minority schools and schools in disadvan-
taged urban communities compared with the nation as a whole.

In addition, there is some indication that students in the bottom fourth of
the achievement distribution gained ground relative to those in the top
fourth during part of the 1970s. The evidence on this point is inconsistent,
however, and it is not clear that this narrowing of the gap occurred on a
variety of tests or spanned more than a short period of time. Female
students also showed slightly sharper declines on language-related tests
(such as reading and vocabulary), but not on tests in other subject areas.
Private school students showed declines comparable to those among public
school students in reading and vocabulary, although evidence from a single
test suggests that the decline in mathematics achievement was considerably
smaller among private-school students.

DIFFERENCES IN TRENDS AMONG TYPES OF STUDENTS

Variation in achievement trends were associated with age, sex, achievement
subgroup (that is, low versus high achievers), and race and ethnicity.
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Ags.

Both the decline in achievement and the subsequent upturn varied markedly
with the age of the students tested, but the effects of age appear to have
been different during the two periods.

The Decline. The total size of the decline was strongly related to age. In
general, tests administered to older students showed markedly larger total
declines than did tests administered in the early grades. I/

The Iowa state data provide the best assessment of this question and
show a striking link between age and the size of the achievement decline
(see Figures IV-I and IV-2). 2/ At one extreme, the decline in third-grade
scores was small and short-lived; it can be characterized as a slight dip
accompanying an eight-year hiatus in an otherwise unbroken, 30-year
increase in achievement. In standardized form, the total decline was only
about 0.07 standard deviation (depending on subject), and average scores are
now over a third of a standard deviation above the low point of the decline--
and more than three-fourths of a standard deviation above their level of

1. Although this conclusion is widely accepted, it is important to note that it is actually
based on fairly limited data. To offer a good test of the relationship between age and
the size of the decline, a data series should meet a set of criteria that few do. The data
series should include comparable tests administered to a range of ages, since a
comparison of different tests can confound differences between the tests themselves
with the effects of age. Scores should be presented in some form- -such as standard
deviations or percentiles- -that permits comparisons among grades. The data should
also extend back to the onset of the decline. Data that extend over a relatively short
period of time might tap a relatively steep portion of the decline in one grade and a
relatively gradual portion In another, thus biasing the comparison among age groups.
In addition, random year-to-year fluctuations in scoresreflecting either sampling
fluctuations or uncontrolled differences in testsare more likely to bias conclusions
based on a relatively few years. Finally, the data should be annual, to confirm that
they subsume the entire decline and none of the upturn. Data that are collected
intermittently--such fts the NAEP and norrning data from commercial elementary and
secondary tests--can mix in varying periods of increasing scores for different age groups.
Intermittent data also might capture a relatively steep portion of the decline in one
grade but a comparatively gradual portion in another.

2. The best assessment of the effect of age is obtained within each test seriesthat is,
comparing ITBS scores in grades 3 through 8 with each other, and similarly comparing
ITED scores :n grades 9 through 12. Even in this case, comparisons across the two tests

-for example, comparing grade 8 ITBS scores with the grade 9 ITEDconfounds
differences between the two tests with the effects of age. (See the discussion in
Chapter III of differences in trends among subject areas for a concrete example of
differences of this sort between the ITBS and ITED.)
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Figure IV-1.

Iowa Composite,
JIBS, Grades 3-8
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Post-1964 Low Point
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SOURCES: CHO calculations based et. 'lova Basic Skills Testing Program, Achievement Trends in Iowa!
1955-1985" (Iowa Testing Programs, unpublished and undated mannish; and A. N. Hieronymus, E. F.

Lindquist, and H. D. Hoover. Iowa Tests of Basic Skills: Manual For School Administrators (Chicago:

Riverside, 1982).
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Figure 1V-2.

Iowa Composite,
ITED, Grades 9-12,
Differences from
Lowest Year
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SOURCES: CRO cacuurions based on "Moan ITED Test Scores by Grad
to Present' (Iowa Testing Programs, unpublished end undate
Testing Programs, personal communication, August 1984,
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three decades ago. Thus, the median third-grader in Iowa today scoresbetter than roughly 68 percent of his or her counterparts of three decadespast. Similarly, no sizable decline occurred in grade three in statewideassessments in New York and California. 3/

The decline in eighth-grade Iowa scores, in contrast, was large enoughto depress composite achievement scores to their level of three decades agoand long enough that recovery has as yet been incomplete. When put instandard form, these differences appear even more striking. Eighth-gradeIowa scores declined about a third of a standard deviation and have since

New York State Education Department, unpublished tabulations; Frank Armbruster,Paul J. Bracken, and Joyce Lind, The U. S. Primary and Secondary Educational Process(Croton-on-Hudson, New York: The Hudson Institute, 1975), Appendix A; Dale Carlson,California State Department of Education, personal communication, March 1984.
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recovered only 'about two-thirds of what they lost. (Nonetheless, eighth-
grade scores are still about 0.2 standard deviation higher than they were 30
years ago, placing the median student this year at the 58th percentile
-lative to achievement levels in 1954.)

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) also shows
only relatively few and small declines among nine-year-olds, relative to the
declines in the older groups. This pattern might in part reflect the timing of
the NAEP assessments, however, rather than--or in addition totruly lesser
declines in the youngest age group. 4/

Periodic national forming data from commercial standardized elemen-
tary and secondary tests also suggest both a lack of decline in the youngest
age groups and progressively larger declines in the remainder of the school-

age population. For example, the national 1TBS forming data indicate that
in reading, the median third-grader's level of achievement increased by 4.3
months from 1955 and 1963, only 0.5 months from 1963 to 1970, and 3.7
months from 1970 to 1977. This change is consistent with the pattern in the
annual Iowa data--that is, a pause in achievement growth in the late 1960s
and early 1970s. In contrast, among sixth graders, a 2.2-month gain from
1955 to 1963 was followed by declines of 2.6 and 3.0 months in the following
seven-year periods. Among eighth graders, the drup was even more
substantial after 1970. 5/ The SRA achievement series showed composite

gains in all but one grade between 1962 and 1971. Between 1970 and 1977,
however, the trends varied greatly with grade level. In reading, for
example, the latter period included large gains (two-thirds of a standard
deviation or more) in grades one and two; more moderate gains in grades
three and four; small declines in grades five through eight; and larger drops
in the higher grades. 6/

4. Given the cohort pattern shov. n by the end ef the decline, the various NAEP assessment
cycles probably began near or even at the end of the decline among nine-year-olds, and
thus the data most likely combine a few years of the decline with a longer period of the
subsequent increase. Since the NAEP assessments are conducted only at intervals of
four or five years, however, the precise end of the decline in that test series cannot be
firmly established, and the extent of this confounding therefore cannot be determined.

5.. A. N. Hieronymus, E. F. Unquiet, and H. D. Hoover, MUM Test of Boiic Skills: Manual
for School Admi istrators (Chicago: Riverside Publishing Company, 1982).

6. Science Research Associates, SRA Achievement Series, Technical Report #3 (Chicago:
SRA, 1981), Table 2; and Science Research Associates, unpublished tabulations. The
trends between the 1970 and 1977 school years reported here reflect normings conducted
in the springs of 1971 and 1978 and are labeled in terms of those calendar years in the
published data.
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Although the achievement decline persisted longer in the highergrades, the larger tan) drop I a scores in those grades refleas more than thelonger duration. In addition, the decline appears to hnve been steeperthat
more rapid- -in the higher grades. This rapidity is shown most clearly bythe IOWIl data (both the 1TBS and the IUD; see Figures 1V-1 and IV-2). Inall but two cases, the decline in any grade was steeper than that in all lowergrades. This difference in the rapidity of the decline, however, appears tohave been confined primarily to the earlier years of the decline.

The _Upturn. As noted in Chapter 111, scores on tests administered to
younger children have risen substantially more in recent years, compared
with the decline in those grades, than have scores on tests administered in
the higher grades, This pattern can be seen clearly in the Iowa state trend
data (both the ITBS and ITED; see Figures III-2 and III-3):

o Grades 3, 4, 6, and 6
decades nwilhl data:

now at their highest point in the three

Achievement in grades 7, 8, 9, and 10 has rebounded strongly but
Dot yet at its enrlier high (although grade 9 is nearly at thatlevel).

Grade 12 achievement has begun
point.

g but remains near low

The well-known SAT rend pare leis the twelfth grade Iowa trend in thisregard: achievement has been climbing for several years but remains onlymodestly above its low point (see Figure 111-4). Similar patterns-although
often less clear-cut--appear in a number of otner data bases as well, such asthe Virginia State assessment data and the NAEP reading assessment.(Some achievement test series, however, are inconsistent with this pattern.
For example, in the NAEP mathematics assessment, the recent increase inperformance was markedly greater among 13-year-olds than among 9-year-olds.) 7/

The greater total rIse In scores to date in the younger grades appearslargely to reflect a longer period of rising scores in those grades rather thana greater rate of improvement than in the higher grades. The upturn in
scores followed quickly after the end of the decline and shows the same

National Assessment of Educational Progress, The Third National Mathema icsAssessment: Results, Trends, and Issues (Denver: NAEPIEducation Commission ofthe States, 19E13), Table 5.1.
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Figure IV3.
Composite, by Birth Year
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cohort pattern (see Appendix B). Among children born after 1963 or
sothat is, beginning with the cohorts that entered school in the late
1960s- -each cohort has tended to outscore those preceding it. The smaller
gains in the higher grades thus appears to reflect, at least in substantial
part, the smaller number of higher-scoring cohorts that have reached senior
high school.

This trend can be seen in the Iowa data, which suggest- -if trends in
Iowa are indicative of national trends in this regard- -that gains have been
comparably fast, or even more rapid, in the higher grades than in the lower
ones.§.1 On the ITSS, each birth cohort since the onset of the score increase
has tended to produce slightly larger increases in grades six through eight
than in grades four and five (see Figure IV-3; vertically adjacent lines that

onclusion reflects changes expressed in standard deviations and only comparisons
ia single test. Trends on the ITED are not compared with those on the ITBS.
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Figure IV-4.
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are parallel indicate comparable gains by the same cohort in differentgrades). In this respect, the upturn in the ITBS has been largely symmetricalwith the last years of its downturn. On the ITED, the gains produced by anygiven cohort have remained roughly comparable as that group moved fromgrade 9 through grade 12 (see Figure IV-4). For several cohorts after theupturn began, these gains were also basically symmetrical with the corre-sponding last years of the decline, but the most recent cohorts to reach the
high-school years- -those born in 1966 through 1969- -have produced gainsthat are larger than the corresponding decline produced by the birth cohortsof the mid-1950s.

Sex

While the achievement decline was sizable among students of both sexqs, it
was somewhat more severe among female students in the case of :anguage-related tests (such as vocabulary, reading, and the SAT-Verbal). On theother hand, once the effects of changes in the composition of the test-
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taking group are taken into flCCOUnt, the declines among males appear to

have been comparable or even slightly larger than those among femolea in
mathematics and science, 9/

The average SAT sc ,e3 of women dropped substantially iaore than
those of men. This difference by sex was large on the verbal scale- -after
1967, women dropped 50 points, compared with the 36-point drop in the
average score of males--but far smaller on the mathematical scale, 10/ The
average score of female ACT candidates also dropped more than that of
males, and the difference was greater on the En lish test than in
mathematics. 11/

In both cases, however, the apparently greater decline among women
might simply be a reflection--at least in part--of the changing mix of male
and female students taking the tests. Women have constituted a growing
share of all students taking both the SAT and the ACT. Women constituted
42.7 percent of SAT candidates in 1960, 47.5 percent in 1970, and 51.8
percent in 1983. 12/ Similarly, women constituted 45 percent of ACT
candidates in 1964 a d 54 peeeent both in 1975 (the year that ACT scores

9. On the ACT, the greater decline among women was most pronounced In social studies.
In the NAEP, however, the only comparison in social studies that showed relatively
greater trends in one gender than t other--citirenship questions at age 13showed
females gaining relative to malef. Comparable tabulations from other tests are
unavailable. The sharp decline of women on the ACT social studies test therefore might
be just a reflection of the compositional changes discussed below, L. A. Munday,
Declining Admission Test Scores, Research Report #71 (Iowa City: American College
Testing Program, February 1976); National Assessment of Educational Progress,
Changes in Political Knowledge and Attitudes, 1969-76 (Denver: NAEFIEducation
Commission of the States, March 1978,)

10 College Entrance Examin tion Board, College-Bound Seniors, 1984 York: The
College Board, 1984).

These patterns reflect changes in ACT scores from 1965 to 1975, the latter being the
year in which composite ACT scores reached their lowest point. The data from 1965
to 1969 are slightly inconsistent with the later data because the former include residual
on-campus testing. The former are taken from Munday, Declining Admission Test Scores;
the latter are from unpublished ACT tabulations.

12. Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Further Examination
(New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1977), p. 16; and College Board,
College-Bound Seniors, 1984.
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reached their low po nd in 1983. 'rhis growing share suggests thatthe pool of women taking the tests might have become relatively lessselect--a change that would lead to g eater score declines among womenthan among men.

Trends in scores on other tests, however, suggest that part of thegreater decline among women is independent of these compositionalchanges, reflecting some other, as yet unidentified, factors. Data from afew nationally representative tests- -which are largely free of thesecompositional changesalso show greater declines among female studentson language-related tests, 14/ On the other hand, in mathematics andscience the decline in the scores of male students was typically as large oreven larger. For example, a comparison of the high-school classes of 1972and 1980 found that women showed a greater decline in vocabulary and aslightly larger drop in reading, while men showed a larger decline inmathematics.15/ Seventeen-year-olds showed a similar patorn in theNAEP over a five- to nine-year span in the 1970s. Women sbowed a greaterdecline on both the literal comprehension and inferential comprehensioncomponents of the reading assessments, while men evidenced slightlygreater declines in mathematics and science. Hi Although thesedifferences by sex were very small, they might have been larger if thecomparisons had spanned the entire period of the achievement declinerather than only a portion alit.

1 . Munday, Declining Admissions Test _or A erican College Testing Pro
unpublished tabulations.

14. Although nationally representative data are most often largely free of this particulartype of compositional change, they are not always entirely devoid of it. For example,data based on high school samples could show a change of this sort if trends in dropout
rates differed markedly by sex.

Donald A. Rock, Ruth B. Ekstrom, Margaret E. Goertx, Thomas L. Hilton, and JudithPollack, Factors Associated with Decline of Test Scores of High School Seniors, 1972to 1980 (Washington, D.C.: Center for Statistics, U.S. Department of Education,1985).

National Assessment of Educational Progress, Three National Assessments of Reading(Denver: NAEP/ Education Commission of the States, 1981), Tables A-9, A-10, and A-11; Mathematical Technical Report: Summary Volume (Denver: NAEP/ EducationCommission of the States, 1980), Table 4; Three National Assessments of Science:Changes in Achievement, 1969-77 (Denver: NAEP/ Education Commission of the States,1978), Table A-4, In the case of science, the scores of women increased, while those ofmen dropped.
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Achievementou s

A current and widely held view is that the decline in achievement was more
severe among relatively high-achieving students than among those at the
lower end of the achievement distribution. This belief has led some
observers to credit the educational system with improving its services to
low-achieving students, or, alternatively, to fault it for allowing its servi es
for more able students to deteriorate. 17/

It is not clear, however, that trends have been consistently more
favorable among lower-achieving than among higher-achieving students over
the entire period of the achievement decline and subsequent upturn, When a
wide range of tests is considered, a more complexand sometimes inconsis-
tentpattern emerges. Moreover, there are major gaps in the available
data--such as the sparseness of relevant comparisons during the first half of
the achievement decline, and a very limited picture of the relative
performance of achievement subgroups during the r.Prent nrs of increasing

achievement. In addition, both apparent changes in the gap between
achievement subgroups and inconsistencies in the data about these groups
must be taken cautiously because both consistencies and variations in the
data can be artifacts of technical aspects of the tests.

As discussed in Chapter'', a number of technical aspects of tests
'nfluence conclusions about relative trends in high- and low-achieving
groups. Differences in the scaling of test scores can markedly affect such
judgments. In addition, a single test is unlikely to be a comparably
comprehensive measure of mastery at two very different levels of achieve-
ment and therefore may understate the relative change of students at one
level. The tabulation and reporting of results further complicates compari-
sons, since information on the additional items correctly or incorrectly
answered is rarely reported, particularly for achievement subgroups. This
lack of information makes it hard V) judge whether changes in the average
scores of achievement subgroups are substantively comparable, even when
they seem similar numerically. Nonetheless, the broad range of tests
suggests the following generalizations. (See Appendix D for additional
details.)

See, for .example, statement by Archie E. Lapointe, Executive Director, National
Assessment of Educational Progrevi, before the Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, Committee on Education and Labor, January
31, 1984: and William W. Turnbull, Changes in SAT Scores: What Do They Teach Us?
creport to the College Board-ETS Joint Staff Research and Development Committee,
forthcoming).
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clear that the achievement decline and the subsequent upturniippcarcd nmong both low- and high-achieVing students. Whether the declinebegan at the same time in different achievement subgroups, however, andwhether the drop was comparable among those subgroups during the earlyyears of the decline (the late 1960s and the first years of the 1970s) remain
unknown. Tabulations comparing achievement subgroups during those yearsare largely restricted to unrepresentative groups of studentsfor example,
comparisons of students tnking the SAT, classified in terms of their rank onthat test.

During the mid. and late 1970s--that is, during the end of theachievement decline and the beginning of the subsequent upturn- -studentsin the top achievernent quartile (the top fourth of all students, when rankedby achievement) lost ground relative to those in the bottom quartile inreading, mathematics, nnd science in the National Assessment of Educa.tional Progress. That pattern appeared in all three age groups tested (ages9, 13, and 17), although it took different forms at different ages- -probablyas a result of the cohort pattern shown by the end of the decline. At agenine, gains predominated over losses, but the lowest quartile showed largergains than did the highest. At age 17, declines predominated, with thelarger losses generally appearing in the highest quartile. At age 13, gainsand losses were more evenly mixed, but the lowest quartile still showedrelative gains.

While the narrowing of the gap between the top and bottom ach eve.ment quartiles on the NAEP is clear-cut, other data cast doubt on theextent to which this was a general trend over the past two decades. Similartrends appear in some data (such as the Illinois Decade Study and sometabulations of the SAT), but not on others (such as other tabulations of theSAT).itY Moreover, under most circumstances, a narrowing of the gapbetween the top and bottom quartiles would cause the standard deviation oftest scores--that is, their variability-4o deciease. That has not been thegeneral pattern, however, in the few data sources for which historicalrecords of standard deviations are available. Since the early 1970s, the
standard deviations (SDs) of the SAT and ACT have been stable or increasingslightly. The SD of the ITBS has been increasing, while that of the SRAachievement series has shown mixed trends (generally inconsistent with

The Illinois Decade Study is a comparlson of he performance of Illinois high schoolJuniors on a fairly high-level ba tery of achievement tests In the 1970 and IOU schoolyears. See Appendix D.
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the NAEP pattern in the earlier grades, but consistent in the higher
grades). 19/

Several explanations of this inconsistency Gre plausible. Some of the
variation among tests could simply be an artifact of scaling differences.
For example, the Illinois Decade Study is consistent with the NAEP in its
published form, which presents simple differences in scores, but is inconsis-
tent when presented in terms or proportional changes in scores. Differences
in the way students are classified as high- and low-achieving could also
account for much of the variability. For example, classifying students in
terms of their self-reported class rank yields patterns on the SAT since 1975
that are consistent with the NAEP (even though the standard deviation of
the SAT was increasing at that time), while classifying students in terms of
their rank on the SAT itself yielded trends that are inconsistent with the
NAEP. On the other hand, some of the inconsistency might reflect true
variation among tests; perhaps the lowest quartile gained relative to the
highest only on certain types of tests.

Test scores of students taking college admiss te -curr ntly,
about half of all high school graduates- -declined mote than those of high
school seniors in general. But this difference primarily reflects the
changing composition of the group taking those tests rather than a greater
decline in achievement among high-achieving students. The proportion of
students taking the SAT, for example, grew substantially during the 1960s
and early 1970s, and this growth was accompanied by an increase in the
share of SAT candidates from historically lower-achieving groupsj such as
certain ethnic groups and families of lower socio-economic status...4g Since
the early 1970s, however, such changes in the composition of the test taking
group have been relatively minor. 21/

The highest-achieving studentsthose scoring highest on tests, taki-g
the most advanced courses, and so on--evidenced both the decline and the
subsequent upturn in achievement. These students did not show a consis-
tently greater decline than the average student. Indeed, by some measures,

19, The College Board, College-Bound Seniors, various years; American College Testing
Program, unpublished tabulations; H.D. Hoover, personal communication, March 1984;
and Science Research Associates, SRA Achievement Series, Technical Report #3, Table 2.

20. Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Further Examination,

21.. Betause compositional changes exacerbated the decline in the SAT but not the
;ubsequent upturn, comparing the SAT upturn to the previous decline is misleading.
The relative size of the upturn is understated unless adjustments are made to compensate
for the compositional changes.
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they appear to have gained recently relative to the aver ge, particularly
in the arca of mathematics. For example, the proportion of SAT candidates
scoring over 700 on the mathematics test has risen sharply in the last few
years (from 2.7 percent in 1980 to 3.6 percent in 1984) and is now quite
close to the level of 1966- -the highest level in any year for which
tabulations are available. Similarly, American seniors taking calculus and
pro-calculus- -together about 10 percent to 12 percent of all son-
iorsshowed gains between 1964 and 1981 in international assessments of
mathematics achievement, he sketchiness and inconsistency of data on the
highest-achieving students, however, cloud these conclusions.

RACE AND ETHN CITY

Recent years have seen a shrinking of the long-standing difference between
the scores of black and nonminority students on a variety of nehiovement
tests. The evidence pertaining to other ethnic groups is more limited, but
there are suggestions of relative gains by Hispanic students as wenn/
While the change has been small relative to the remaining gap between the
minority and nonminority students, it has been consistent from year to

The term "ethnicity" as used in the following discussion encompasses some distLictions
- -such as that between blacks and whitesthat are often popularly termed racial. This
convention is followed ir. part for simplicity, but also because some of the most common
current categories have at beat ambiguous racial bases. For example, many South Asians
are often classified u nonwhite (as in some Census tabulations), even though most SouthAsians are in fact racially Caucasian. Similarly, people of mixed black/white origin
are frequently classified as black without regard to whether the greater proportion
of their ancestry is in fact white or black. Hispanics are almost all classified as whitesin Census tabulations, even though many of them are racially mixed. (In particular,
many are partially or primarily native American in origin, and native Americans are
racially classified as "Mongoloid"- - that is, Asian -people.)

The ethnic categories used in this paper necessarily reflect the disparate conventions
used in the data sources cited and therefore vary among tests. In general, the term
"noriminority" excludes, to the extent possible, all minority groups identified in each
data source and usually .corresponds to tle category labeled "white" in the cited sources.
The data sources vary considerably, however, in terms of how many- -and which- -groups
are specifically identified. Moreover, some individuals. -such as black Hispanics- -can
be classified in more than one way, and there is typically little information available
about how those ambiguous cues are handled.

The more important known variations in the classIfIcations used in the various sourcesare noted in Appendix E.
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year and could pr ve substantial over the long run. Th patterns are
surnmorized below and are discussed in more detail in Appendix E .

Trend data on the scores of different ethnic groups are very limited,
however, and generally extend back only a relatively short length of time.
In addition, since many ethnic-group differences in achievement are large,
the ambiguity inherent In measuring changes in the gaps between achieve-
ment subgroups described above applies to these comparisons as well. In
this case, however, the pattern of the trends leaves no doubt that the
closing of the gap is at least in part real and not an artifact of the tests.231
Finally, classification of students' ethnicity is likely to be prone to error,
both because of the u:ireliability of students' self-reports and because of the
ambiguity--and lack of consistency over time--of ethnic classifications.
While this is unlikely to be a serious source of bias in interpreting trends
among black students, it is cause for caution in considering data about
Hispanics. 24/

In general4 it appears that the average scores of black

o Declined less than those of nonminority students during the
years of the general decline;

o Stopped declining, or began increasing again earlier; and

Rose at a faster rate after the general upturn in achievement
began.

23. This narrowing of the gap is substantiated by several factors. First, the pattern is
consistent among a variety of very different tests. Second, during certain periods, the
convergence reflected gains among blacks concurrent with declines among nonminority
students. Unlike differences in relative gains (or declines) between groups, a pattern
of gains in one group and declines in the other is unlikely te be an artifact of the scaling
method used and will generally persist even if the data are resealed. Third, biases caused
by ceiling effects have been largely ruled out. In the case of testa scored as the percent
of questions answered correctly, the scores of the higher-achieving group can be held
down by a ceiling effect, creating an illusion that lower-achieving groups are gaining
in comparison. To lessen the likelihood of such a distortion, data of that sort were
transford (by a legit transformatiot.; to eliminate ceilings, and the narrowing of the
gap remained.

24. Ste, for example, "Problems in Defining Ethnic Origin, Appendix A in Congressional
ReFearch Service, Hteponie Children* in Poverty (Washington, D.C.: CRS, September
13,1985).
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The relative gains of black students appear on a variety of testsadministered to students of different ages in different localities. Theyappear at ages 9, 13, and 17 in the National Assessment of EducationalProgress (Figure - 5); in the SAT; in a nationally representative comparisonor high school seniors in 1971 and 1979; in grade a 3, 6, and 9 in the NorthCarolina state assessment program; among ninth graders in the Texas stateassessment program; and in test data from some local education agencies,
such as Cleveland, Houston, and Montgomery County (Maryland). 25/

The SAT data suggest that part of the convergence of black and non-minority scores resulted from the decline ending earlier among black thanamong nonminority students. The convergence of scores continued duringthe period ef the general upturn, however, as black students gained morerapidly than did nonrninority students.

Although this shrinking of the gap has been smell relative to theaverage differences between black and nonminority students, the rate ofchange has been appreciable. For example, over the past nine years, the gapbetween black and nonrninority students on the SAT has shrunk at an annualrate roughly comparable to the average rate of the total SAT decline- -achange that few people would label insignificant. On the NationalAssessment, the average black student's mathematics score was a thirdbelow the nonminority average in 1972 but a fourth below that in 1981.

25. National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), Three National Assessmentsof Science; NAEP, Three National Assessments of Reading; NAEP, The Reading ReportCard; NAEP, The Third National Mathematics Assessment; and NAEP, MathematicalTechnical Report: Summary Volume;College Board Data Show Class of '85 Doing Betteron SAT, Other Measures of Educational Achievement (New York: The College Board,September 23, 1985); Rock and others, Factors Associated with Decline of Test Scores,Tables D-1, D2, and D-3; Nancy W. Burton and Lyle V. Jones, "Recent Trends inAchievement Levels of Black and White Youth," Educational Researcl..:.., vol.11 (April1962), pp.10-14, 17; Montgomery County (Maryland) Public School District, "MCPSTest Results by Racial/Ethnic Groups, 1977-1982," unpublished paper; MarianKilbane-Flash, personal communication, March 1984; and Houston Independent SchoolDistrict, unpublithed tabulations.

On the other hand, scores on the ACT are not entirely consistent with this pattern,The gap between black and ether students on the ACT composite has narrowed since1970, but only slightly, and the trend has been highly erratic from year to year. Inaddition; the trend varies among subjects; the gap narrowed in socialstudies, for example,but grew slightly in mathematcs. This partial inconcistency with the patterns evidentIn other tests is discussed further in Appendix E.
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Figure IV-5.

Trends in Average Reading Proficiency for White Black, and
Hispanic Students, by Birth Year
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It is likely, but not certain, that this narrowing of the gap will
continue to appear in some test data for several years. The NAEP data
show the most rapid convergence accompanying the birth cohorts of the
mid-1960s as they pass through school- -appearing at age 9 in the early
1970s and at age 17 in the early 1980s. Some narrowing, however, appeared
at least as late as the birth cohorts of the late 1960s and perhaps as late as
those of the early 1970s. 26/ This pattern would suggest further converg-
ence between black and nonminority scores on high school tests for several

years. On the other hand, the SAT is inconsistent with this pattern; the
relative r ains of black students on that testended in 1981 and 1982.

26. _ ational Anessment of Educational Progress, The Reading Report Card,Figure 3.2.
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DespiL these changes, the gap between the average Acores of blackand nonminority students remains striking. On the SAT, for example, theaverage black student's score in 1975 corresponded roughly to the lith and12th percentiles among nonminority students on the mathematics and verbalscales, respectively. In 1984, the average black scores had risen to aboutthe 16th percentile among nonminority scores on both scales.0 While someother tests show smaller average differences than the SAT, the gapnonetheless remains large by virtually any measure.

Hispanic Students. In national samples, Hispanic students on average show
substantially lower levels of achievement than nonminority students, thoughsomewhat higher achievement than blacks. In recent years, the averageachievement of Hispanic students, like that of blacks, has risen relative tothat of nonminority students,

Generalizations about achievement trends among Hispanic studenhowever, are subject to important qualifications. First, the relevant datare more limited than in the case of blacks, More important, the term"Hispanic" subsumes many groups differing in culture of origin, lengtlresidence in the United States, relatively fluency in and use of English .Spanish, and other factors that presumably affect educational performance.Thus, trends among Hispanic students as a whole provide only suggestions oftrends that might be occurring in more specific groups that are often thetargets of specific educational programs--such as children with limitedproficiency in English, or the children of migrant fa m workers.

With those qualifications in mind, the relative improvement of His-panic ! achievement is apparent in the NAEP reading and mathen17ticsassessments (see Figure IV-5), in the SAT, in the Texas state-wide assess-ment of ninth grade students, and in a comparison of nationally representa-tive samples of high school seniors in 1971 and 1979 (the NLS and HSBcomparison).W This trend appears not to be limited to one Hispanic group.Relative gains appear among both Mexican-American and Puerto Ricanstudents on the SAT and among both Mexican Americans and "otherHispanics" in the NLS and HSB comparison, although the improvement
among Mexican Americans is in several instances greaten& The annual

27. These estimates are based on nonminor ty within-group standard deviations in1983-1984 reportat a Solomon Arbeiter, Profiles of College-Bound Seniors, 1984 (NewYork: The Coilegq Entrance Examination Board, 1984), p. 81.

28. Rock and others, Factors Associated with Decline of Test Scores, Appendix D. In thisinstance, however, the differences in 'be trends shown by Hispanics and nonminorityAudents are slight.

29. The changes in these Hispanic subgroups in the NLS and HSB comparison, however,appear somewhat unstable and are statistically not significantly different from nochange.
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SAT data suggest that 4 nnmng Hispanicsan among
achievemnt decline ended mz_
nonminority student%

ears earlier than it

DIFFERENCESIN T 'NDS,
AMONG TYPES OP SCHOOU AND COMMUNITIES

ks-the
among

While the adil vernent declin. e was pervasive, it hns not been entirely
uniform among different typesza- of communities and sch sols. This section
discusses the relative trends in three specific types of schools and
communitiesabout which data fu-ire available:

o Disadvantaged urbtja.,z commun

o Scliaols with differept7lt concentrations of ethnic mino .ities. and

o Private schools.

Disadvantjzsgrban Corrirnoniies

Since 1970, 9and 13.year-o Ids in disadvantaged rban communities
gained ground relative to the nonation as a whole on the NAEP mathematics
and reading assessments (see 7-Tables IV-1 and 117-2). 30/ In contrast, 17-
year-olds in disadvantaged urbisan communities showed no relative gains in
mathematics, and their small relativ.: g,,ins in reading occurred entirely
between 1979 and 1983 fn t-two ins:ancen-in reading at age 9, and in
mathematics at age 13--more t-than a third of the gap between disadvan-
taged-urban communities and thfkie nation as a whole was overcome since the
early 1970s. 311

30. For a school te be defined es "dielsadvantaged urban," it had to be located within either
the city limits or the urban fringsge of a city of at least 200,000 people (or twin or triplet
cities with combined popolaskos over 200,000); and it had to serve a community that
had unusually few manageriased and professional personnel and atypically many
unemployed odulta and *du $ pa= welfare. The lattxr criterion was implemented through
four stApc asking the principeL.1 of each school to estimate the proportion of students
whose nsints fell into those tzscatogories; summing the percentages on welfare and
unemployed; subtracting the reassercentage professional or managerial; and selecting the
schools tlut constituted the top 13.0 percent on the resulting index. (Westat Corporation,
unpubllaNdNAEP docutnentatka=m).

In the csu of mathematics. helmwever, the amount by which the gap closed can be
moldered only approximate, fcmor the 1972 average scores are only estimates. See
footnote Mable IV - 1.
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TABLE IV-1. AVERAGE MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT IN
DISADVANTAGED URBAN COMMUNITIES AND
IN THE NATION, NAEP, 1972-1981
(Average percent of items correctly answered)

Group

Percent
1972 Change

(Estimated ) a/ 1977 1981 1972-1981

Age 9

Nation 56.7 55.4 56.4 .1
Disadvantaged Urban 41.9 44.4 45.5 9
Nation Minus

Disadvantaged Urban 14.8 11.0 10.9 -26

Age

Nation 58.6 56.6 60.5 3
Disadvantaged Urban 41.5 43.5 49.3 19
Nation Minus

Disadvantaged Urban 17.1 13.1 11.2 -35

Age17

Nation 64.0 60.4 60.2 -6
Disadvantaged Urban 51.5 45.8 47.7 .7
Nation Minus

Disadvantaged Urban 12.5 14.6 12.5

SOURCES; CEO calculations based on National Assessment of Educational Progress,
The Third National Mathematics Assessment: Results, Trends, and Issues
(1983), Tabbs 5.1 and 5.2; and Mathematics Technical Report: Summary
Volume (1980), Tables 2, 3, and 4.

These estimates for 1972 differ from published NAEP results for the 1972 assessment.
The published results for that year are based either on the 1972 item pool or on the items
used in both 1972 and 1977, while the trend results comparing the 1977 and 1981
assessments reflect items used in both the 1977 and 1981 assessments. In order to
circumvent the large disparities in the item sets, 1972 results were estimated here by
adjusting the 1977 results (on the items used in 1977 and 1981) by the 19724o-1977
change (on the items usad in 1972 and 1977).

9 7
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TABLE IV AVERAGE READING ACHIEVEMENT IN
DISADVANTAGED URBAN COMMUNITIES AND
IN THE NATION, NAEP, 1970-1983
(Average proficiency scores)

Percent
Change

Group 1970 1974 1979 1983 1970-1983

Age 9

Nation 207 210 214 213 3
Disadvantaged Urban 178 185 186 194 9
Nation Minus

Disadvantaged Urban 29 25 28 19 -34

Age 13

Nation 254 255 257 258
Disadvantaged Urban 232 229 242 240
Nation Minus

Disadvantaged Urban 22 26 16 18 -18

Age 17

Nation 284 285 285 288
Disadvantaged Urban 259 261 258 266
Nation Minus

Disadvantaged Urban 25 24 26 22 -12

SOURCES: National Assessment of Educational Progress, The Reading Report Card,
Data Appendix.

NOTE: Detnils might not add to s because of rounding.
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Schools With Hi h or Low Concentrations

Although information on the relative trends in high- and low-minority
schools is limited, such data as are available suggest that, relative to the
nation as a whole, high-minority schools have gained in achievement while
low-minority schools have lost ground. While the available analyses of these
data do not clarify whether the gains of minority students have been larger
or smaller in high-minority schools, they do indicate that the relative gains
of minority students as a group cannot be attributed entirely to improved
performance of those attending low-minority schools. At all ages,
mathematics gains between the last two National Assessments (1977 and
1981) were several times as large in schools that had minority enrollments
of at least 40 percent than in other schools (see Table IV-3). Similarly, in a
comparison of the HSB and NLS test results, seniors in low-minority schools
- -defined as at least 90 percent nonminorityshowed, on average, larger
declines from 1972 to 1980 than did seniors in other schools. In the case of
vocabulary, the decline in low-minority schools was 83 percent larger than
in other schools. --The difference was about half that size in mathematics,
and a fourth in reading. 32/

Private Schools

The achievement decline occurred among high school students in private as
well as public schools. Moreover, it appears to have been nearly as- lai ge
among private school students in reading and vocabulary, although somewhat
smaller in mathematics (if tests of reading, vocabulary, and mathematics
admirjstered to seniors during the last half of the decline are an adequate
indication). 33/ Beyond that, very little can be said about the relative
trends among private school students, because of the extremely sparse data.
For example, whether the upturn in achievement found in public school and
nationally representative datathe latter of which is dominated by the far
more numerous public school students--occurred in private schools as well is
not yet known.

32. Rock and others,Factors Associated with Decline of Test Scores, Appendix D.

33. Ibid.



TABLE IV-3. AVERAGE MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT IN
HIGH-MINORITY AND LOW-MINORITY SCHOOLS,
NAEP, 1977 AND 1981 (Average percent
of items correctly answered)

Percent
Change

Group 1977 1981 1981-1977

Age 9

Nation 55.4 56.4 1.8
40 Percent or More

Minority 46.4 48.8 5.2
Less than 40 Percent

Minority 57.6 58.6 1.7

Age 13

Nation 56.6 60.5 6.9
40 Percent or More

Minority 45.5 53.6 17.8
Less than 40 Percent

Minority 59.6 62.4 4.7

Age 17

Nation 60.4 60.2 -0.3
40 Percent or More

Minority 47.5 52.3 10.1
Less than 40 Percent

Minority 62.4 62.4 O. 0

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress, The Third National
Mathematics Assessment: Results, Trends, and Issues 983), Table 5.2.
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The SAT -decline was fe,.,74-
students.H/ Since the sele
decline might have been vc.,
however, a comparison of the 1.1 e
students would be risky.

cr th p4vate- and public school
ar.g: -,h4A contributed to the SAT

21-rion4A private school students,
E the A T c:.2cline in the two groups of

34. Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Further Examination,
p, 20.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR DATA SOURCES

This Appendix briefly describes the most important data sources used in
the text and in other appendixes. These sources are:

o Two college-admissions tests--the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
and the American College Testing Program (ACT) tests;

o The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP);

o The test data from two nationally representative studies of high
school students--the National Longitudinal Study of the High
School Seniors Class of 1972 (NLS) mid the High School and
Beyond study (HSB); and

o Annual statewide test data from Iowa.

THE SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST

The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), sponsored by the College Board and
administered by the Educational Testing Service, is intended to aid colleges
in selecting students for admission. It is perhaps the single best known test
in the United States and has figured prominently in discussions of achieve-
ment trends for a decade or more.

The SAT is taken by a large number of students, but they constitute a
clearly nonrepresentative group. Students taking the test are predominantly
those intending to attend college, have higher levels of achievement than
does the student body as a whole, and are concentrated in certain geograph-
ic regions. In the 1984-1985 school year, the SAT was taken by nearly one
million high school students, representing over a third of all graduates and
about two-thirds of college-bound graduates. 1/ Nonetheless, it was the

The College Entrance Examination Board, National College-Bound Seniors, 1985 (New
York: The college Board, 1986). The number of high school graduates in the 1984-
1985 school year, excluding high school equivalency credentials, has been projected
to be about 2.8 million. National Center for Education Statistics, Projections ofEducation
Statistics to1990-91(Washington, D.C.: NCES, 1982), Table 15.
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principal college admissions test in wily 22 states, which we e pri arily in
the east and on the west coast. 2/

The SAT consists of two tests, one mathematical and one verbal.2/
The verbal test consists of analogies, antonyms, sentence completions, and
reading passages. 4/ The mathematics test consists of a variety of problems
in arithmetic reasoning, algebra, and geometry that are intended to "require
as background mathematics typically taught in grades one through nine" but
to "depend less on formal knowledge than on reasoning." 5/

The SAT is designed to predict achievement in college, not to directly
assess achievement in secondary schools. Accordingly, the test has been
validated primarily by documenting that students scoring higher on the test
tend to have higher grades in college. 6/ In contrast, tests intended to
assess students' current levels of mastery are typically validated by showing
that students scoring higher on the test in question tend to score higher on
some other measure of current achievement, such as teachers' evaluations
or other achievement tests. 7/

Although the SAT is designed to be a predictor of college performance
and was neither intended nor validated as an achievement test, it has often
been used as an index of achievement- -despite strong objections from the

State Education Statistics: State Performance Outcomes, Resource Inputs, and Population
Characteristics, 1982 and 1984 (Washin n, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education,
January 1985).

A third scale, the "Test of Standard Written English," was first added on an experimen al
basis in the mid-1970; it is not discussed in this paper.

The College Board, College-Bound Seniors.

Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Further Examination
(New York: The College Board, 1977), p. 9.

Hunter M. Breland, Population Validity and College Entrance Measures (New York:
The College Board, 1979). It is well established that high SAT scores are associated
with higher grades early in college. The extent to which the SAT provides information
about likely college performance above and beyond that provided by other indices such
as high school grades is a matter of some disagreement. That issue, however, is not
germane to the use of SAT scores in this paper. (See, for example, James Crouse, "Does
the SAT Help Colleges Make Better Selection Decisions?" Harvard Educational Review,
vol. 55, May 1985, pp. 195-219; and George H. Hanford, "Yes, the SAT Does Help
Colleges," Harvard Educational Review, vol. 55, August 1985, pp. 324-331.)

7. See, for example, Science Research Associates, SRA Achievement Series, Technical Report
#3 (Chicago: SRA, 1981).
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College Board. 8/ For example, much of the public debate about declining
achievement focused at least in part on the SAT, and the annual compilation
of state education statistics by the U.S. Department of Education calls the
test a "performance outcome" (rather than a "predictor of performance"). 9/

The SAT is administered several times each year, and the scores
obtained in each year are equated, so that any gi ven score should reflect
approximately the same level of skill in any year. Annual publications
provide detailed tabulations of the scores of the test-taking group as a
whole and of a variety of subgroups, such as males, females, and ethnic
groups. Data on student characteristics such as these are mostly based on a
Student Descriptive Questionnaire (SDQ) completed by students, and the
information is therefore subject to distortions stemming from both non-
response and various kinds of reporting errors.

Data on the SAT extend back longer than those on most other tests,
but the long-term data used in this paper are subject to several inconsisten-
cies. Current tabulations by the College Board reflect only the most recent
test taken by students who also completed the SDQ--about 90 percent of all
SAT candidates. 10/ Average scores from the 1966-1967 through 1970-1971
school years are College Board estimates of the averages that would have
been obtained if such tabulations had been made for those years. Data from
the 1956 through 1965 school years are based on the average of all scores,
which includes multiple scores by those taking the SAT more than once. 11/
The published data on these averages of all scores were adjusted by
subtracting from them the slight difference in 1966 between that average
and the average based on only the most recent of each individual's scores.
Trend data on the proportion of SAT scores above specific thresholds were
subject to a similar discontinuity and were similarly adjusted, but in that
case the adjustment was based on the average discrepancy in averages over

8. See, for example, statement by Daniel B. Taylor, Senior Vice President, the College
Board, before the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education, Committee on Education and Labor, January 31, 1984.

9. State Education Statistics: State Performance Outcomes, Resource 1 nputs , and Population
Characteristics, 1982 and 1984 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education,
January 1985).

10. The College Board, College-Bound Seniors, 1985 p. 4.

11. Hunter M. Breland, The SAT Score Decline: A Summary of Related Rese rch (New
York: The College Board, 1976), Table 1.
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a four-year period (1971 through 974 ) for which both averages wereavailable. 12/

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTING PROGRAM TESTS

The American College Testing Program (ACT) tests, like the SAT, areintended as an aid in selecting students for admission to college. The ACTtests were taken by about 739,000 high-school students in the class of 1984-1985--over a fourth of all graduates. Although the ACT battery is taken byfewer students than is the SAT, it is the predominant college-admissionstest in 28 states- -primarily in the Midwest, the western mountain stAtes,and parts of the Southeast. 13/

Although also intended to predict success in post-secondary education,the ACT is conceptually distinct from the SAT and is in some sensesintended to be more of a test of achievement. The ACT is more "curriculumbased" than is the SAT, relying 3n both reasoning ability and knowledge ofsubject-matter fields. Despite its intentional reliance on subject-matter
knowledge, however, the ACT contains many "analytical, problem-solvingexercises and few measures of narrow skills." 14/

The ACT battery consists of subject-matter tests in English, math-ematics, social studies, and natural science, yielding four subject-specific
scores as well as a composite score. The English test is a test of usage,tapping skills such as grammar, sentence structure, and paragraph organiza-tion. The mathematics test is dominated by questions on arithmetic and
algebraic reasoning, geometry, and intermediate algebra, but a fourth of thetest is devoted to arithmetic and algebraic operations, number concepts, andadvanced topics. The social studies test includes aspects of history,
government, anthropology, sociology, psycholou, and economics. The

12. Ibid., Table 5.

13. American College Testing Program, Krational ACT Assessment Results, 1984-1985:
Executive Summary (Iowa City; ACT, 1985); US. Department of Education, StateEducation Statistics.

14. Content of the Tests in the ACT Assessmen t (Iowa City: American College TestingProgram, undated).
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natu al sciences test is about evenly divided between chemis ry, phys'cs,
other physical sciences, and biolo . 15/

The ACT is reported and equated annually. Trend data reflecting
subgroups of students are available but are less extensive than those
available for the SAT.

The long-term ACT trend data used in this paper are subject to one
inconsistency. Scores from 1969 on are taken from internally consistent
tabulations published by ACT. 16/ Earlier data are adapted from tabulations
that differ from the more recent data in including scores from "residual"
testing of students on college campuses, who have lower average scores than
those taking the test before college. 17/ These earlier averages were
adjusted by adding to them the small difference in 1969 between them and
the averages consistent with later data. 18/

THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is a critical
indicator of achievement trends, for it alone among current data sources
provides repeated testing of nearly representative samples of the national
student population.

Before the NAEP was begun, available data often provided an indica-
tion of achievement patterns and trends in smaller areas- -that is, in
schools, districts, or occasionally states. But variations in assessment
methods from one jurisdiction to another precluded using these data as an
unambiguous indicator of achievement across the entire nation.

In contrast, the NAEP was designed to be 9. measure of the perfor-
mance of the nation's elementary and secondary educational system as a
whole. It was not intended to duplicate the assessment mechanisms already
in place. For example, it was intended to assess relatively general levels of

American College Testing Program, Content of the Tests.

16. For example, American College Testing Program, National Trend Data for Students
Who Take the ACT Assessment (Iowa City: ACT, undated).

James Maxey, American College Testing Program, personal communica ion, April 1984.

18. The unadjusted earlier data are in L. A. Munday, Declining Admissions Test Scores
(Iowa City: American College Testing Program, 1976), Table 3.
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knowledge, and it was not designed to differentiate among individuals. It
was to supplement those other measures by providing a consistent, broad
measure of the achievement of a largely representative sample of the
nation's youth that would be periodically repeated. 19/

Since 1969, the NAEP has provided periodic testing of 9- 3- and 17-
year-old students in 10 subject areas. The intervals between assessments in
any subject area typically have ranged from three to five years. The best
known assessments are in the areas of reading, writing, mathematics,
science, and social studies. 20/

Although the NAEP is nearly representative of students nationwide, it
excludes several important groups. In most instances, the NAEP has tested
only those individuala still in school. 21/ In the case of 17-year-alds, this
practice leads to results that are probably quite different from those that
would be obtained if all 17-year-olds were tested, since dropouts are
numerous in that ege group and tend to be low achievers. The overall
average score is thus higher than it would be, and comparisons between
groups (ethnic groups, regions, and so on) reflect differences in dropout
rates as well as achievement differences in the entire age cohort. In
addition, handicapped students and those with limited proficiency in English
are excluded from testing, although the definition of those categories can
vary somewhat from one participating school to another. Both of these
exclusions are germane to the assessment of trends, since the period over
which the NAEP has been conducted saw the passage of the Education of the
Handicapped Act (which most likely increased the number of handicapped
students in regular school programs markedly) and rapid immigration from
Latin America and Asia. Finally, participating schools have some discretion
to exclude other students who cannot be assessed properly. 22/

19. Director's Report to the Congress on the National Assessment of EducatLonal Progres
(Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Education, Decemter 1982).

20. At various times, the National Assessment has included tests of other groups end subjects
that are not considered here.

21. Brief descriptions of the NAEP sampling procedure are provided in a number of
publications. See, for example, National Assessment of Educational Progress,
Mathematical Technical Report: Summary Volume (Denver: NAEP/Education
Commission of the States, 1980), Chapter 1.

22. Lawrence Rudner, Office of Educational Research and Imp ovement, U.S. Department
of Education, personal communication, December 1985
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The NAEP tests are desig ed to assess a range of skills varying in
difficulty in mathematics, for example, the easiest items tap recall of
factual information and simple arithmetic computation. More difficult
tems require an ability to manipulate algebraic exprt ssions, to comprehend
and explain mathematical relationships, and to apply rkills in solving
problems. 23/

For the purposes of this paper, the principal advantages of the NAEP
are its nearly representative sampling, its diversity of subject areas and
levels of skills, and a considerable amount of background information. A
variety of characteristics of students, schools, and communities were
ascertained through student, teacher, and school questionnaires. These data
permit comparisons of trends, for example, among ethnic groups, geographic
regions, and schools with high and low minority enrollments.

These advantages are mitigated, not only by the time intervals
between assessments, but also by the forms in which data were presented
and the lack of foi mal equating of scores from one assessment to another.
Until recently, scores were generally only reported as the percentage of
items answered correctly--a scaling that has sonv. intuitive appeal but one
that poses serious problems in gauging trends and, especially, in comparing
trends among groups. 24/ In addition, information on the standard deviation
of average scores was often not reported or retained, limiting the extent to
which the severity of trends could be quantified and compared with that on
other tests. Beginning with the most recent assessment of reading, ehese
problems have in large part been solved, but most of the trend data remain
in the original form. Scores were also not formally equated until recently,
posing problems in the interpretation of trends that were compounded by
periodic alteration of the content of the tests. A frequent, but not fully
adequate, response to this problem in the published NAEP data was to base
comparisons only on items shared by adjacent assessments.

THE NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEY
AND HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND

Two nationally representative longitudinal studies of high school students--
the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Seniors Class of 1972

23. See, for example, National Assessment of Educational Progress, Changes in
Mathematical Achievement, 1973-78 (Denver: NAEP/Education Commission of the
States, 1979).

24. See Chapter IL
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(NLS) and the IIigh School tind Beyond study (H, vide comparative
information on the achioter-7nent of seniors in the 1971

. and 1979 school
years. 25/

Both studies included ttn vrioty of cognitive tests, of which three that
were administered in both yenrsvocabulary, reading, and mathematics--
can be considered measures of achievement. 26/ The reading and vocab-
ulary tests were identical In the two studies; in mathematics, about half of
the items were identical, ill=purth were altered in relatively minor respects,
and the remainder were new,

In one r cent study,l1:7--ie scores on the NLS and HSB tests in those
three subject areas were el-7uated, providing an indication of changes in
performance over the eight yc-,--.Qars. 27/ All comparisons of the NLS and liSB
in this paper are drawn fronillt_L at study.

Information is availeblesme in the NLS and 11SI3 about a considerable
number of important studerznt, school, and community variables, making
possible both comparisons of achievement changes in different groups and

timation of the effects of pa.pulation changes (such as trends in the ethnic
composition of the school.og-=e population) on average test scores. This
information is derived front= school records, school questionnaires, and
teacher questionnaires, as nel as from student self-reports, which increases
the validity of some of thel=formation compared with that obtained solely
through student questionnoles. Moreover, in some instances, it permits
information from dne source tomo be confirmed by comparing it with that from
another.

The usefulness of the IOUS and HSB for analyzing ach evement trends
is limited by several factor; however. The absence of earlier, comparable

25. The NLS and HSB tests um administered in the springs of 1972 and 1980, and most
discussions of them refer (oat:hose calendar years. In order to be consistent with the
treatment of other tests, bony...4;er, this paper refers instead to the school years "n which
the tests were administered.

26. Other tests tapped basic cogzmitive skills but could not be considered measures of
achievement. For exampleiiosalc comparisons test was included in 1972 as an index
of "perceptual speed and saL.=.racy." For a brief description of the two test batteries,
see Donald A. Rock, Ruth B,El=strom, Margaret E. Geerts, Thomas L. Hilton, and Judith
Pollack, Factors Associated ivtiaath Declinr I Test Scores of High School Seniors, 1972
to 1980 (Washington, D.C.; Center for St-atistics, U.S. Department of Education, 1985)
Chapter 11.

27. Donald R ck and others, Factors Associated with Decline of Tet Scores.
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assessments precludes drawl g conclusions about the decline as a whole or
placing the changes over the eight-year span into the context of longer-term
trends in achievement. The time interval between the two studies includes,
if other tests are an indication, a short period of rising scores as well as a
longer period of declining scores. This mixture could distort assessments of
the nature of the decline (particularly if the upturn does not parallel the
decline in all respects) and could bias assessments of the impact of
population changes on average scores.

IOWA TESTING PROGRAMS

Although many states have statewide testing programs, the data from the
Iowa Testing Programs are uniquely valuable for the assessment of achieve-
ment trends. Unlike any other data source, it provides annually equated
data extending over three decodes for most grode levels 'n a variety of
subject areas.

The Iowa data represent about 95 percent of public and private schools
in the state. 28/ Unlike most statewide achievement data, the Iowa data do
not reflect a mandatory, state-run program. Rather, they reflect voluntary
participation by school districts in two testing programs administered by the
University of Iowa. In grades 3 through 8, the test used is the Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills (ITBS); in grades 9 through 12, it is the Iowa Tests of
Educational Development (ITED). The ITBS is the same version as is
administered in a large number of districts nationwide, while the ITED used
in Iowa was a longer test than the version used elsewhere in the nation from
the early 1970s until the most recent version. 29/ In both .cases, the Iowa
results are compared in this paper with statewide rather than national
norms.

Both the ITBS and ITED tap a wide range of subject areas. The ITBS
comprises 13 subtests in the areas of reading, vocabulary, language skills,
mathematics, and work study skills. Trend data are available for all 13
subtests, but in most instances, only trends in a single composite score are
reported in this paper. The ITED comprises seven tests: social studies,
quantitative thinking, natural sciences, the interpretation of literary mater-

28. "Iowa Basic Skills Testing Program, Achievement Trends in 9- 1985" (Iowa
Testing Programs, unpublished and undated, 1985).

29. Robert Forsyth, Iowa Testing Progra s, personal communication, March 1984.
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fals, general vocabulary, correctness of expression English usage), and
sources of information (reference skills, knowledge of informt tion sources,
and so on),

The ITED is atypical of elementary and secondary standardized tests
tn that it includes no separate reading test. Instead, reading ability is
assessed ia the context of the substantive-area tests. Only in the last few
years have the reading items from the various substantive-area tests been
combined to provide a separate "reading total" score. Therefore, the
"interpretation of literary materials" test, which taps many of the skills
commonly included in reading tests, is used as a surrogate for a reading test
in tLis paper, even though it is not a complete measure of the reading skills
assessed by the ITED. 30/

The 1TED is intentionally less closely tied to curricula than are some
other Aandardized tests, although mastery of commonly taught materials is
certainly necessary for success on it. The test aims to assess the
intellectual skills that students will use in later life and those that represent
the longrun goals" of secondary schools. 31/ This intent is reflected, for
example, la a very heavy emphasis on applications in the ITED quantitative
thinking test. 32/

One major advantage of the Iowa data for assessing achievement
trends is the length of the time span covered. Only the SAT provides data
for a conparahly long period. The Iowa data, however, have several
additional advantages that the SAT does not share. The presence of data for
10 grade levels permits a clear assessment of the relationships between age
and achievement trends and provides the single clearest test of the cohort
pattern shown by the recent upturn in scores. The Iowa data also avoid two
of the major problems of nonrepresentativeness inherent in college-admis-

For a summary of the content of the ITED tests, see Iowa Tests of Educational
Development, Forms K -7 and Y -7: Manual for Teacher, Counselors, and Examiners (Iowa
City: lowa Testing Programs,1979).

31. Iowa T sting Programa, ITED Manual for Teachers, Counselors, and Examiners.

32. Some of those working with the Iowa data believe that the much greater decline in
mathematics scores thown by the grade-eight ITBS in comparison with the grade-nine
ITED might reflect the fact that the ITED devotes more of its questions to applications
and lets to curriculum-based concept items than does the ITBS (Robert Forsyth, Iowa
Testing Programs, personal communication, 1985).
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sions test data: the Iowa data include students at all achievement levels
and with all levels of ducational aspirations. In addition, the Iowa tests,
unlike college-admissions tests, are intended and designed to assess
achievement rather than to predict subsequent college performance.

Nonetheless, the Iowa data have several important weaknesses for
present purposes. Most important is the fact that Iowa is clearly not
representative of the nation as a whole. For example, Iowa students on
average score substantially above the national mean 33/. Moreover, minor-
ity students constitute a far smaller share of enrollments in Iowa than in the
nation as a whole, 34/ Another limitation is that the available tabulations
of the Iowa data include little information about the performance of
important subgroups of students.

H. D. Hoover, Iowa Testing Programs, personal communication; Robert Forsyth, Iowa
Testing Programs, note to school adm'nistrators (Iowa City: Iowa Testing Programs,
unpublished, 1984).

34. As in the nation as a whole, however, minority enrollments have been increasing in
Iowa. In 1972, minority students constiLuted 2.4 percent of enrollments in Iowa and
21.7 percent in the nation as a whole; in 1980, those proportions had grown to 4.1 percent
and 26.7 percent, respectively (CBO tabulations of data from the Office of Civil Rights,
U. S. Department of Education).



APPENDIX B

EVIDEN.MOF A COHORT_EFFECT _IN THE

RECENT UPTURN IN ACHIEVEMENT

Chapter III notes that the end of the achievement decline and the
subsequent upturn conform more closely to a cohort pattern than to a period
pattern. This Appendix provides more detailed data indicating the extent to
which the trends conform to a cohort model. It has three sections:

The first section explains the criteria that a data series must
meet to provide a test of the models pod identifies the best
existing data for that purpose;

o The second section discusses the extent to which each of those
data series is consistent with both models; and

The final section pulls together data from a variety of sertes to
provide a composite test of the models.

This Appendix is limited to the end of the decline and does not assess
the extent to which the onset of the decline conforms to the period or
cohort models. The data usable in assessing the characteristics of the onset
of the decline are even more limited than those relevant to the decline's
end. Thus, any characterization of the onset of the decline is largely
speculative. 1/

TYPES OF DATA THAT CAN BE USED
TO ASSESS COHORT AND PERIOD EFFECTS

Few of the existing data series on elementary and secondary achievement
provide strong tests of the cohort and period models. To offer a strong
test, a data series must:

Even some data series that extend back to the mid-1960s give no real indication of the
timing of the decline's onset. Some of them (such as the social studies and mathematics
tests in the ACT battery) were already declining at the time of the first available data.
Moreover, two of the few test series with continuous data extending back into the 1960s
- -the SAT and the ACT--were seriously affected by major compositional changes in
the test-taking population during the early years of the decline, leaving it unclear when
they would have begun declining in the absence of compositional changes.
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Provide annual or nearly annual scores;

a Provide appropriate equating of scores, so that scores in ane year
can be considered comparable to those in other years;

o Extend over a period spanning at least one rthange in the direction
of achievement trends (that is, one point at which average
achievement stops increasing or stops decreasing); and

o Test reasonably comparable groups of students in different
years. 2/

Further, the best test of the models is provided by data series that also
provide similar measures of achievement at more than one grade level.
Measures that are available only for a single age group--such as the SAT--
provide a test of the cohort and period models only by comparing them with
other tests that reflect different ages. Such a comparison can be biased by
differences between the tests; the skills tapped by one test might show
different trends than those tapped by another, and such a difference might
be indistinguishable from a difference between cohorts or age groups. Few
relevant data series, however, provide comparable measures in different age
groups.

Within any single data series, the precise beginning of the decline or
upturn is generally somewhat unclear, and therefore comparing several
series is important. For example, the annual rate of change in test scores
during the period around the end of the decline is typically very small, and
average scores ere 'therefore typically quite similar for a period of several
years. This similarity introduces uncertainty into a choice of any year as
the low point of the series and often makes it more meaningful to label a

2. The groups of students tested in each year need not be identical. Indeed, it is best if they
are not identical in certain respects. But the confidence one can place in the data is
lessened if the characteristics a those tested changed substantially more than the
characteristics of the school-age population as a whole. For example, a sample that
is entirely representative of the school-age population in each year would change over
time (in terms of characteristics such as ethnicity, family structure, and poverty rates)
as the school-age population changes. Such a sample would be optimal for testing the
period and cohort models. On the other hand, compositional changes in the test-taking
samples that are larger than those affecting the school-age population as a wholesuch
as those affecting the SAT candidate pool in the 1960s--can be sizable enough to mask
period and cohort effects.
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period of several years, rather than a single year, as the nadir.
Comparison of a variety of series helps to lessen this uncertainty.

Given the cr term above, the following (I:Ita series provide the
strongest tests of the period and cohort models: 3/

The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, Iowa state se 'BS-IA);

o The Iowa Tests of Educationel Development, Iowa ztate series
(lTED-IA);

o The American College Testing Program (ACT) college-ad ssions
tests;

o The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT);

o The Virginia state assessinent tests;

o The New York state assessment tests; and

o The California state assessment tests.

Two sources provide additional tests of the models, though they are
weaker because they are not annual. One is the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP). The second is the periodic reriorming data
from commercial standardized elementary and secondary tests. The latter
are useful, however, only when publishers have retained data on equating
studies contrasting the norms derived in each year.

THE FIT OF THE DATA
WITH THE COHORT AND PERIOD MODELS

In this section, the fit of individual data series with the cohort and
period models is examined. The patterns evident in the Iowa (ITBS and
ITED) data are used as the point of comparison, since they provide the best
single test of the models. The section first discusses data series that
provide strong tests of the models, while those providing weaker tests
(intermittent data, such as the NAEP) are left until the end of the section.

3. Additional detail on the characte istics of some of these data series can be found in'
Appendix A.

59-1 - 4 116
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The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills Iowa State Series ITBS-JA

The aBs lowa-state series reflects the scores of nearly all Iowa studentsthrough grade eight, since the mid-1950s. In many respects, it is the bestdata on trends in elementary and junior-high achievement. Its advantagesfor the present purposes include:

o Equated data extending back to 1954 with annual data from 1964to the present;

o Similar data on achievement in each grade through grade eight;
and

o A general lack of problems with self-selection or other biasing
se ection changes in the student body taking the test.

The greatest. weakness of the ITBS-IA data is the fact that Iowa is in
several important respects atypical of the United States. By some
measures, average achievement in the elementary and secondary grades is
nearly a grade higher in Iowa than in the nation as a whole. 4/ In addition,the student body in Iowa is demographically more homogeneous than thestudent body nationwide.

Average ITBS-IA scores reached their low points later in higher gradesthan in lower grades (see Figure III-2). Grade five scores bottomed out in
1974; grade six roughly in 1974; grade seven roughly in 1975; and grade eight
in 1976. The changes in average scores in grades three and four are so smallthat it makes little sense to try to isolate a low point.

The later turnaround in higher grades suggests a cohort model, I thetrends in grades five through eight indeed line up more closely when
displayed in terms of birth years rather than year of testing (see FigureB-1). In grades seven and eight, the lowest scores reflect the birth cohortsof 1963 and 1964. The nadir occurred in grade six with the cohort of 1963,
while in grade five it coincided roughly with the birth cohort of 1964.

4. H. D. Hoover, IowaTesting Programs, personal communication, January 1984.
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Figure 8-1.

ITBS Composite Scores Iowa Only (By birth year
and grade at testing)
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SOURCE: CE10 calculations based on "Iowa Basic Skills Testing Program. Achievement Trends in lo 9 1 5"
(Iowa Testing Programs, unpublished and undated material

The Iowa Tests of Educational Develo merit Iowa State Series ITED-IA

1980

The ITED-IA, which includes grades nine through twelve, has the same
strengths and weaknesses for the present purposes as does the ITBS-IA.
Given the steeper achievement decline in the higher grades, the low point in
the ITED is more clearly defined than that in the 1TBS. The timing of the
low points, however, provides less clear-cut evidence in favor of the cohort
or period model.

When displayed in terms of test years, the ITED reached its low point
in 1977 in grades 9 through 11, but not until 1979 in grade 12 (see Figure
111-3). That is, grades 9 through 11 conform to a period model, while the
entire span of grades 9 through 12 does not. Accordingly, when displayed in
terms of birth years, the low points in the different grades do not fully line
up (see Figure B-2). Grades 10 and 12 reached their low points with the
1962 birth cohort, while grade 9 was one cohort later and grade 11, one
earlier.
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Figure B.2.

ITED Composite Scores, Iowa Only (By birth year
and grade at testing)

Birth Year

SOURCE: CRO calculations based en Mqrnn !TED Test Scorns by Gratin and Subtost for the State of Iowa: 1962 to
Present" (Iowa Testing Programs, unpublished end undated tabulationsL

If taken in the context of the ITBS results, however, the ITED trends
can be seen as offering further support for the cohort model. Considering
the two series together is logical, for while substantively the ITBS-IA and
ITED-IA differ considerably, they largely reflect the same sample of
students.

The earliest low point in the combined Iowa data occurred in 1974 in
the grade five ITBS. The latest was in the ITED for grade 12, which reached
its low point five school years later. The nadir in the junior-high scores
occurred in betweenroughly, in 1975 in grade seven, 1976 in grade eight,
and 1977 in grade nine.

When tabulated in terms of birth cohorts, the low points in the
combined Iowa data show less variation and less ordering from grade to
grade. The earliest nadir was in the grade 11 ITED, which reached bottom
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with the 1961 birth cohort. All il the remaining grades reached their
points with birth cohorts between 1 62 and 1964.5/

The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)

The SAT data have the advantage of providing largely comparable scores
from 1956 to the present. In addition, studies of the equating of SAT scores
over time have been perhaps more extensive than those done with any other
test. On the other hand, for present purposes, the SAT has several
weaknesses;

o Serious problems with self-se ection of students taking the test;

o Lack of comparable scores from a variety of grade levels; and

o Narrowness of the range of subects covered (only two tests are
administeredmathematics and verbal aptitude).

Enough is known about self-selection of students taking the SAT to
know that those taking it are not representative of high school seniors in
general. Not enough is known, however, to control fully for the non-
representativeness of the SAT sample. On the other ham', while composi-
tional changesthat is, changing self-selectionplayed a major role in the
earlier (pre-1970) part of the decline in average SAT scores, they apparently
have had only small effects in recent years. Moreover, they do not account
for the turnaround in SAT scores, the timing of which is the most important
aspect of the data for testing the cohort and period models. 6/

The end of the SAT decline fits the cohort pattern suggested by the
Iowa data very closely. Both the mathematics and verbal scales of the SAT
reached their minimums in the 1979-1980 school year, remained at that
level for one more year, and then began their increases in the 1981 school
year. Thus, the lowest scores reflect primarily the birth cohorts of 1962 and
1963, and the upturn began with the birth cohort of 1964 (see Figure B-3).

Grade six is ambiguous. It reached its low point somewhere between the birth cohorts
of 1963 and 1965.

6. This point is discussed more fully in Congressional Budget Office, Educational
Achievement: Explanations and Implications of Recent Trends (forthcoming).
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Figure 8-3.

Average SAT Scores
(By birth year and
subject; differences
from lowest year)

April 1986
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SOURCES; CHO calculations based on Hunter M. Breland, The 3AT Score Decline: A Sumnwy ol RelatedResealch (New Yotk. The College Board, 1987); and The College 1 ntrance Examination Board, NationalCollege-Bound Seniors, 1985 (Now York: The Colleue Hoard, 1985) .

The American CelleiLTestin Pt1(AMrl'ests
The ACT tests are also intended as college admissions tests, although they
differ substantially from the SAT in format and content. The principal
advantages and disadvantages of the ACT scores for present purposes are
largely similar to those of the SAT. The ACT has the additional advantage,however, of covering a wider range of subjects: natural science and socialstudies, in addition im mathematics and English.

The end of the ACT decline is relatively clear-cut and is notconsistent with the cohort pattern shown by the Iowa and SAT data.Average scores on the English and social studies tests bottomed out with thebirth cohort of 1958, which was several cohorts earlier than those that
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Figure B-4.

ACT Scores
(By birth year and
subject; differences
from lowest year)
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scu c: cno calculations based on L. A. Munday, Oeclininn Admission Test Scores (Iowa City: American
College Testing Program, 1976), Table 3; Ond Ametican College Testing Program, Notonal Trend DM for
Students Who Toke the AC r Assessment (Iowa City: AcT, undated).

produced the lowest scores on the ITBS, ITED, or SAT (see Figure B-4). The
mathematics trend is less clear. The major decline in scores ended with the
birth cohort of 1959, but average scores moved down further, albeit slightly
and erratically, until the 1965 birth cohort.

The ACT data also do not show the pronounced upturn in scores that
characterizes the post-1963 birth cohorts in the SAT and Iowa data. Since
the 1958 birth cohort, scores on the ACT test hw.e fluctuated, showing only
small and inconsistent increases (see Figure B-4). On the other hand, since
the birth cohort of 1965--one to three years after the cohorts marking the
bottom of the Iowa and SAT trends--the ACT tests have shown a fairly
clear, but still very small, increase.

122
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The New York State Assessment Data

April 1986

New York State administers a wide range of ists to students of various
ages, one of which provides a good test of the cohort and period models. In
general, this one test conforms to the cohort model, showing timing that is
largely consistent with that shown by the Iowa data and the SAT.

The Pupil Evaluation Program (PEP), begun in 1965, includes tests of
reading and mathematics administered in grades three and six. Until
recently, a norm-referenced test was used, and comparable annual data are
available for spans of up to 16 years. Because the test is used to screen
students requiring remedial services, the results are often tabulated in
terms of the proportion of students falling below a threshold used for that
purpose--the "state reference point." 7/

Three of the four testsreading et both grade levels, and mathematics
at grade -,ixconform to the cohort model suggested by the ITBS, the ITED,
and the SAT. These three tests stopped declining with the birth cohort of
1962 and began improving markedly within a few years (see Figure B-5).
Because the numbers are rounded and show no change for periods of two or
three years before the upturn, the improvement might actually have begun
with the cohorts a year or even two years earlier than 1963 or 1964, but that
would still leave the timing consistent with the upturn suggested by the iowa
and SAT data. On the other hand, the proportion of students scoring above
the reference point on the grade three mathematics test has been increasing
almost without exception since the birth cohorts of the late 1950s. This
exception is perhaps to be expected, however, given the general absence of
sizable score declines in the earliest grades.

The California State Assessment Tests

Average scores of tweli 1.1 grade students in the California state assessment
program fail to confirm either the cohort or period model, since they show
very little change in any of the four subjects tested (see Figure B-6). The
only appreciable year-to-year changes occurred between 1974 and 1975 (the
birth cohorts of 1957 and 1958), and these changes were inconsistent in
direction among subjects.

7. Division of Educational Testing, Student Achievement in New York State 1982-83
(Albany: New York State Education Department, January 1984).
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Figure 8-6.
California State Assessment Test Scores (By birth year,
grade, and subject)
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Grade six scores from the California assessment also provide no
support for either model (see Figure 13-6). The birth cohort of 1964 scored
substantially above the preceding cohort, but scores have risen only a small
amount since then, Since the test was altered in the year that the 1964
cohort took the test (1975), this one-year increase in scores is likely to be a
result of differences in tests rather than differences between cohorts,

The Virginia State Test Data

Data are available for the Virginia statewide assessment of fourth-, eighth-,
and eleventh-grade students since 1972, During the seven-year period from
1974-1975 through 1980-1981, a single edition of one test (the 1971 edition
of the SEA) was used. Because the same set of norms was used for scoring,
the yearly averages from that time span can be compared with each other.

The Virginia assessment data provide a weaker te3t of the cohort and
period models than do the data series above, but they provide a stronger test
than do some of the intermittent data series discussed below. The relevant
fourth-grade data begin only with the 1965 birth cohort, which is too recent
to show the end of the decline if the cohort model is correct. The eighth
grade data do span the end of the decline, but only barely; the first data
point is the 1961 birth cohort. The eleventh grade data span the end of the
decline nicely but lack information for the birth cohort of 1961.

Given these limitations, the composite scores from the Virginia data
appear to conform closely to the cohort model (see Figure B-7). Among
eleventh graders, the low point appears to have occurred with the birth
cohorts of 1961 or 1962, although the large increase between the 1958 and
1959 birth cohorts calls the stability of the scores into question. The
average scores of eighth graders appears to have reached its low point with
the 1962 birth cohort, though the absence of data before the 1961 cohort
leaves 3ome doubt about that. Finally, fourth-grade scores have been
increasing from the first year of data, which is consistent with the cohort
model. Since the earliest data are for the 1965 cohort, however, this fact
offers thl model only weak support. Scores on the specific subject-area
tests that enter into the composite scores (reading, mathematics, and
science) show largely similar trends, except that the upturn among eighth
graders is less clear-cut in reading.

The National Asse!sment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

The NAEP data reflect assessments at intervals of up to five years. As a
result, they provide only a weak test of the cohort and period models. They
cannot pinpoint the year in which the decline ended or even confirm that
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Figure 8-7.

Virginia Composite Achievement (By biilh year and grade)
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SOURCE; CBO calculations based on S. John Davis ane U. L. Boyer, Memorandum to Division Superintendents:
State Testing Program Results, 1980 051 IP.ci mond: Commonwealth of Virginia Department of
Education, 19911.

there was only one recent change in the direction of the trendthat is, only
one recent period each of dec1ine and upturn.

For example, the NAEP mathematics scores of 13-year-olds reached
their lowest recorded average with the assessment of 1977--that is, with the
birth cohort of 1964 (see Figure B-8). The true low point, however
assuming that there was only one--might have occurred with any of the birth
cohorts from 1960 through 1967. For the low point to have occurred within
a few years of the tested cohorts of 1959 or 1968 is unlikely, for that would
have required very abrupt changes in average scores, but a considerable
range of alternatives to the apparent low of 1964 remain plausible.
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Figura B-8,

NAEP Mathematics Scores (By birth year and age)
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SOURCE; CEIO calculations based on Notional Assessment of Educational Progress, The Third National
Mathematics Assessment Results, Trends, and Issues (Denver: NAEP/Education Commission of tho
Statos, 19E13).

Moreover, the NAEP data are not entirely consistent- -even within
these limits- -with either the cohort or the period model. On balance, the
data seem more consistent with a cohort model and suggest an upturn that
began, as in the SAT, Iowa, Virginia, and New York data, with the birth
cohorts of the first half of the 19608. There t re enough exceptions,
however, that some observers might disagree with this generalization.

Of the NAEP data, the mathematics results are least consistent with a
cohort model and, conversely, most supportive of a period interpretation
(see Figure B-8). In the case of both 9- and 13-year olds, the lowest
average score occurred in the 1977 assessment- -that is, with the birth
cohorts of 1968 and 1964, respectively. This pattern is entirely consistent
with P period model. The actual lowest points, however, might have
occurred in years when there was no assessment and thus might differ
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between the tWo age groups. In the case of 17-year-olds, the low point
was marked by both the 1977 and 1981 assessments, since the average scores
in those two years were effectively equal. On the other hand, the data from
the 13- and 17-year-old groups- -but not that from the 9-year-olds- -is also
consistent with a cohort model. If the cohort model pertains, these data
suggest that the minimum occurred Nith the birth cohorts of the first half
of the 1960sperhaps, in the range of 1961 through 1965.

The NAEP science and reading assessments are somewhat more
supportive of the cohort model, although in these subjects also the patterns
are not clear-cut. The science data, regardless of age, provide no indication
of further sizable drops after the birth cohort of 1963, although the absence
of comparable tabulations from the most recent assessment calls this into
doubt and leaves open the possibility of a period effect (see Figure 9-9).
The NAEP assessments never showed a sizable decline for rending as a
whole, but the reading data do suggest that average achievement began

sing with the birth cohorts of the early 1960s or late 1950s (see Figure
9-10). (The scores of 13-year-olds are in this case a rare exception in
suggesting the possibility of an upturn that began before the cohorts of the
1960s.) The NAEP assessment of inferential comprehension in reading--
which, unlike the data for reading as a whole, did show a decline--also is
consistent with the view that the decline ended and the upturn began with
the cohorts of the early 1960s (see Figure B-11).

The ITBS National Norming_Data

The ITBS, like most commercial standardized elemen ary and secondary
tests, is renormed approximately once every seven years. The ITBS norming
data reported here, unlike the ITBS-IA data described above, is based on
national samples of students. 8/

Although norming data need not be useful in assessing national trends in test scores,
the norming of the ITBS and certain other tests does yield valuable information on
trends. The principal purpose of renorming is to estimate the national distribution
of scores on a new version of the test, so that districts using the test have an updated
national standard against which to judge their own scores. This objective does not
necessitate equating the old and new versions of the test. The two versions often are
equated, however, and the results of the equating provide an estimate of the change
in the national distribution of scores. All ITBS norming results have been equated to
previous norming-sample results.

Equated national norming data are available for the ITED as well but are not discussed
here. The ITED averages declined between the two most recent normings (1971 and
1978), but there has been no renorming since then. As a result, there is as yet no evidence
of the overall upturn in scores. Lacking that, the ITED norming data provide no
information on the timing of the decline's end.
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Figure B-9,

NAEP Science Scores (By birth year and age)
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Figure B-10.

NAEP Reading Proficiency Scores (By birth year and age)
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Figure B.11.

NAEP Reading (Inferential Comprehension) Scores
(By birth year and age)
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Norming data offer even weaker evidence than does the NAEP for
testing the cohort and period models. Like the NAEP and all other
intermittent data, norming data cannot precisely pinpoint the timing of a
turnaround in achievemer.:-. trends. In addition, norming data usually have
even longer gaps between test years than those in the National Assessment
(most often, seven years). These long gaps further exacerbate the
uncertainty. Norming data generally also entail testing all grade levels in
all subjects at the same time. In conjunction with the long period between
renorming, this factor can force the trend data to appear to be a period
effect even if the true underlying pattern is a cohort effect. 9/

The extent of this bias depends on the time span between normings, the range of grades
tested, the number of years between a given norming and the true minimum in the trend
data, and the slope of the curves on both sides of the minimum. For example, suppose
that grades four through six are tested in 1972 and 1979 and that the true trend is a
cohort model, with grade four reaching its low point in 1972, grade five in 1973, and
so on. If the declines and upturns in each grade are reasonably similar in severity, all
three grades will show their lowest scores in the 1972 forming sample. If, however,
the testing continues through grade 12, the older gradesbeginning with grade eight
or nine--would probably show their lowest scores in the 1979 norming sample.
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Taken together, the ITBS forming data can be seen as consistent with
either a period or a cohort model. But they do suggest--albeit weakly--that
if the cobert model is correct, the low point might be a few cohorts later
than in the Iowa, SAT, and New York data. In all grades from fourth
through eighth, the scores of students in the norming sample reached their
lowest observed levels with the forming of 1977-1978, corresponding to the
birth cohorts of 1964 through 1968 (see Figure B-12), 10/ If the decline
reached its end with the birth cohort of 1963, for example, one might expect
fourth-and fifth-grade scores to be lowest in the prior (1970-71) forming.

The California Test of Basic SkillsCTBS) Nor 'ng Data

An equating rtudy of the most recent (1973 and 1980) normings of the CTBS
provides a smewhnt stronger test of the two models, for the large span of
grades tested (first through twelfth) in part compensates for the long
interval between the two test dates.

If the cohort model and the timing suggested by the Iowa, SAT, and
New York data are correct, the CTBS data should show increases that are
sizable in the elementary grades, gradually decrease in size in the junior-
high grades, and are replaced by declines in the senior-high grades. In grade
five and below, both norming samples comprise cohorts born in 1963 or
later--that is, cohorts that produced increasing scores in the other data
bases. In grades 6 through 11, the forming samples comprise varying mixes
of post-1963 and pre-1963 birth cohorts, and the increases among the former
should tend to offset the declines among the latter. Finally, both grade-12
samples were born in 1963 or earlier, so if the decline ended in 1963, the
change at that grade level would reflect only years of declining
achievement.

The changes in the CTBS forming samples largely cordorm to these
predictions from the cohort model. With one exception, all comparisons at
grade nine and below showed increases from 1973 to 1980, with a tendency
for the largest gains to be in the lowest grades. For example, in the fall
testing, the achievement of a third-grade student scoring at the 34th
percentile in 1980 corresponded roughly to that of the median student in
1973, while in grade eight, a student would have had to reach the 46: .
percentile to score at the level of the median student of seven years earlier.

10. In grade three average scores increased with every norming sample alter the initial
(1955) one--mirroring the negligible decline in third-grade scores in the ITBS-IA data
- - and are excluded from this discussion.
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Figure 8.12.

ITBS National Norming Da a (By birth year and grade)
Difference In Months of Achievement from Lowest Your Difference In Months of Achievement from

Lij_i_u_LLIA.J__LLu...u_LL.L.W1-1-1-L-L.L.Li- 4

1945 1950 1955 1960 1956 1970 1946 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970

Birth Veer Birth Yee

SOURCES: COO calculations based on A. N. Hieronymus, E, F, Lindquist, and H, D. Hoover, Iowa Test of Basic
Skills: Manual For School Administrators (Chicago: Riverside, 19821; and The Development of the 1982

Norms for the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (Chicago; Riverside, 1983).

In contrast, studen s in the eleventh and twelfth grades showed a drop in
achievement during that period. 11/

The California AclLW.Lrests CAT Normin pata

The 1970 and 1977 normings of the CAT were equated to each other and can
be used in the same way as the 1973 and 1980 CTBS to test the cohort and
period models. The two editions of the CAT, however, were more dissimilar
from one another, making the procedure riskier.

Because the CAT was renormed three years earlier than the CTBS, one
would expect the observed changes to switch from increases to decreases

11. California Test Bureau, McGraw Hill, unpublished tabulations. The most salient
exception to this pattern occurred among ninth-grade students, who showed larger gains
than any students above grade three.

9-115 0 132
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three grades younger. Specifically, if the dec ine followed the cohortmodel and reached its low point with the 1963 birth cohort, one wouldexpect grades nine and above to reflect only years of decline, while gradesthree through eight would reflect varying mixes of increasing and decreasingyears. Only grades one and two would reflect solely increasing years, and
those are grades in which the decline appears never to have occurred.

The results of the CAT reforming study largely conform to these
predictions based on the cohort model. Grades one and two showed gains ofover 0.6 standard deviation. These increases rapidly tapered off withincreasing age, so t grades five and six showed essentially no change.Grades seven and eight showed declines of less than 0.2 standard deviation,while the higher grades all showed drops larger than 0.3 standarddeviation. 12/

AN AGGREGATE TEST
OF THE COHORT AND PERIOD MODELS

Another method of testing the cohort and period models is to assess
which model yields the least variable estimates of the timing of the end ofthe decline, considering only those continuous data bases that show a clearlow point. That is, the timing of the decline's end can be estimated in
terms of both test years and birth cohorts, and the relative variation inthose estimates indicates which of the models fits the data more closely.
This approach, however, suffers from the relatively small number of databases that can be applied.

Among the data bases meeting these crite ia, the cohort model fitsthe data more closely than does the period model (Table B-1). The end ofthe decline, expressed in test years, showed a mean of 1976 and a 12-year
range (from 1970 to 1982). When expressed in terms of birth cohorts, thedecline's end showed a mean of 1962 and a range of only seven years (from1958 to 1965). The standard deviation of the estimate is roughly 60 percentlarger when test years are used. 13/

12. California Test Bureau, McGraw Hill, unpublished tabulations.

There are several ambiguities, noted in the text above, in specifying single years asthe end of the decline in each data series, and these uncertainties apply to the patternsshown in Table 11-1 as well. The most striking ambiguity entails the ACT mathematics
assessment, which continued to decline, though slightly and inconsistently, for several
years after the substantial decline ended. Table B-1 uses the year that the decline endedentirely. Substituting the year that the major decline in mathematics scores endea(1976), howevat, wuuld uot alter the conclusions. While it woald make the relativefit of the cohort and period models more similar, the cohort siodel would still fit
appreciably better.
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The closer fit of the cohort model is much more striking if the ACT is
excluded. The ACT is anomalous in two respects among continuous data
bases showing an achievement decline--the early end of its decline and the
lack of a subsequent upturn. Because these anomalies are unexplained,
retesting the cohort model without the ACT seems warranted, When the
ACT is excluded, the test years marking the end of the decline shows a nine-
year range (from 1970 to 1979), while the birth cohorts show only a three-
year range (from 1961 to 1964). Similarly, the difference between the test-
year and cohort-year standard deviations is much larger--the former
nearly 3,5 times as large as the latter.
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TABLE B-1. TIMING OF THE END OF THE ACHIEVEMENT DE LINE,
BY TEST (Test years and birth years of group
showing lowest score) a/

Test Grade
Test
Year

Birth
Year

ACT Mathematics 12 1982 1966
ACT English 12 1975 1958
ACT Social Studies 12 1975 1958
SAT Verbal 12 1979 1962
SAT Mathematics 12 1979 1962
ITED Iowa Comprehensive 12 1979 1962
ITED Iowa Comprehensive 11 1977 1961
ITED Iowa Comprehensive 10 1977 1962
ITED Iowa Comprehensive 9 1977 1963
ITBS Iowa Comprehensive 8 1976 1963
ITBS Iowa Comprehensive 7 1975 1963
ITBS Iowa Comprehensive 6 1974 1963
ITBS Iowa Comprehensive 5 1974 1964
Virginia Comprehensive 8 1975 1962
Virginia Comprehensival 11 1977.5 1961.5
New York Reference-Point

Mathematics 6 1973 1962
New York Reference-Point Reading 6 1973 1962
New York Reference-Point Reading 3 1970 1962

Variability of E tima

Including the ACT

Mean
Standard Deviation n years)
Minimum
Maximum
Range (in years) --------

1976 1962
2.7 1.7

1970 1958
1982 1965

12 7

(Continued)
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TABLE Bd. (Continued)

Test de
Test
Year

Birth
Year

Excluding the ACT

Mean
Standard Deviatiot ars)
Minimum
Maximum
Range (in years)

1976 1962
2. 5 0.73

1970 1961
1979 1904

9 3

SOURCES CBO calculations based on American College Tes ing Program, National
Trend Data for Students Who Take the ACT Assessment (Iowa City: ACT,
undated); The College Entrance Examination Board, National College-Round
Seniors, 1985 (New York: The College Board, 1985); "Mean ITED Test Scores
by Grade and Subtest for the State of Iowa" (Iowa Testing Programs,
unpublished and undated tabulations); "Iowa Basic Skills Testing Program,
Achievement Trends in Iowa: 1955-1985" (Iowa Testing Programs,
unpublished and undated material); S. John Davis and R. L. Boyer,
Memorandum to Division Superintendents: State Testing Program Results,
1980-81 (Richmond: Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Education,
1981); Division of Educational Testing, Percent of Pupils Scoring Below State
Reference Point on Pupil Evaluation Program Tests (Albany: New York State
Education Department, undated).

End is last year before increase or stability. See text for cxp1znntion of a biguities
involved in specifying one year as the low point in thtse series.

b. The low point could be either the 1977 or 1978 test year ; no data are available for 1977.



APPENDIX C

DIFFERENCES IN TRENDS

BY SUBJECT AREA

As discussed in Chapter III, among all of the tests considered in this paper,
no single subject arca consistently showed the most severe decline in
average scores. Nor was the decline consistently more substantial in either
"directly" or "indirectly" taught subjects. This appendix provides the
information on which those conclusions are based.

Not all of the data sources discussed in this paper could be used for
making comparkong among ubject aren, Only those test,: that inc'uded
more than one subject area and that could be converted to standard
deviations (SDs) could he used, since only in those instances could the
relative size of the decline among subject areas be ascertained. The most
serious omission for this reason is the National Assessment of Educational
Progress; the NAEP staff did not retain sufficient information on SDs to
convert published rrw scores.

This appendix includes data from tests administered both annually and
less frequently, but comparisons among subject areas often have a somewhat
different meaning in the two cases. When annual data are available, the
beginning and end of the decline in each subject can be ascertained, and the
tabulations in this appendix represent the total amount of each decline,
regardless of its duration. In those instances, the largest decline need not
be the most rapid. A subject showing a slower decline than others, for
example, can drop more in total if its decline is sufficiently long in duration.

In the case of tests administered less often than annually, however,
the beginning and end of the decline cannot be pinpointed. In those
instances, the tabulations in this appendix represent the amount scores
dropped during a fixed period for all subjects in one test battery- -for
example, the period between two norrnings, or between the National
Longitudinal Study (1971) and the High School and Beyond study (1979)1/ If
the period used does not include years of rising scores, these comparisons
indicate the relative rate of decline among subject areas, as well as the

The NLS and the HSB tests were administered in the springs of 1972 and 18O,
respectively- -that is, in the 1971 and 1979 school years.
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'mount of the decrease over that period. The compOrisons need not,
hl-cever, ,mang different subjects, since
they cannot take into ccount differences in the duration of the decline,
Moreover, because the time span used can encompass varying periods of

ng scores, these comparisons are less reliable than those based on
annual data. 2/

The majority of the tests considered here showed the largest declines
on language-related subtests, but the exceptions rt frequent enough to
suggest that this ranking is more a reflection of the attributes of individual
tests than an underlying consistency in the achievement trends (see
Table C-1). In addition to the SAT, test batteries that showed the greatest
decline in language-related tests include the NLS and 11513 comparison, the
grade 12 lowa state data (ITED-Iowa), the Illinois Decade Study, and, for the
most part, the Project TALENT 15-year comparison (1960 and 1975). In
contrast, Iowa state elementary school data (ITBS-lowa) show the opposite
1.attern: the decline in mathematics was much more severe than that in any
of the language-related subjects. Senior high school forming data for the
California Achievement Test (CAT-US) also show a greater decline in
mathematics than in other areas. Other test batteriessuch as the national
norming data for the elementary-level Iowa test battery (ITBS-US)--show a
more complex pattern, with the various language-related tests bracketing
the mathematics test in terms of the magnitude of the decline. The ACT
showed a slightly larger decline in English than in mathematics. It also
showed its largest decline in social studies, however, and no decline at all in
science.

The various tests are also inconsistent in terms of the relative declines
in "directly taught" and "indirectly taught" subjects, Some of the language-
related tests that showed particularly steep declines--such as the vocabulary
tests in the Project TALENT data and the NLS-to-HSB comparisonmight
be viewed as being largely indirectly taught subjects. Other language-
related tests that declined markedly, however, presumably are much more
reliant on formal instruction--such as the language test in the national ITBS
data and the expression test in the national ITED data, both of which are
tests of language usage. In addition, mathematics, which has been used as
an example of a directly taught subject, showed the steepest decline in
several test batteries.

In the case of tests administered less often than annually, the tabulations used here
are based on a single interval during which all subjects evidenced declines. If an adjacent
interval showed declines in some subjects but not others- - as was the case, for example,
with the grade -eight ITBS forming data- -that adjacent period was ignored.
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TA14!,E C-1. MAGNITUDE OF TIlE ACHIEVEMENT DECLINE,
BY SUBJECT

Grade Subject

Total Decline
(Standard

Deviations)

SAT 12 Verbal 0, 48
12 Mathematics 0. 28

NLS to HSB 12 Vocabulary 0. 22
12 Reading 0. 21
12 Mathematics O. 14

TIT 12 Expre5aion 0.28
12 Mathematics 0. 26
12 Vocabulary 0.23

ITE US 10 Mathematics 0.32
10 Expression 0. 29
10 Vocabulary 0.22

ITED Iowa 12 Reading a/ 0.40
12 Social Studies 0.36
12 Expression 0.32
12 Vocabulary 0.30
12 Science 0.28
12 Mathematics- 0. 27

ITED -Iowa 10 Reading a/ 0.32
10 Mathematics 0.31
10 Expression 0.29
10 Social Studies 0.27
10 Vocabulary 0. 25
10 Science 0. 25

ITBS -Iowa 8 Mathematics 0.47
8 Language 0.37
8 Reading 0.35
8 Vocabulary 0.26

(Continued)
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TABLE C L '(Con Untied)

Test G .1de Subject.

Total Decline
(Standard

Deviations)

ITBS Iowa Mathematics 0.38

6 Language 0.25

6 Reading 0.17

6 Vocabulary 0.10

1TBS - US b Language 0.32
8 Mathematics 0.28
8 Vocabulary 0.23
8 Reading 0.20

1TBS US 6 Language 0.32
6 Mathematics 0.28
6 Vocabulary 0.19
6 Reading 0 17

CAT-US 12 Mathematics 0.34
12 ReadingComprohension 0.24
12 Vocabulary 0.23

12 Language 0.18

CAT. US 9 Mathematics 0.30
9 Language 0.28
9 Vocabulary 0.21
9 Reading Comprehension 0.05

ACT 12 Social Studies 0.55
12 Mathematics 0.42
12 English 0.37
12 Science -0.06

Illinois Decade 11 English 2 0.49
11 English 1 0.38
11 Social Studies 0.35

11 Math 2 0.26

11 Science 0.19

11 Math 1 0.05

(Continued)
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TAB 4.1C-1. (Co

Grade Subject

Total Docline
(Standard

Deviations)

Talent 16-Year 9 0 , 11 Vocabulary 0.40
Follow- Up 9,10,11 English 0.30

9,10,11 Quantitative Reasoning O. 22

9,10,11 Reading Comprehension 0. 06
9,10,11 Computation O. 23

9,10,11 Mathematics -O. 07
9,10,11 Abstract Reasoning -0. 24
9,10,11 Creativity -0.34

SOU S: CBO calculations haseJ on Hunter M. Breland, The SAT Score Decline: A
Summary of Related Research (New York: The College Board, 197E); The
College Entrance Examination Board, National College-Bound Seniors, 1978
and 1985 (New York: The College Board, 1985); Donald A. Rock, Ruth B.
Ekstrorn, Margaret E. Goertz, Thomas L. Hilton, and Judith Pollack, Factors
Associated with Decline of Test Scores of High School Soniw,, 1972 to 1980
(Washington: Center for Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, 1985);
Robert Forsyth, Iowa Testing Programs, personal communications, April,
1984; "Mean ITED Test Scores by Grade and Subtest for the State of Iowa"
(Iowa City; Iowa Testing Programs, undated and unpublished tabulations);
"Iowa Basic Skills Testing Program, fa.hievement Trends in Iowa: 1955-1985"
(Iowa City: Iowa Testing Programs, undated and unpublished tabulations);
A. N. Hieronymus, E. F. Lindquist, and H. D. Hoover, Iowa Tests of Basic
Skills: Manual For School Administrators (Chicago: Riverside, 1982); The
Development of the 1992 Norms for the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (Chicago:
Riverside, 1983); CTB/McGraw.Hill, unpublished tabulations, December
1977; L. A. Munday, Declining Admissions Test Scores (Iowa City: American
Collage Testing Program, 1976); American College Testing Program, National
Trend Data for Students Who Take the Act Assessment (Iowa City: ACT,
undated); Student Achievement in Illinois, 1970 and 1981 (Springfield: Illinois
State Board of Eduction, 1983); John C. Flanagan, "Analyzing Changes in
School Levels of Achievement Using Project TALENT Ten- and Fifteen-Year
Retests," in G. R. Austin and H. Garber (eds.), The Rise and Fall of National
Test Scores (New York: Academic Press, 1982), pp. 35-49.

NOTE: This table is limited to data that span a sizable portion of the decline and
that perm t exclusion of the subsequent upturn. Only selected grade levels
are presented for the sake of simplicity.

a. This is the "Interpretation of Literary Materials" test ading skills are also measured
by the ITED social studies and science tests.
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VARIATION AMON ACHIEVE ENT SUJ3GROUPS

As discussed in Chapter IV, there is inconsistent evidence about the
relative trends in test scores among different achievement subgroups- -that
is, among groups of students categorized by their differing levels of
achievement. Because this issue has received considerable public attention,
and because the conclusions presented in the paper are not entirely in
keeping with those presented by some other writers, this appendix provides
additional detail about the evidence that underlies the following five
generalizations, presented in Chapter IV:

The achievement decline and the subsequ nt upturn occurred
among both low- and high-achieving students.

o During the mid- and late 1970s--that is, during the end of the
achievement decline and the beginning of the subsequent upturn--
students in the top achievement quartile on the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress (the top fourth of all students, when
ranked by achievement) lost ground relative to those in the
bottom qua tile.

a Other data, however, do not consistently suggest a narrowing gap
between the top and bottom achievement quartiles. The narrow-
ing evident in the NAEP data might be limited to the short time
period of that particular assessment (roughly half of the 1970s), or
it might be limited to certain types of tests. Alternatively, more
detailed analyses than those now available might show the nar-
rowing to be a more general pattern.

o Test scores of students taking college-admissions tests--currently,
about half of all high-school graduates--declined more than those
of high school seniors in general, but this difference primarily
reflects the changing composition of the group taking those tests
rather than a greater decline in achievement among high-achiev-
ing students.

o Select students--those scoring highest on tests, taking the most
advanced courses, and so on- -experienced both the decline and
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the subsequent upturn in achievement, Select students aid not
show a consistently greater decline than the average student.
Indeed, by F.,Ime measures, select students appear to have gained
relative to ti,c_ average, particularly in the area of mathematics.
The sketchiness and inconsistency of data on select students,
however, cloud these conclusions.

As noted in Chapter IV, however, both differences and similarities
among trends in achievement subgroups must often be taken with a grain of
salt. They can be simple artifacts of technical aspects of the tests used--
specifically, the scaling of the test, its content, and the measure of change
that is reperted. For example, if both the top and bottom achievement
quartiles show a decline of 5 percentage points in the average number of
test items answered correctly, these seemingly equivalent changes could in
fact reflect very different real changes in skills. The change would be
proportionately larger in the bottom quartile. Moreover, the typical
students in each quartile answer very different questions correctly, and only
detailed information about the content and difficulty of the additional items
answered incorrectly by each quartile would indicate whether the loss of
skills in each group are qualitatively or quantitatively similar. I/ Technical
solutions of this ambiguity are complex and have rarely been applied to the
specific question of relative trends among different achievement subgroups.

The test results cited in this section differ in the certainty of their
conclusions about achievement subgroups. At one extreme, the results of
the Illinois Decade study are very ambiguous, because two available
measures of change lead to different conclusions about achievement sub-
group differences. At the other extreme, some--but not all--of the relevant
tabulations from the National Assessment are clear-cut, because some show
increases in the lowest quartile concurrently with decreases in the top
quartile. Use of different scaling or reporting conventions would generally
not alter the conclusion of a narrowing achievement gap in those cases.

This ambiguity also arises with other common measures of change, such as scaled-score
or standardized-score changes.

Technically, the problem has several aspects. One is that the metrics commonly used
are not ratio scales; indeed, they are arguably not even interval scales. The construction
of the tests poses additional problems, for a single test is nlikely to be a comparably
comprehensive measure of mastery at two very different levels of achievement and
therefore may understate the relative change of students at one level. The tabulation
and reporting of results further complicates comparisons, since information on the
additional items correctly or incorrectly answered is rarely reported, particularly for
achievement sUbgroups.

143
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TRENDS IN THE LOWEST AND HIGHEST QUARTILES
7-

The most extensive and best-known information on the relative tr nds
among studlnts in the top and bottom achievement quartiles is from the
NAEP. Relevant information is also available, however, from the SAT, the
ACT, the ITI3S, and the Illinois Decade Study.

The Natio al Assessment of Educational Progress

In general, the currently available NAEP tabl,'ations show a narrowing of
the gap between the top end bottom quartiles in all three age groups (9, 13,
and 17) and subjects (reading, science, and mathematics) for which the
analysis was conducted. The comparative data, however, span only four or
five years during the 1970s. Comparable tabulations of the NAEP are
unavailable for the remaining middle half of the student population.

These particular NAEP trends show great variation- -changes ranged
from sizable improvements to large declines- -which complicates
comparison of achievement subgroups. This variation probably results in
part from the period over which changes were measured--beginning between
1972 and 1974 and ending between 1976 and 1979, depending on the subject
tested. Given the cohort pattern shown by the end of the decline, it is likely
that these particular assessments of trends among nine-year-olds began
about the time that their brief and small decline ended. The trend for 13-
year-olds probably spanned the last years of the decline and the first years
of the upturn, while the trend among 17-year-olds corresponds roughly to
the last years of the decline. Consistent with this cohort pattern, the NAEP
data described here show few declines among 9-year-olds, few gains among
17-year-olds, and a more mixed pattern among 18-year-olds. Comparisons
are thus clearest if made within any one age group.

In the lowest quartile, nine-year-olds showed improvement in two of
three subject areas and no change in the other. This held true for both black
and white students (see Table D-1). In the top quartile, black students also
showed improvement. White students did not, however; they showed sizable
declines in two subjects and no change in a third.



TABLE 0-1. ItECENT TRENDS IN THE NATIONAL ASSMSMENT, DV ACHIEVEMENT SUJIIILIOUPS AND PEilNiC1fY

SubJrrt Arco
Science

III"Ther-Q141 In the 4th Orkin

Lowest Quartile
Black students Improvement: gain of No significant chenge Improvement: gain of

8.4 pereentne points In performance 2.9 percentage paints
White students Improvement: gaIn of Improvement -gain of No signIficent change

4,11 percentage points 1,7 percentage points in performance
Highest Quartile

Black students improvement: gain of No significant change improvement: gain of
3,I) percentage points In performance 2.0 percentage points

White Students No significant change Significant deal:rim Significant decline:
In performance 2.4 percentage points 3.3 percentage points

-1111__Lr :Irene

Lowest Quartile
Week students Improvement: gain or No significant change Improvement: gain of

3,5 percentage points in performance 2,6 percentage points
White students Improvement: gain of Improvementi gain of No significant change

1,5 percentage points 2.0 percentage pinta in performance
IlIghell Quartile

Black students improvement: gain of No significant change Significant decline:
2.5 percentage point' in performence 2,5 percentage points

White students No significant change Significant decline; Significant decline;
In performance 4,1 percentage points 3,2 percentage points

17-Year-Olds in the II th Drede

Lowest Quartile
Black students ND significent change No significant change Improvement: gain of

In performance in performance 1,6 percentege points
studenta Significant decline: No significant change Significant decline:

1,7 percentage points In performance 1.8 percentage points
Highest Quartile

Black Students No significant change SignifiCant decline: Significant decline:
in performance 3,9 percentage points 5.5 percentage points

White itudents No significant change Signi f leint deellnei Significant decline
In performance 4.2 percentage points 4.3 percentage points

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educe foul Progrese, "Educational Winners and Losers, the Whos and Possible Why,"
(press releLse. February ., 1983).

1 4
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Among 13-year-olds as well, the lowest quartile showed mostly im-
provements in performance, albeit typically smaller than among the younger
children. (This, too, is expected in light of the cohort pattern.) White
stutients in the highest quartile again showed declines in two of three
subjects; among blacks in this quartile, gains and losses were approximately
balanced.

A similar discrepancy between the highest and lowest quartiles also
appeared among the 17-year-olds, although overall--as expecteddeclincs
predominated over gains. Blacks in the lowest quartile showed no change in
two subjects and a small gain in a third. Their white counterparts showed
slight declines in two of three subjects. In contrast, in the top quartile, both
races showed large declines in two subject areas.

Other Data

Data from other sources, however, are partially inconsistent with the NAEP
data and call into question whether there was a general closing of the gap
between high- and low-achieving students on a variety of tests and over the
entire period of the achievement decline.

Tabulations of SAT candidates categorized by self-reported class rank
show a similar narrowing of the gap between high- and low-achieving
students since 1975. Moreover, this pattern occurred over most of the range
of achievement; each group declined relative to all others ranking lower,
bringing the scores of high-ranking and low-ranking students closer to each
other. (These data unfortunately do not include reliable information about
the bottom 20 percent.)

Ambiguous evidence on the relative trends among students in the top
and bottom quartiles is found in the "Illinois Decade Study," a comparison of
scores on a fairly high-level achievement test administered to Illinois high
school juniors in the 1971 and 1981 school years. Declines in raw scores
were consistently larger among students at the 75th percentile, albeit
sometimes by a very small margin (see Table D-2). 2/ On the other hand,

2. Student Achievement in Illinois, 1970 and 1981 (Springfield: Illinois State Board of
Education, September 1983). Note that these data are not entirely comparable to the
NAEP achievement subgroups analysis. Rather than reporting the average scores of
all students above the 75th percentile--as in the NAEP reportsthe Illinois Decade
study reports results for the students at the 75th percentile. The same distinction applies
to the data on scores at the 25th percentile. Thus, the NAEP analyses incorporate
students who are further apart in their levels of achievement.
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TABLE D-2. CHANGE ON THE ILLINOIS DECADE TEST
AMONG STUDENTS AT THE 25th and 75th PEI 'ENT E

75th Pe centile
Raw Percent

Change Change

25th Percentile
Raw Percent

Change Change

Mathematics 1 -0.7 -4.6 -0.2 -2.7
Mathematics 2 -1.5 -12.5 -0 8 -13.1
English 1 -3.4 -16.0 -1.8 -13.8
English 2 -3.1 -16.2 -2.9 -22.1
Social Stuclies -2.6 -15.0 -1.0 -11.0
Natural Science -0.8 -6.6 -0.6 - 3 5

SOURCE: CBO calculations based on lllnols State Board of Education Student
Achievement in Illinois, 1970 and 1981, Exhibit A-5; and J. Fyans, personal
communication.

when the changes are expressed in proportional terms, this prAcrn dis-
appears. The percent change in scores at the 25th percentile were
sometimes smaller but sometimes larger than those at the 75th percentile.

Data from other tests, however, and from the SAT earlier in the
period of decline (before 1975), cast doubt on the NAEP results. A
tabulation of changes in SAT scores among groups of students divided by
their percentile rankings on the SAT itself showed no comparable narrowing
of the gap in the years before 1976. Indeed, in mathematics, the gap
appears to have widened slightly (see the section below on "select
students"). In addition, if the gap between the top and bottom quartiles
were narrowing, one would expect a shrinking standard deviation--that is, a
narrower distribution of scores. 31 Since the beginning of the 1970s,

3. The standard deviation would shrink unless there were other, offsetting changes in
the distribution of scores--such as a change in the distribution of scores in the middle
two quartiles. Moreover, without such other distributional shifts, changes in the
composition of the test-taking group would not alter this link between the standard
deviation and the gap between the top and bottom quartiles. Any change in the standard
deviation attributable to compositional changes (such as an increase resulting from
lower dropout rates) would also be reflected in the gap between high- and low-achieving
students.
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however, both the SAT and ACT have shown stable or slightly increasing
standard deviations. 4/ The standard deviation of scores on the ITBS has
also been increasing. 5/ Between the 1970 and 1977 school years, the
standard deviations of the SRA achievement series showed different
changes, depending on subject area and grade. in general, they tended to
increase in the younger grades but decrease in the higher grades. 6/ Given
known problems in obtaining truly representative norming samples for such
tests in different years, however, as well as changes in the representative-
ness of the samples over time, changes in the standard deviations of norming
data should perhaps be given less weight than those in the other data
sources. 7/

TRENDS AMONG COLLEGE-BOUND STUDENTS

Much of the public awareness of the achievement decline stems from the
decline in SAT scores. But students taking college admissions tests (the SAT
and ACT) and those planning to attend four-year colleges constitute only
roughly half of the senior class, and their average level of achievement is
above the overall average. 8/ Thus, it is important to gauge whether

4. The College Hoard, College -Bound Seniors, 1984 ; and Arnprican College Testing
Program, unpublished tabulations,

H. D. Hoover, Iowa Te ting Programs, personal communication, March 1984

6. Science Research Associates, SRA Achicue ent Series Technical Report #3, Table 2.

With respect to the problems in norming samples for such tests, see Roger F. Baglin,
"Does 'Nationally' Normed Really Mean Nationally?" Journal of Educational
Measurement, vol. 18 (Summer 1981), pp. 97-108; and Science Research Associates,
SRA Achievement Series, Technical Report #3.

The group taking college-admissions tests and those entering college are not entirely
the same, since not all college-bound students take the tests. In 1984, about 28 percent
of those students graduating (excluding those obtaining high-school equivalency
credentials) took the ACT, and 37 percent took the SAT. Those groups therlap to some
unknown degree, however, so the proportion taking one or the other is less than the
sum. The proportion taking such tests was lower during the early years of the decline.
Similarly, 46 percent of all seniors in the class ef 1980 (a larger group than all graduates,
because of senior-year drop-outs) planned to attend at least four-year colleges. See The
College Entrance Examination Board, National College-Bound Seniors, 1985 New
York: The College Board, 1986); American College Testing Program, Executive
Summary: National ACT Assessment Results, 1984-1985 (Iowa City; ACT, 1985):
National Center for Education Statistics, Projections of Education Statistics to 1990.91
(Washington, D.C.: NCES, 1982); and Donald A. Rock, Ruth B. Eckstrom, Margaret
E. Goertz, Thomas L. Hilton, and Judith Pollack, Factors Associated with Decline of
Test Scores of High Schoul Seniors, 1972 to 1980 (Washington, D.C.: Center for Statistics,
U.S. Department of Education, 1988).
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trends on college-admissions tests are indicative of comparable trends
mong high-school seniors in general anti, if not, whether differences ronect

different trends among college-bound achievement subgroups or some other
factors.

A difference between the trends shown by college admissions tests andtes s given to all students need not indicate that achievement trends in the
relatively high-achieving group of students taking the test are differentfrom those in other achievement subgroups. A difference in score trends
could also reflect changes in the self-selection of students taking the tests,
or differences between the tests themselves and other tests administered tothe student body as a whole.

As noted in Chapter IV, the decline in average scores on both the SAT
and ACT were exacerbated by changes in the self-selection of studentschoosing to take the tests. In the case of the SAT, research suggests that
over half of the decline between 1963 and 1970, but relatively little of itsince then, reflected changes in the composition of the group taking thetest. 9/ Thus, in one sense, both the SAT and the ACT exaggerate the
decline, in that the drop in average scores would have been substantially lessif the test-taking group had remained constant or had changed only as theentire school-age population changed. (The research on this issue isdescribed in CBO's forthcoming volume, Educational Achievement:
Explanations and Implications of Recent Trends.)

This exagge ation of the decline, however, does not imply a greaterdrop in achievement among the relatively high-scoring achievement
subgroups that tend to take these tests. A larger real decline in that group
would be indicated if the decline on the SAT were larger than that on testsgiven to all high-school seniors, even after removing the influence of self-
selection changes and accounting for differences between the tests. Noexisting studies, however, fully clarify whether there would be a greaterdecline on the SAT under those conditions, in part because there is not
sufficient information to adjust for differences between the tests. 1W

9. Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Further Exa ination
(New York: The College Board, 1977),13. 18.

10. In this context, one would want either confirmation that the test!, involved would showsimilar trends if administered to the same students, or suffie .r.t information to adjust
the trends from one test to parallel those that would be produced by the other. Although
equating studies that permit comparison of scores among tests at any one time aro
common, similar studies that permit comparisons of trends are largely lacking. Thus,
as noted in Chapter III, much of the variation in trends among tests cited in this paper
remains u.nexplained.
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The available evidence, while not fully conclusive, does not suggest
that the achievement decline was sharper among college-bound students
than in the student population as a whole. Indeed, the decline might, have
been less severe in some cellege-bound groups during the early years of the
decline. One study that directly compared trends in reading achievement
among all seniors, college entrants, and SAT candidates between 190 and
1972 found that the scores of college entrants, unlike those of SAT
candidates, dropped only approximately as much as those of all soniors.111
Since the college-bound population was also becoming less select during this
period, the similarity might indicate that the average scores of some groups
that traditionally sent many students to college were declining less than
others, thereby offsetting the effects of the growing number of lower-
achieving students going to college. 12/

For the years since 1972- -the larger part of the period of decline on
the SAT- -there is no evidence that trends among college-bound students as
a whole differed substantially in either direction from those among all
seniors. In the nationally representative comparison of the NLS and HSB,
seniors stating that they planned to attend four-year colleges or graduate
schools showed declines in vocabulary, reading, and mathematics roughly
comparable to those of the whole senior class.13/ Comparisons of trends on
a variety of tests administered to juniors and seniors show some trends in
the general student body that are more favorable than those on the SAT and
ACT but others that are less favorable, Moreover, the trends on the SAT
and ACT are inconsistent with each other (see, for example, Table III-2 in
Chapter III). Given this inconsistency and the unexplained variation in
trends among tests, disparities between the ACT and SAT and any given test
administered to the student population as a whole could be reasonably
attributed to differences in test characteristics rather than to variations in
trends among achievement subgroups.

11. Albert E. Beaton, Thomas Hilton, and William B. Schrader, Changes in the Verbal
Abilities of High School Seniors, College Entrants, and SAT Candidates Between 1960-
1970 (New York: The College Board, 1977).

12. Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Further Examination,
pp. 13-16. Note that the SAT candidate group underwent changes in composition beyond
those affecting the college-bound group as a whole, reflecting a change in the proportion
and charactfristics of those college-bound students taking the SAT.

Donald Rock and others, Factors A sociated with Decline of Test Scores.
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SELECT STUDF : NTs

Because recent trends in the NotIonal Assessment have been relatively
ifavorable nmo Aqg the top qunrtile of students, some people might assume

that select sturisants, variously defined, have also lost ground relative to
other students,1 4/ This seems not to be the case, however. While some
data show compmratively steep declines among select students, the evailable
data as a whole. do not, and the recent upturn appears to have been, it
anything, particta larly striking among some select groups. In addition, in
mathernaties-an area of particular public concern in recent years-select
students Knight hot sre been gaining ground for a considerable time,

Reports or trends among select students vary markedly, hok ever.
Some show greetr declines than amorcg other groups, while others show less
marked declines (Pr even no decline at all. This variation probably reflects
the diVersity bota-i in criteria used to delineate select students and in the
tests administere.d_ to them, as well na the sparseness of the available data.
loor example, t1.1 uoups chosen to represent the select include: students
scoring above sp,ecified thresholds on the SAT; students taking more
selective tests, t,ich as the College Board achievement and advanced
placement tests; students in the highest ranks of their classes; and students
taking certairtadv-..znced courses (such as high school calculus).

In addition, li itations of the data seriously cloud comparisons be-
tween select studnts and others. Only a few tests have been tabulated in a
way that permits direct comparison of select and other students.15/ Those
that are directly comparable are limited to high school students or, more
narrowly, to colleige-bound juniors and seniors. Moreover, many of the tests
that are designee intentionally for select students-such as the College
Board achievememt and advanced placement tests--are optional, and there is
only limited infoa-mation about the effects of changes in the test-taking
groups on avercie scores. For example, the proportion of students taking

14. Reports of trertda among these students have used a variety of terms to label them.
"Select student-1s- is used here as a generic term for various groups of the highest-
achieving stude =sta.

Score& on maw tests could be tabulated to permit such a comparison, subject to the
limitations tium. *mall sample sizes and problems of -caling often would impose on how
select a group ccauld be assessed ,dth confidence. Such reanalysis of' the data at the level
of individual stmclerits, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
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advanced placement tests has changed dramatically hi rccent. years, as hoe
their geographical distribution and the co leRes they subsequently lttendZ

The SAT

Perhaps the mast commonly cited evidence of declinhig achievement among

select studen's is the drop in the proportion of SAT candidates rceiving
very high scores. For example, the proportion receiving scores to....fer 700

dropped sharply between 1966 and 1980, particularlyen the verbal t.efst (see
Figure D-1). In 1966, roughly 2.6 percent of SAT candidates obtaineta verbal
stores in excess of 700; that percentage had dropped te about 0,8 per-cent 16
years later. The drop was both more erratic and less severe on the

mathematics test-from roughly 4.1 percent to 2.7 percent. (This 1,-arallels
the fact that the drop in the mean score was much smaller on the

mathematics test; see Chapter 3, Figure III-4.) A tabulation of thi ort,

however, cannot be compared directly with the overall decline, w-hich Is
usually measured in terms of changes in the average scores themselves,

Trends in the proportion of candidates receiving high SAT scotsres also
provide clear evidence that the recent upturn has been particularit sharp
among some select students, at least in mathernatke. Thk, propoartion of
SAT-M scores over 700, for example, has risen roughly two.thirds of the

way to its 1966 high level, even though it has been rising for only fo=r years
(see Figure D-1). The corresponding increase in the proportion or verbal
scores over 700, however, has shown far less improvement.

Two other tabulations of SAT scores that are more directly cc ompar
able to common measures , of the overall declire yield apparemAly-but
perhaps not truly-contradictory information on the relative trends among

select students. Both tabulations examine changes In the average s.cores of
various select groups--rather than the number of students scoring above

certain thresholds-but they use different criteria for categorizing mtudents
as select and encompass different time periods.

The first of these tabulations of select SAT scores indicates th_at from
1966 to 1975-a period that encompasses the worst of the SAT caecline
average scores on the mathematics test declined sernewhat less arremong the
high-scoring than among lower-scoring SAT candidates (see Figue D-2).
The average score at the 90th percentile declined the least, and s=ores at
the 75th and 50th percentiles dropped substantially less than scores sat losver
percentiles. Only in the mid-1970s, however, did the top-scoring gros...sp show

a different trend than that of the median SAT candidate. Morecsaver, no
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Figure 0.1.
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similar differentiation appeared OD the vci I s_ _ Unfortunately,
no comparable tabulation of SAT scores is availabis: for years after 1975.

The second tabulation, which only began in 1976 and in which select
students were included on the basis of sc1f.rQFrt.ed class rank rather than
SAT scores, shows Virtually the opposite pattrn: more select groups lost
ground on the SAT verbal test relative to other students (see
Figure D-3). 17/ This trend was apparent both during the last years of the
decline and during the first few years of the subequent upturn. In contrast,
since 19821 the gap between the various grwoups hns largely remained
constant. Indeed, this pattern was not limited =o select students; across the
entire range, students with higher class rank llowed less favorable trends
than did students with lower class rank, 18/ cores of students reporting
themselves to be above the 90th percentile in clasmss rank fell 16 points on the
SAT-V between the 1975 and 1982 school years ass.nd only began turning up in
1983. The pattern among students between the 80th and 90th percentiles is
quite similar, but the decline is four points s=aller, and the subsequent
upturn is clearer and might have begun a few yars earlier. In contrast, the
average scores of the broad middle of student--those falling between the
20th and 80th percentiles in class rankshow-Ned at most a small drop
between 1975 and 1979and have been rising quite teadily since.

While less favorable trends appeared amon_ g students with higher class
ranks on the SAT mathematics scale as well1, the mathematics trends
differed in some respects (see Figure D-3). ,skr in the case of the verbal
scale, the widening gap between achievement ggroups was quite consistent
across the entire range of achievement leves, and the upturn began
consistently earlier In lewer-ranked groups of students. In the case of
mathematics, however, the widening of the gttp betweer Ifh- and low-
achieving groups had ended before the overall rnse in scor gan in 1981,
and, indeed, the top 10 percent of students gaizzied a bit relative to others
during the first years o( the score increase.

16. June Stern, Selected Percentiles for Scholastic Ap
1975-76) (New York:The College Board, 1977).

Test Scores (1966.67 through

17. William W. Turnbull, Changes in SAT Scores: Whal Can ThRy Teach Us? College
Board ETS Joint SteffResearch and Development Coriarmittee, forthcoming), Table II.

Although the trend among students below the 20th pea_!rcentile is largely consistent with
this generalization, it cannot be interpreted with c=ntidence, for it reflects very few
students--only 0.6 percent of SAT candidates in the 19E03-1984 school year.
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Figure 1/3.
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Is the apparently steeper SAT decline after 1976 among students with
ikigh class ranks inconsistent with the comparable or even lesser declines of
s-tudents with high SAT scores in earlier years? Not necessarily. The
riciathematics trends suggest that the upturn might have begun earlier among
lc}wer-achieving students. If so, it could cause an apparently greater decline
aarnong select students during the last few years of the decline even if select
students showed comparable or lesser drops over the entire period of the
(beeline. In addition, select students might have declined less on the SAT
&airing the earlier and middle years of the decline but more at its end--a
paattern that could easily arise if the trends reflect a variety of different
catuses. Alternatively, class ..ank and SAT percentiles might delineate
different select groups that experienced different trends throughou"- the
deline. This possibility is strengthened by the fact that class rank, unlike
S_AAT percentiles, is based on self-reports by students and is therefore subject
nclt only to random error, but also to systematic differences in response bias
arnong different groups of students. Finally, changes in grading criteria or
st---adents` choices of classes might have altered the meaning of class rank.
Mose students currently ranking in the top 10 percent, for example, might

dissimilar in some respects from those with comparable ranks in 1975.
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The BAT trends among students divided by class rank also fail to show
e sharp relative gains in mathematics scores among select students

evidenced by the dramatic rise in SAT-M scores above 700, but this
discrepancy might also be more apparent than real. The difference suggests
that the atypically sharp rise in mathematics achievement is limited to a
more select group of students than those reporting themselves in the top 10
percent or their classes. Students scoring over 700 are far fewer in number
than those reporting themselves to be in the top 10 percentile of class ranks;
even after the recent increases, only 3.6 percent of SAT candidates are in
the former group, compared with 21.1 percent in the lattu. 19/ The former
group also presumably comprises students who are more select in terms of
their coursework in mathematics.

The Illinois Decade Stud

This study suggests that the dec ine among select students was no worse,
and perhaps slightly less severe, than that among other students. The
decline among students at the 95th percentile (that is, those at the cutoff
for the top 6 percent) was generally similar to that of students at the 76th
and 60th percentiles, with one exception: on one of two mathematics tests,
those students at the 96th percentile showed almost no decline. 20/

The la a Test of Basic Skills

National norming data from the ITBS show scores of eighth-grade students
at the 90th percentile declining considerably less than scores of the median
student between 1970 and 1977--a period that includes the first year of the
upturn. On this test, unlike some of the others described here, the relative
gains of the select students were greater in language-related areas than in
mathematics. 21/

19. The College Board, National College-Bound Seniors (1985), Tables 1 and 7.

20. On that particular math test, the lowest-scoring students (in this case, those at the 25th
percentile) declined by as little as those at the 96th percentile in absolute terms, while
those students falling in between declined substantially more. Illinois State Board
of Education, Student Achievement in Illinois, g. 10.

21. Hieronymus, Linguist, and Hoover, lowa Test of Basic Shills: Manual for School
Administrators, Table 6.24. Similar patterns were apparent at many of the other grade
levels as well, but their interpretation is less clear, since the differences at younger
ages included more of the period of increasing scores.
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The Second InternatAonal Assessment of Math

A recent international assessment of mathematics achievement suggeststhat select American students--in this case, those taking calculus while in
high school--have improved in mathematics. This assessment, carried out in
1981-1982 in a national sample of American schools, included testing ofseniors in calculus and pre-calculus classestogether, about 10 percent to12 percent of seniors. The performance of this group was slightly superior
to that of comparable students in a similar international assessment 17
years earlier (based on items included in both assessments), although it wasstill quite poor by international standards. This improvement appears tohave been far stronger among the students in the calculus classes. 22/

The College Board AchievementTest

These tests of achievement in specific subject areas are taken by a smallfraction of 1 percent to about 10 percent of graduates, depending on thesubject area and year. Typically, they showed stability or slight increases
during the last half of the period of declining achievement, but this might
merely reflect a rapid drop in the proportion of graduates taking the tests(sec Figure D-4). 231 That is, if the declining proportion of graduates taking

22. F. Joe Crosswhite, John A. Dossey, Jane 0. Swafford, Curtis C. McKnight, Thomas J.Cooney, and Kenneth J. Travers, Second International Mathematics Study: SummaryReport for the United States (Champaign, Illinois: Stipes Publishing Co., 1985), pp. 63,70-73. Details of the earlier assessment can be found in Torsten Husen, ed.,International
Study of Achievement in Mathematics: A Comparison of Twelve Countries (Stockholmand New York: Almqvist & Wiksell and John Wiley & Sons, 1967).

23. Because of scaling, the drop in the proportion of students taking the achievement testsis more marked than it might seem in Figure D-4. For example, the proportion ofstudents taking the biology test dropped by about 22 percent between 1971 and 1979,but that decline appears moderate in Figure D-4.

Test score data are from College Board, National College-Bound Seniors, various years.
Comparable data on scores and participationrates are unavailable before the 1971 school
year. Participation rates are obtained by the dividing the number of test takers in agiven year by the number of high-school graduates in that year in Projections ofEducation Statistics to 1990-91. (Washingten, D.C,: National Center for EducationStatistics, 1982). This produces a slight overestimate of the proportion of graduatestaking the test, because some students take the test in their junior year and repeat itthe following year. More important, it overstates the selectivity of the tests in areasin which the SAT and the Achievement Tests are heavily used. It adds to thedenominator students in areas where few students take these tests (for example, areasin which the ACT is the dominant college-entrance test).
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Figure 0,4.
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the tests reflects a drop in the number of less able students tnking thetests, the resulting increase in the ability level of the remaining grouptilting the tests might have masked a decline within ability groups. For
example, the proportion of graduates taking the English composition testdropped roughly from 10 to 6 percent between the 1971 and 1978 school
years, and similar declines in participation occurred in other subject areasas well.

Conversely, the relative stability of many of the College Boardachievement test scores since 1979 might hide a substantial increase in
achievement within ability groups. Since 1979, average scores on the more
common College Board achievement tests have generally held stable orincreased modestly in the face of moderate-to-large increases in the
proportion of students tested. (American History is an exception; it showed
a large increase in average scores but a slight decrease in participation.)

The Colle e Board's Advanced Placement Tests

Average scores on this set of tests--taken by college-bound students seekingcollege credit for advanced coursework in high school--has remained stablesince 1969. This stability, however, might mask a sizable increase in
educational accomplishment.

Relatively few graduates take each of the Advanced Placement (AP)tests, but the total proportion taking any of them has roughly tripled--from
under 2 percent to about 6 percent--over the past decade. 24/ During this
decade of rapid growth--as well as the preceding half-decade of fairly stable
test volumethe average score on AP tests in all subjects remained quite
stable, increasing about 5 percent (see Figure D-5).

The rapid growth in the proportion of seniors taking the AP tests need
not indicate the sort of compositional changes that affected the SAT in the
1960s, and the stability of AP scores accordingly should be interpreted
differently. In the ease of the SAT, the growth in the proportion of studentstaking the test in part indicated an increase in the proportion of test takers
from lower-ability groups. In such a situation, a stable overall average
5core would indicate increasing achievement within ability groups. In the

Data are from published and unpublished College Board tabulations. These proportions
are subject to the same caveats as are described above with respect to the College Board
achievement tests.
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Figure D-5,
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case of the AP tests, however, much of the growth in volume reflects the
expansion of the AP program into additional geographic areas, as additional
universities decided to offer credit for AP tests and more school districts
and individual schools decided to offer advance courses preparii,e; students

for the AP tests. For example, the decision of some large state universities
to offer AP courses contributed substantially to the growth of the AP
program, and students going to such universitiessuch as the University of
California, the University of North Carolina, and the State University of

New Yorknow account for a large share of the total number of AP
examinations. 25/ Thus, the growing proportion of students taking AP
exams might be lowering the average ability of the test-taking group, but

25. College Entrance Examination Board, unpublished tabulatio and Harlan Hanson,
The College Board, personal communication, March 1985.
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probably far less than did the growth of the SAT pool two decades ago.While some of the new students added to the AP pool might be lower inabil;ty than those in the smaller pool a decade ago--when more selectiveschools contributed a greater share of the students--many are probablycomparable in ability, differing only in geographic location or familyincome.

The constancy of AP scores in the face of rapid growth in the numberof test-takers accordingly can be seen as an increase in educationalaccomplishment. To the extent that the average ability of the pool mighthave decreased, th3 stable scores reflect an increase in the scores obtainedby students at any given ability level. To the extent that additional studentsof comparable ability have been drawn into the program, the program'sgrowth represents a drt rnatic increase in the advanced-level coursework ofhighly able students- -that is, it can be seen as a growth in their educationalattainment.

CONCLUSION

Taken together, the available data provide only spotty and inconsistentsuggestions that achievement trends have been relatively more favorable insome achievement subgroups than in others. There are some indications ofrelative gains at both ends of the achievement scale- -that is, amongstudents in the lowest quartile and among certain select students. Thesesigns, however, appear limited to certain tests. In addition, if these relativegains are not an artifact of certain aspects of those particular tests, someapparently might be confined to relatively short periods.

Indeed, the data suggest that generalizations about relat ve gains invarious achievement subgroups are risky, and that inferences for educationalpolicy might not be warranted. The variation in trends from one data sourceto another- -and even from one tabulation to another of a single oatasource- -appears more striking than any generalizatiors about relativetrends among achievement subgroups. The uncertainty engendered by thisvariability is exacerbated by the many gaps in the available data and by
technical problems entailed in using the data in their current form to drawconclusions about achievement subgroups.
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DIFFERENCES IN ACHIEVEMENT TRENDS AMONG

BLACK, HISPANIC, AND NONMINORITY STUDENTS

Evidence that the ave age scores of black and Hispanic students have
risen relative to those of nonminnrity students- -but remain well below
them- -is summarized in ChaI IV. Because that conclusion has
considerable importance, the evidence underlying it is presented in more
detail in this appendix. 1/

BLACK STUDENTS

Although data on differences in achievement between black and non-
minority students at any one time are abundant, data sources showing
relative trends in ac!fievement in those two groups are surprisingly rare. In
the course of this study, nine data sources with separate trend data for
black and nonminority students were located. Two are nationally represen-
tative: the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), and a
comparison of the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Senior
Class of 1972 (NLS) and the High School and Beyond study (HSB).V Two
others are national but unrepresentative: the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) and American College Testing Program (ACT) tests. Data are also
available from two statewide assessments (North Carolina and Texas) and
three local districts (Houston, Texas; Cleveland, Ohio; and Montgomery
County, Maryland).

1. For an explanation of the ethnic classifications used in this paper, see Chapter IV. The
classifications used in the data sources cited here are not entirely consistent. In each
case, the scores of black students have been compared with the group which comes closest
to being "nonminority"- that is, the group that excludes the largest share of identified
minority groups. This nonminority group, however, varies among data sources. The
SAT "white" category, for example, specifically excludes Asian Americans, native
Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Mexican Americans, In contrast, the closest comparable
category in the NLS/HS13 comparison combines non-Hispanic whites with
Asian -American and native American students.

2. Donald A. Rock, Ruth B. Ekstrom, Margaret E. Goertz, Thomas L. Hilton, and Judith
Pollack, Factors Associated with Decline of Test Scores of High School Seniors, 1972-1980
(Washington, D.C.: Center for Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, 1985).
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Eight of these nine data sources showed a consistent and unambiguous
narrowing of the gap between black and nonminority students, leaving little
doubt that this pattern is real and not an artifact of some aspects of the
tests or groups tested. The one partial exception is the ACT. That test did
show a small narrowing of the gap, but the evidence is somewhat
questionable because of inconsistencies among subject areas and large year-
to-year fluctuations. While the r.!nsons for that one partial anomaly are not
clear (several possible explanations are discussed below), it is not sufficient
to call the convergence of scores on all of the other eight tests into serious
doubt. The consistency among the other eight tests is partic-larly
persuasive in the light of the variation in grade levels, test characteristics,
and student characteristics from one test to another.

This convergence in the scores of black and nonminority students
appears to have three components. The scores of black students:

o Declined less that those of nonminority students during the later
years of the general decline;

o Stopped declining, or began increasing again, earlie nd

o Rose at a faster rate after the general upturn in achievement
began.

These specific conclusions, however, are less certain than is the overall
convergence between the two groups, for not all are apparent in all eight of
the data sources.

The SAT

Since 1975, black students have gained relative to nonminority students on
both scales of the SAT (see Figure E-1)--a trend that ended with the 1981
and 1983 school years (on the verbal and mathematics scales, respectively).
During the late 1970s, while nonminority students continued to lose ground,
black students improved their scores on the mathematics scale and held
about constant on the verbai scale. During the first years of the overall
upturn in scores, blacks gained more rapidly than nonminority students.

Both the size of the gap and the rate at which it has been shrinking
can be gauged by comparing the average SAT scores of black students with
the distribution of scores of nonminority students. In 1975, the average
black student's score corresponded roughly to the 1 lth and 12th percentiles
among nonminority students on the mathematics and verbal scales,
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Figure E-1
Minority/Nonminority Differences on the SAT (In standard

deviations, by subject)
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respectively. In 1984, the average black scores had risen to about the 16th
percentile among nonminority scores on both scales. 31 While this change
might appear slight, the annual rate of change is in fact roughly comparable

to the average rate of the total SAT decline:-a trend that few would labe1

insignificant. 4/

These estimates are based on nonminority (white) within-group standard deviations

in 1983-1984 reported in Solomon Arbeiter, Profiles, College-Bound Seniors, 1984 (New

York: The College Board, 1984), p, 81. Although the within-group standard deviation

is technically the appropriate index in a comparison of this sort, using the more

commonly available total standard deviation does not substantially alter the results.
Moreover, the standard deviations of most tests have changed only very slowly, so the

choice of a year from which to take a standard deviation is largely immaterial.

4. During the total period of decline, average SAT verbal and mathematics scores declined

at annual rates of 0.028 and 0.016 standard devialons per year, respectively. During

the past nine years (the only period for which data re available), the gap between black

and nonminority students has shrunk at annual rates of 0.017 and 0.023 standard

deviations per year on the verbal and mathematics scales, respectively (based on 1983-

1984 standard deviations in the total SAT sample).
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The ACT

Black students have gained rein ive to ot e s on the ACT compostsince 1970, but that gain has been small and is overshadowed by largto-year fluctuations in the size of the gap (Gee Figure E-2). In addition, thetrend has been inconsistent from one subject nrra to another. The gapsappear to have narrowed in Social Studies and English, for example, whilewidening in mathematics. 5/

These anomalous patterns on the ACT lave a number of possibleexplanations. For example, the year-to-year instability of the trends mightreflect fluctuations in the sample (10 percent of all those taking the test).The relatively small change in the gap over the total time puriod might inpart reflect the nonrepresentative group of students taking the ACT. Itmight also rPflert the fact that in this case comparison is with all non-black students- -a group that includes, for example, Hispanic students and asmall number of Asian and native American students. Since Hispanicsappear also to have been gaining on nonminority students, trends in thisnonblack group might have been slightly more favorable than among non-minority students, leading to a slight understatement of the relative gains ofblack students,

The NLS and HSB

The narrowing of the gap between black and nonminority students isapparent also in the nationally representative comparison of the graduating:lasses of 1972 and 1980 (school years 1971 and 1979) based on the NLS andEISB studies. 6/ In this instance, however, as in the case of the ACT, the;rends are clouded by the inclusion of several mipqrity groups in the sameIttegory as nonminority students. In all three subjects testedreading,

y ACT tabulations provide the scores of black students and all students, but notof nonblack students. If the scores of Ail students are used as a comparison insteadof those o nonblack students, the gap appears- .spuriously -to have been shrinkinga bit faster than these figures suggest. The reason for the discrepancy is that en increasethe properties of black students (in the particular sample used) during the late 1970searly 1980s lowered the scores of the total group relative to the nonblack group.

The ACT data in Figures E -2 were calculat d using the 1977 total-sample standarddeviations. Using more recent standard deviations does not alter the results appreciably,d substituting within-group nonblack standard deviations should have only a smalleffect.

Donald A. R ck and others. Factors Associated with Test Score Decline.
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Figure £.2.
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American College Testing Program, "Overview of Selected Results" (ACT, unpublished end undated
material); Jackie Woods, ACT, personal communication, DecembAr

vocabulary, and mathematics- -the largest average declines occurred among
a group comprising non-Hispanic whites, Asians, and American Indians (but
dominated by the far more numerous non-Hispanic whites.) Trends among
black students ranged from a small gain in mathematics to a larger but
modest decline in reading (see Table E- 1). 7/

7. None of these changes in the average scores of black students was statistically
significantly different from no change. See Rock and others, Factors Associa ed with
Test Score Decline, Tables D.1, D.2, and 1/3.
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TABLE E-1. AVERAGE ACHIEVEMENT OF BLACK
AND OTHER STUDENTS IN T H E NLS
AND HSB BY SUBJECT

Category 1972 1980 Change

Vocabulary

Black 3.28 3.20 -0.08
Other a/ 7,04 6,22 -0.82b/,

Reading

Black 5.94 5.56 -0.38
Other a/ 10.61 9.57 0.94b/

Mathematics

Black 6.50 6.69 0.19
Other a/ 13, JO 12.97 0.93b/

SOURCE: Rock and others, Fnciors Associated with Decline of Test Scores, Tables D 1,
D. 2, and D - 3.

a. "Other" category includes non-Hispanic whites, Asian Americans, and American
Indians.

Statistically significant at the .05 level or leas.

The_National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

The gap between black and nonminority students also narrowed at all three
ages tested in the NAM' (see Tables E-2 and E-3). Moreover, this narrowing
appeared quite consistently in both the top and bottom achievement
quartiles (see Table D-1 in Appendix D). In some cases, both groups lost
ground, but nonminority students lost more; in others, both blacks and
nonminority students gained, but blacks gained more. In some instances,
black scores increased while the nonminority average declined. Although
not presented in detail here, NAEP assessments in the areas of social studies
and writing also showed a narrowing of the gap among 9- and 13-year-olds.

167
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TAB E E.2. READING PERFORMANCE OF BLACK AND
NONMINOR1TY STUDENTS IN THE NATIONAL
ASSESSMENT (Average percent of items
answered correctly and proficiency scares)

1970 1974 1979

Percent Correct

1983
Change

1970-1979

Age 9
Nonminor ty a/ 66.4 67.0 69.3 NA 2.8

49.7 54.5 59.6 NA 9.9

Age 13
Nonminority a/ 62.6 61.9 62,6 NA .0

Black 45.4 46.5 49.6 NA 4.2

Age 17
Nonrninority a/ 71.2 71.2 70.6 NA -0.7
Black 51.7 52.1 52.2 NA 0.5

Proficiency
Age 9

Nonminority 13/ 214.4 215.9 219,7 220.1 5.7
Black 169.3 181.9 188.9 188.4 19.1

Age 13
Nonminority b/ 260,1 260.9 263.1 263.4 3.3
Black 220.3 224.4 231.9 236.8 16.5

Age 17
Nonminority b/ 290.4 290.7 291.0 294.6 4.2
Black 240.6 244.0 246.1 263.5 22.9

SOURCES:

NOTE:

National Assessment of Educationai Progress, Three National Assessments
of Reading: Changes in Performance, 1970-1980 (Denver: NAEP(Education
Commission of the States, 1981), Tables A-1, A -5, and A - 9, and The Reading
Report Card: Progress Toward Excellence in Our Schools (Princeton:
NAEP/Educational Testing Service, 1985), Data Appendix.

NA denotes not available,

Includes Hispanics in all years. See footn te 9.
Includes Hispanics in 1970 only. See footnote 10.
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TA

Group

MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE OF BLACK AND
NONMINORITY STUDENTS IN THE
NATIONAL ASSESSMENT a/
(Average percentage of items answered correct

April 1086

1972
(E d)b/ 1977

Change
1981 1972-1981

Age 9

Nonminority
Black

Age 13

60.1 58.1 58.8 -1.28
40.2 43,1 46.2 4.99

Nonminority 62.3 59.9 63.1 0.84
Black

Age 1

Nonmn, rity
Black

41.1 41.7

66 7 63.2
46.3 43.7

48.2 7.07

63.1
45.0

.3 .C6
-1.32

SOURCES. CBO calculations based on National Assessm nt of Educational Progress,
The Third National Mathematics Assessment: Results, Trends, and Issues
(Denver: NAEP/Education Commission of the States, 1983), Table 5.1;
and CBO calculations based on National Assessment of Educational
Progress, Mathematical Technical Report: Summary Volume (Denver:
NAEP/Educational Commission of the States, 1980), Tables 2, 3, and 4.

a. Nonminority category excludes Hispanics in all years.

These estimates for 1972 differ from published NAEP results for the 1972 assessment.The published results for that year are based either on the 1972 item pool or on the itemsused in both 1972 and 1977, while the trend results comparing the 1977 and 1981
assessments reflect items used in both the 1977 and 1981 assessments. In order to
circumvent the large disparities in the item sets, 1972 results were estimated here by
adjusting the 1977 results (on the items used in 1977 and 1981) by the 19724o-1977
change (on the items used in 1972 and 1977).
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On the other hand, in
apparent. 8/

no clear narro ing of the gap was

The NAEP provides a some hat different view than the SAT of the
magnitude of the achievement gap between black and nonminority students
and of the rate at which that difference is shrinking. The NAEP, in contrast
to the SAT, is designed to assess the degree to which students have
mastered commonly taught material. Moreover, until recently, the NAEP
was scaled in a way that is intuitively cleareralbeit less useful in some
important respectsthan the SAT; scores are typically presented as the
average percent of items answered correctly by a given groLia of students.
In the early 1970s, black students on average correctly answered about a
third fewer items in math and a fourth fewer in reading than did their

mninority peers, 9/ For example, nonminarity nino-year-olds averaged 60
items correct in mathematics, compared with about 40 items answered
correctly by the average black student. In proportional terms, these
differences were quite similar in all three age groups tested.

Throughout the 1970s, differences between black and nonminority
students in NAEP scores shrank more rapidly among elementary and junior-
high students than among high school students. Among nine-year-olds, the
average black student's mathematics score was roughly a fourth below the
average nonminority score in 1981, compared with a third below in 1972. In
reading, the average black score went from a fourth below the

8. See Nancy W. Burton and Lyle V. Jones, "Recent Trends in Achievement Levels or Black
and White Youth," Educational Researcher, vol. 11 (April 1982), pp. 10.14, 17. Burton
and Jones suggest that the racial gap has narrowed in science as well, but that change
appears largely to be au artifact of differences in the content of the tests given in different
pairs of years. When the 1972-1976 change in racial differences on the item set
administered in both of those years is added to the 1969-1972 change on the set used
in both of those years, the trend in the racial difference over the entire period considered
is nearly zero. This can be seen from their Figures 4 and 5 and, more precisely, from
Tables A-2, A-3, and A-4 in National Assessment of Educational Progress, Three National
Assessments of Science.

a

In these reading data, Hispanics are included in the nonminority category (National
Assessment of Educational Progress, Three National Assessments of Reading, p. 2).
While including Hispanics in the nonminerity category lowers the average score of
that group, its effect on the trends is unclear. On the one hand, the relative gains of
Hispanic students during that perioddescribed subsequently- -would make the trends
in the nonminority group more favorable and thus attenuate the comparative gains
among blacks. On the other hand, the growth of the Hispanic share of the school-age
population would make trends in the nonminority group less favorable and thus
exaggerate the relative gains of blacks. In contrast, in the mathematics data, Hispanic
studenta are separated (National Assessment of Educational Progress, Changes in
Mathematical Achievement, 1973-78, p. 29).

1 70
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non inority score in 1970 to less than 15 percent below in 1979. The gap
narrowed slightly less among 13-year-olds and very little among 17-year-
old9.

In the most recent (1983) rending assessment, NAEP scores are
reported in terms of "proficiency scores" that permit comparison of the
performance of students in different age groupsproviding yet another way
of gauging the gap between black and non-minority students. Through the
1979 assessment, the ;e data reveal the same pattern noted above, with one
additionthrough 1979, black 17-year-olds were on average less proficient
in reading than nonminority 13-year-olds (see Figure IV - 5 in Chapter IV), 10/

Since 1979, these new NAEP data indicate that the closing of the gap
between black and nonminority students nrcelernted nmong 17-year-olds
while ending among nine-year-olds. (Because of the large gains among black
17-year-olds, the average performance in the groups reached the level of
the average among nonminority 13-year-olds for the first time.) This
pattern makes sense in terms of a cohort model; in both age groups, the
black students born in the mid-1960s contributed the most marked gains (see
Figure IV-5 in Chapter IV). On the other hand, these trends among 17-year-
olds are inconsistent with the SAT data, which show the relative gains of
black students ending in the last few years.

State-Level Data

Statewide assessments from two states, North Carolina and Texas, provide
trend data separately for black and nonminority students, and both show a
narrowing of the gap between the two groups. The North Carolina statewide
assessment program provides average scores of black and white students on
a standardized achievement test (the CAT) since 1977. In all three grades
tested (3, 6, and 9), the gap has narrowed considerably (see Figure E-3)111

10. In these tabulations, Hispanics are included in the whi (or nonminority) category
only in 1970 (National Assessment of Educational Progress, The Reading Report Card,
Data Appendix). Their being included only in the base year and excluded thereafter
exaggerated the improvement among whites, thus attenuating the relative gains of
black students.

The trends in Figure E-3 were calculated using the total standard deviation from the
1977 =ming sample for the California Achievement riests (California Achievement
Tests, Forms C and D. Technical Bulletin 1 (Monterey: CTE/McGraw-Hill, 1978),
Table 8). If standard deviations based -on the North Carolina data were available, their
use would have altered the specific numbers in Figure E-3, but the differences mest
likely would have been relatively small, and the convergence of black and white students'
scores would still be apparent.
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Figure E-3.
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Black ninth-grade students have also improved their average achievement on
the Texas statewide mathematics and reading tests more rapidly than have
nonminority students during the few years for which data are available (see
Figure E- 4). 12/

HISPANIC STUDENTS

As noted in Chapter IV, trend data about Hispanic students are sparser than
those about black students, and their meaning is clouded by inconsistencies

12. The Texas scores are tabulated as percentages of students in each group exceeding a
specific criterion score. Since the proportion of white students exceeding the criterion
is very high, the convergence of the scores of black and nonminority scores may in part
reflect a "ceiling effect"--that is, the fact that the success rate among nonrninority
students cannot rise much more. Even after a mathematical correction of this problem
(normalizing the proportions with ty logit transformation), however, the gap appears
to be narrowing appreciably, albeit at a slower rate than in the unadjusted data presented
in Figure E -4.
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Figure E-4.
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4

in the categorization of Hispanics and differences among various Hispanic
groups. In addition, the small number or Hispanic students in many sourcesof data leads to instability and unreliability in estimates of trends withinthat group- -a problem that is exacerbated when the scores of Hispanicstudents are reported separately for different Hispanic groups, such as
Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans. 13/ Given that unreliability, consis-tency of the trends amonga variety of tests is particularly important.

Of the five data sources used in this report that provided trend data on
Hispanic students, all but one showed a clear narrowing of the gap between
nonminority students and at least one Hispanic group. The sole exception is
local data from the Montgomery County (Maryland), public schools, whichshowed slight and not entirely consistent increases in the size of thegap. 14/

Average scores of various Hispanic subgroups could be pooled, but the differences inboth achievement levels and recent trends among these groupsdocumented in thisAppendix - -argue against that approach when separate tabulations are available.
14. Montgo -ry County (Maryland) Public Schools, "MCPS 'rest Results by Racial/Ethnic

Groups,1977-1982" (unpublished,1982).
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The SAT

College Board data distinguish between two Hispanic groups: Mexican
Americans and Puerto Ricans.

The narrowing of the gap between Mexican-American and nonminority
students has been fairly consistent since the first year of data and appears
on both scales (see Figure E-1). Over the full nine years of data, the
convergence of scores between Mexican-American and nonminority students
is 75 percent or 80 percent as great as that between blacks and non-minority
students. As in the case of blacks, the convergence was a bit greater on the
mathematics scale than on the verbal scale. The trend among Mexican
Americans also parallels that among blacks, in that the relative gains appear
to have ended or tapered off in the pnst few years. The year-to-year
fluctuations in the Mexican-American students' scores, however, call this
short-term pattern into question.

Puerto Rican students also showed gains relative to nonminority
students, but in this case, the gains were both small and far less consistent
from year to year, perhaps partly because of the relatively small number of
Puerto Rican students taking the SAT (see Figure E-1). The relative gains
of Puerto Rican students parallel those of blacks and Mexican Americans in
being greater in mathematics than on the verbal scale. On both scales,
however, their relative gains were only about 40 percent as large as those of
black students over the full nine years.

The NLS and HSB

The NLS/HSB comparison shows relative gains among both Mexican-
American and other Hispanic students in all, three subjects tested (reading,
vocabulary, and mathematics), with Mexican-American students showing a
larger relative gain in vocabulary (see Table E-4). With the exception of the
vocabulary gains by Mexican Americans, the relative gains of Hispanics
were much smaller than those of black students. All of these patterns,
however, are open to question, because the Hispanic sample sizes are small.
For that reason, even fairly striking changes are not significantly
different- -in a statistical sense- -from no change.

The National Assessment of Educational Progress

The NAEP data show an entirely consistent pattern of relative gains by
Hispanic students (not further separated into subgroups) in both re Aing and

174
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TABLE E-4. AVERAGE ACHIEVEMENT OF HISPANIC
AND OTHER STUDENTS IN THE
NLS AND HSB, BY SUBJECT

Group 1972 1980 Change

Vocabulary

Mexican American 3.47 3.50 0.03
Other Hispanic 4.36 3.71 -0. 66_
Other a/ 7.04 6.22 -0 :82111

Reading

Mexican American 6.28 5.60 -0.69
Other Hispanic 6.49 5.72 -0.77
Other a/ 10.51 9.57 -0.9411/

Mathematics

Mexican American 8.02 7.54 -0 . 48
Other Hispanic 7.48 7.90 -0.41
Other a/ 13.90 12.97 -O. 93b/

SOURCE: Rock and others, Factors Associated with Decline of Test Scores, Tables 13. I,
D.2, and D-3.

NOTE: Components might not sum to totals because of rounding.

"Other" category includes nonHispanic whites, Asian Americans, and American
Indians.

b. Statistically significant at the .05 level or less.
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mathematicsthe only subjects for which such comparinons have been made
available (see Tables E-6 and E-6). These relative gains are apparent in all
three age groups and during periods of both increasing and decreasing
scores. They are generally, but not in every cne, smaller than those of
black students. 15/

The Texas State Assessment

The data from the Texas assessment of mathematics and reading
achievement of ninth-grade students is consistent with the other data
reported here, Hispanic students on average scored between black and r on-
minority students, although closer to black students. Moreover, like bkck
students, they gained relative to the nomninority average (see Figure E-4).

15. Note that in reading, the relevant co:narison is the change in blacks' scores from 1974
to 1983, not the change from 1970 tha is tabulated in Table E -2. Scores for Hispanics
are not available from the 1970 assessmeit.
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TA MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE O.
NONMINORITY AND HISPANIC STUDENTS
IN THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENTS
(Average percentage of items answered correctly) a/

1972
ated) b/ 1977 1981

Change
1972-1981

Age 9

Nonminority ai 60.1 58.1 58.8 -1.28Hivanic 46.1 46,6 17.7 1.65

Age 13

Nonmino y a/ 62.3 59.9 63.1 0.84
Hispanic 48.4 45.4 51.9 3.52

Age 17

Nonminor ty a/ 66.7 63.2 63.1 -3.56
Hispanic 50.8 48,5 49.4 -1.42

SOURCE; CBO calculations based on National Assessment of Educational Progress,
The Third Natio al Mathematics Assessmeat: Rebults, Trends, and Issues,
Table 5.1; and Mathematical Technical Report: Summary '.'olume Tables
2, 3, and 4.

a. Nonminority is non-Hispanic white, labeled "white" in the cited sources.

b. These estimates for 1972 differ from published NAEP resdlts for the 1972 assessment.
The published results for that year are based either on the 1972 item pool or on the items
used in both 1972 and 1977, while the trend results comparing the 1977 and 1981
assessments reflect items used in both the 1977 and 1981 assessments. In order to
circumvent the large disparities in the item sets, 1972 results were estimated here by
adjusting the 1977 results (on the items used in 1977 and 1981) by the 1972-to-1977
change (on the items used in 1972 and 1977).
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`11A111,E E -6. READING PERFORMANCE OF NONMINORITY
AND HISPANIC STUDENTS IN THE
NATIONAL ASSESSMENTS
(Average proficiency scores)

Change
Group 1974 1979 1983 1974.1983

Age 9

Nonminority nI 215.9 219.7 220,1 4.2
Hispanic 182.9 1S9.1 193,0 10.1

Age 13

Nonminority a/ 260.9 263.1 263.4 2.5
Hispanic 231.1 236.0 239.2 8,1

Age 17

Nonmino ity a/ 290.7 291.0 291.6 3.9
Hispanic 264.7 261.7 268.7 14.0

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress: The Reading Report Card:
Progress Toward Excellence in our Schools, Mau Appendix,

a. Nonminnrity is non-Hispanic white, labeled "white" in the 6fxd source.

0
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